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The best on wine from the New York Times! The 
newspaper of record has always showcased the 

writing of some of the world’s most respected wine 
experts, and these 125 articles from its archives feature 
such esteemed names as Eric Asimov, Frank Bruni, 
Alex Witchel, William Grimes, Frank Prial, Florence 
Fabricant, and R. W. Apple Jr. They cover everything 
from corkscrews and winespeak to pairing wine with 
food, wines from the Continent and South of the Border, 
and restaurant experiences. This is the ideal gift book 
for wine lovers.

The New York Times Book of Wine
More Than 30 Years of Vintage Writing
Edited by Howard G. Goldberg, Foreword by Eric Asimov
978-1-4027-8184-1  |  $24.95  (Canada $29.95)  |  Hard  |  6 x 9 
592 pages  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Quantity: 10  |  August 7, 2012 
Sterling Epicure

ebook: 978-1-4027-9381-3  |  $11.99 ($13.99 CAN)
Howard G. Goldberg was an editor at the New York 
Times from 1970 to 2004. He spent 23 years at the 
Op-Ed page, where he was senior editor. He began 
contributing wine articles in the mid-1980s and, in 1987, 
wrote the Wine Talk column for a period. In the 1990s 
he developed Wine Under $20, a feature published on 
Sundays for many years, and Long Island Vines, which 
still appears in the Long Island pages on Sundays.

Eric Asimov has been chief wine critic at the New York Times since 
2004. Asimov created the $25 and Under restaurant reviews and 
wrote them through 2004. He was editor of the Living section from 
1991 to 1994 and editor of Styles of the Times from 1994 to 1995. 
His book How to Love Wine will be published in 2012.

Foreword by Eric Asimov

Includes work by such recognizable and respected 
names as Frank Prial, R. W. Apple Jr., Frank 
Bruni, Eric Asimov, Howard G. Goldberg, Terry 
Robards, Florence Fabricant, William Grimes, 
Harold McGee, and many others.  

The best wine writings from the archives of the 
world’s most famous newspaper

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Features and reviews in wine and regional 

magazines

•	Newspaper coverage in lifestyle and  
book review sections

•	Online coverage targeting wine blogs  
and websites

•	Social media campaign through author platforms 
on Facebook and Twitter 
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STERLING

A Year of Pies

A Seasonal Tour of Home Baked Pies

Ashley English

What's better than pie? How about recipes for 60 delicious pies and tarts from cooking maven Ashley English

and top food bloggers like Beatrice Peltre, Aran Goyoaga, and Jessie Oleson? These beautifully photographed

seasonal recipes include such delights as a Chocolate & Orange Marmalade Tart in winter, a Strawberry &

Rhubarb Ginger Hand Pie in spring, a classic Lattice Top Triple Berry Pie in summer, and Rosemary Bourbon

Sweet Potato Pie in autumn. A Basics section offers six piecrust recipes, troubleshooting tips, and advice on

selecting seasonal ingredients.

Ashley English has earned degrees in holistic nutrition and sociology. She has worked over the years with a

number of nonprofit organizations committed to social and agricultural issues, is currently a member of Slow

Food USA, and has had a regular column for the popular blog Design*Sponge entitled “Small Measures with

Ashley” and another column for Where Women Cook magazine called “Homemade Living.” She is the author

of four books in The Homemade Living Series (Canning & Preserving, Keeping Chickens, Keeping Bees, Home

Dairy). Ashley has been featured in major publications, including Food & Wine , Delish, Edible Magazines, and

Anthology. She has been a repeat guest on Martha Stewart Radio on SiriusFM. She blogs at

small-measure.blogspot.com. Ashley lives in Candler, NC.

-Author wrote a regular column for the popular blog Design*Sponge (monthly traffic 250k)

-Pies are a HOT food trend

-Includes 60 tested recipes (52 by Ashley English + eight by notable food bloggers)

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: August 2012

176 pages

978-1-4547-0286-3

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Flexibound Paper

all in color

8 X 9

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: World

Express Dinners

175 Delicious Meals You Can Make in 30 Minutes or Less

Liz Franklin

Dinner made easy! Express Dinners will speed you from stove to dinner table with 175 nutritious and

delicious recipes that take just minutes. Got five minutes? Whip up Garlic Prawns with Sesame Noodles.

Ten? Try Open Ricotta Lasagne. And 30-minute recipes such as Pesto-Crusted Lamb Fillets will make your

family cheer. Forget pre-prepared meals or takeout and learn to create mouthwatering meals in the flash of a

pan.

Liz Franklin is an award-winning food writer, food stylist, and chef who has run a cookery and wine school.

She has written for some of the UK's leading food and travel magazines, such as Waitrose Food Illustrated,

Food & Travel, and Olive, as well as national newspapers, including the Daily Mail and Sunday Telegraph. She

is the author of 12 cookbooks, including Caffè Italia, The Organic Seasonal Cook Book, Cooking Italian with

Kids, and Quick Breads, winner of a World Gourmand Award.

-175 inspiring and mouthwatering recipes, all precisely planned to take 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30 minutes to

make

-As proven by the success of Jamie Oliver's Meals in Minutes (ranking at no. 5 in Amazon's bestselling

cookbooks list), quick dinners have never been more popular

-Written by a well-known, World Gourmand Award-winning food writer

Publisher: Duncan Baird

Published: August 2012

160 pages

978-1-8489-9026-5

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 1/2

Territory: US/Can

Powered by TCPDF (www.tcpdf.org)
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STERLING

Cocktails

180 Recipes with Delicious Food Pairings

Recipes by Gianfranco Di Niso and Davide Manzoni, photographs by Fabio

Petroni

This breakthrough cocktail book isn't content with simply giving you the skills to be a terrific home

bartender. That's just the beginning. Because in addition to recipes for 180 lip-smacking cocktails,

ranging from classics like the Cosmo, Mojito, and Sex on the Beach to such exciting new, unusual, or

regional concoctions as the Alabama Slammer, Lay-Off, and Gasolina, this elegant, gorgeously

photographed book provides delicious gastronomic accompaniments for each and every drink, guiding

you step by step through preparation and serving.

 

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: August 2012

240 pages

978-8-8544-0654-4

$24.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

200 color photos

8 1/2 X 11 3/4

Carton Quantity: 8

Territory: US Only

Crafty Cupcakes

Ann Pickard

The 30 unique cupcake projects in this fabulous collection are bright, cheerful, and fun--the perfect

centerpiece for any party, and sure to delight all ages. The cute and clever offerings include a bird's

nest, a beehive, a scary ghost, even Santa Claus! Step-by-step photographs show how to shape

models from sugar paste, make buttercream and royal icing, use a variety of piping techniques, and

much more. Change the colors, mix and match the templates, and create your own original designs!

 

Publisher: Guild of Master

Craftsman

Published: August 2012

156 pages

978-1-8610-8853-6

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/4 X 8 1/4

Carton Quantity: 30

Territory: US/Can

Quick & Easy Novelty Cakes

35 Imaginative Cakes for All Occasions

Carol Deacon

A cute pink elephant. A gorgeous bouquet of yellow roses. A frog on a heart-shaped lily pad.  These

are some of the delightful--and delicious--surprises you'll find in this dazzling how-to from prize-winning

cake designer Carol Deacon. Chapters on children's cakes, adults' cakes, and special occasions provide

plenty of creative ideas, and sections on techniques and equipment, as well as step-by-step

photographs and templates, help you turn those ideas into tasty works of cake art. As Carol puts it in

her Introduction: “Go forth and decorate!”

  New Edition

Publisher: New Holland

Published: August 2012

96 pages

978-1-7800-9038-2

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US/Can

Powered by TCPDF (www.tcpdf.org)
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A runaway bestseller across Europe:  
Love Virtually sold one million copies in its 
German edition and Every Seventh Wave  
500,000 to date in hardcover alone

Ideal read for fans of David Nicholls and  
Audrey Niffenegger 

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Galleys available

Daniel Glattauer was born in Vienna, where he works 
as a journalist and writer. Since 1989 he has been a 
columnist for Der Standard, and three collections of his 
articles have been published in book form. 

The eagerly awaited sequel to Love Virtually — 
2011’s wittiest, most compelling love story.

Love Virtually ended as Leo abruptly departed for a  
new life in the United States, determined to end once 
and for all the intensely romantic cyber-exchange that 
had threatened Emmi’s marriage and his own happiness. 
In this follow-up, these unconventional lovers—
intimates who have never met in person—get another 
chance at a real-world relationship. 

Every Seventh Wave
Daniel Glattauer
978-1-4027-8979-3  |  $12.00  (Canada $14.00)  |  Paper  |  5 x 7 
272 pages  |  Territory: US/Canada/Phillipines  |  Carton Qty: 14   
August 7, 2012  |  Silver Oak

ebook: 978-1-4027-9017-1  |  $7.99  (Canada $9.99)

ebook: 978-1-4027-8877-2  
$9.99 (Canada $11.99)

Also Available

Love Virtually
978-1-4027-8674-7 
$12.00 (Canada $14.00)
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Deighton’s novels sold more than five million 
copies in the United States alone

These books have been out of print in the  
US for years

All feature modern covers and irresistible prices

Len Deighton’s books have been called 
“ferociously cool” by the New York Times; 
Publishers Weekly stated that his work was 
“the best kind of action entertainment”; and 
the Daily Telegraph said he “changed the 
shape of the espionage thriller.” 

Goodbye, Mickey Mouse
978-1-4027-9510-7  |  400 pages

ebook: 978-1-4027-9511-4  |  $4.99ebook: 978-1-4027-9513-8  |  $4.99

Close-Up
978-1-4027-9512-1  |  368 pages

Berlin Game
978-1-4027-9514-5  |  304 pages 

ebook: 978-1-4027-9515-2  |  $4.99  

London Match
978-1-4027-9492-6  |  400 pages 
Carton Qty: 32 

ebook: 978-1-4027-9493-3  |  $4.99

Mexico Set
978-1-4027-9517-6  |  368 pages

ebook: 978-1-4027-9516-9  |  $4.99 

SS-GB
978-1-4027-9494-0 |  352 pages

ebook: 978-1-4027-9495-7  |  $4.99  ebook: 978-1-4027-9497-1  |  $4.99 

XPD
978-1-4027-9496-4  |  400 pages

Winter
978-1-4027-9500-8  |  624 pages 
Carton Qty: 32

ebook: 978-1-4027-9501-5  |  $4.99

CLASSIC THRILLERS NOW RELAUNCHED IN NEW EDITIONS!
Get ready for excitement! Len Deighton, one of the 20th century’s greatest 
action/adventure writers, has long been out of print—but now his bestsellers 
are back, in both paper and e-book editions. These tales of intrigue are perfect 
page-turners for weekends, vacations, or anytime. 

Bestselling British author Len Deighton is known for his complex, nuanced espionage thrillers, 
beginning with his very first novel, The Ipcress File. Along with his contemporary, John le Carré, 
who also started his career in the early 1960s, Len Deighton transformed the spy novel by writing 
about the ways in which espionage can not only change the course of history, but how it can 
affect the morality and personal lives of the individuals involved.

All books are: $11.95  |  Paper  |  5 ½ x 8 ¼  |  Territory: US Only  |  August 7, 2012

LEN DEIGHTON
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STERLING

Eminem

The Stories Behind Every Song

David Stubbs

After more than a decade in the game, Marshall Mathers III, better known as Eminem, continues to

break records, holding his own against viral sensations like Lady Gaga and Justin Bieber. From his

fledgling rhymes with New Jacks and D-12 through Billboard chart-busting epics like “My Name Is”

and “Stan,” Eminem has dazzled with his lyrical genius, satirical wit, and enjoyably gratuitous

offensiveness. Now, the entire oeuvre of this immensely gifted poet and street-culture purveyor is put

under the critical microscope, song by brilliant song.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

176 pages

978-1-7809-7157-5

$14.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Flexibound

125 color & b/w photos

5 1/2 X 7 3/4

Carton Quantity: 48

Territory: US Only

Radiohead

The Stories Behind Every Song

James Doheny

With complex, haunting soundscapes and raw, soul-searching lyrics, Radiohead has blazed an

uncompromising trail to become one of the most critically acclaimed, socially aware, and perennially

popular rock acts in the world. Like such predecessors as Pink Floyd, U2, and REM, the band has

maintained its underground cred even while residing at the heart of the popular mainstream. Now

writer and musicologist James Doheny reveals the inside story behind every Radiohead song in a

comprehensive and insightful book no true fan will want to be without.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

192 pages

978-1-7809-7158-2

$14.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Flexibound

125 color & b/w photos

5 1/2 X 7 3/4

Territory: US Only

No Regrets

Writings on Scott Walker

Edited by Rob Young

In 1966, Scott Walker had a No. 1 hit with “The Sun Ain't Gonna Shine Anymore.” More than 40 years

later, his newest album features recordings of meat being punched. Yet through it all, his fans have

remained passionate, and his critical reputation has soared. The recent film Scott Walker: 30 Century

Man included praise from such stars as David Bowie, Radiohead, and Sting. Now acclaimed author

Rob Young has assembled a long-overdue tribute to this influential, enigmatic artist.

Publisher: Orion

Published: August 2012

320 pages

978-1-4091-0273-1

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

6 X 9 1/4

Territory: US Only

The Lindsay Lohan Story

Ally Croft

When it comes to precocious talent and self-destructive behavior, Lindsay Lohan is in a class of her

own. She landed her first movie role in the remake of The Parent Trap at the age of 12 and went on to

star in Freaky Friday, The Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen, and Mean Girls. But she is most

famous for her tempestuous love life, trips to rehab, DUI arrests, struggles with bulimia, and

estrangement from her father. Ally Croft chronicles Lindsay's remarkable and turbulent life with

honesty and sensitivity.

 

Publisher: Orion

Published: August 2012

288 pages

978-1-4091-3637-8

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Powered by TCPDF (www.tcpdf.org)
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STERLING

The Treasures of Mozart

John Irving

The Treasures of Mozart pays tribute to Mozart's musical brilliance, covering his life and major works in

lavish spreads. Follow Mozart as he takes his first steps as a composer, tours Europe as a child

genius, struggles to reconcile his artistic vision with his patrons' demands, and achieves fame but not

fortune--tragically dying in poverty at 35 years of age. Ten facsimile documents, including autographed

score sheets, letters, notebook extracts, and official decrees, provide fresh insight into this great

artist. 

  New Format

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: August 2012

64 pages

978-0-2330-0358-0

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Slipcase

140 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only

The Treasures of Beethoven

John Suchet

This beautifully illustrated assessment of Beethoven's tormented but ultimately triumphant life offers

an excellent introduction to one of the world's most popular composers. Illuminating the struggles that

beset the composer, not least his profound deafness, it shows how he overcame all obstacles to

provide his audiences and posterity with some of the most sublime music ever created. Facsimile

documents cast additional light on Beethoven's genius, from autographed scores and personal letters

to posters and invoices.

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: August 2012

64 pages

978-0-2330-0354-2

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Slipcase

140 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only

Classic Hymns & Carols

Foreword and poetry selection by John Betjeman

This wonderful collection of 70 popular hymns and carols provides suitable accompaniment for

weddings, christenings, funerals, and other religious events. Here are such favorites as “The Holly and

The Ivy,” “Jerusalem,” “All Things Bright and Beautiful,” and other timeless gems. Many of the words

come from an assortment of England's greatest poets, including William Blake, William Wordsworth,

and Christina Rossetti. Introduced by John Betjeman, England's beloved Poet Laureate, this must-have

collection is sure to enhance any special day.

 

Publisher: Batsford

Published: August 2012

192 pages

978-1-8499-4047-4

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

50 color illus.

5 1/2 X 7 1/2

Territory: US/Can

Farmers' Almanac 2013

Edited by Peter Geiger and Sondra Duncan

Time tested and generation approved, Farmers' Almanac is not only a nature-based calendar for the

coming year, but also a publication that promotes sustainable, simple living for everyone. It provides a

compendium of knowledge on weather, gardening, cooking, remedies, do-it-yourself home repairs,

preserving the earth, and more. A special reference section contains everything from tornado tips to

food substitutes to information on when moveable holidays fall for the next 12 years.

 

  New Edition

Publisher: Farmers' Almanac

Published: August 2012

232 pages

978-1-9287-2014-0

$6.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

b/w photos throughout

5 1/4 X 8

Carton Quantity: 32

Territory: US Only
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STERLING

Top 10 of Everything 2013

Ash, Caroline

The bestselling Top 10 annual is back, with more than 700 updated lists

and brand-new feature spreads revealing exactly who or what is the best,

worst, richest, deadliest, biggest, or baddest of almost everything under

the sun! Featuring over 7,000 of the most intriguing facts about history,

science, sports, music, movies, nature, people, and places, this

fascinating full-color resource will astonish, inform, entertain, and educate.

 

Russell Ash was the creator and author of this bestselling series for over

20 years. He wrote and contributed to over 100 successful books,

including numerous spin-off titles such as Top 10 for Men , Top 10 of

Britain, and Top 10 of Football. He was aided in his writing and research by

his family, and it is they, led by his widow, Caroline, who have taken up

the baton after his untimely death.

-Includes all-new feature spreads that focus and elaborate on specially

selected lists from each chapter 

-With 23 bestselling editions already published, the Top 10 of Everything

brand is a well-established reference book that continues to grow and

reach new markets around the world 

 

Publisher: Sterling

Published: August 2012

256 pages

978-1-4549-0517-2

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

8 5/8 X 11

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

At Home with Town & Country

Sarah Medford

At Home with Town & Country opens the doors to 30 distinctive dwellings, providing rare glimpses of

lives being lived in sleek urban showplaces and luxurious rural retreats alike. These remarkable homes,

lavishly photographed, include Tadao Ando's avant-garde dwelling for the Benetton family in northern

Italy; Chatsworth, the 400-year-old ancestral seat of the Dukes of Devonshire; Ralph and Ricky

Lauren's 1920s-era family estate in Bedford, New York; and Spike and Tonya Lee's historic Manhattan

townhouse.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Hearst

Published: August 2012

384 pages

978-1-5881-6988-4

$35.00 ($42.00 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

9 X 11

Carton Quantity: 8

Territory: North America Only

Playboy's Greatest Covers

Damon Brown, foreword by Pamela Anderson

“I only read it for the articles.” Few modern punch lines (and lies!) are as iconic as this one. But humor

and good writing aside, the true allure of Playboy are the magazine’s spectacular cover images. The

stunning women who graced these covers enticed millions from the fifties through the new

millennium.

Now Hugh Hefner has chosen 200 of Playboy’s breathtaking, innovative covers for this lush

retrospective, digitally reproduced and in color. Acclaimed author and long-time Playboy writer

Damon Brown explores how the magazine’s newsstand decisions made an indelible impact on

American culture, while ultimate Playmate Pamela Anderson provides an illuminating foreword.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: August 2012

320 pages

978-1-4027-8014-1

$35.00 ($42.00 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

9 7/16 X 12

Carton Quantity: 6

Territory: WENG

The Little Book of Prada

Laia Farran Graves

Prada--the word conjures a whole way of life, stylish and sophisticated. Documenting the history of

this family brand and presenting Miuccia Prada's key collections, including the launch of the Miu Miu

line, this must-have book showcases the label's emphasis on understated elegance and luxury,

technologically advanced fabrics, and originality of design. Beautiful photographs of finished garments,

museum pieces, and catwalk shots make this book an accessory no true fashionista will want to be

without.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: May 2012

160 pages

978-1-7809-7132-2

$16.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

150 color & b/w photos

5 X 7

Carton Quantity: 36

Territory: US Only

The Little Book of Schiaparelli

Emma Baxter-Wright

Elsa Schiaparelli was one of history's most influential and eccentric couturiers. Endowed with a

strikingly imaginative approach to fashion, she perfected a unique combination of the witty and the

surreal, the cutting edge and the elegant, from her clothing, jewelry, shoe, and perfume designs to her

collaborations with such provocative artists as Dalí, Cocteau, and Giacometti. This extravagantly

illustrated biography, enhanced with beautiful photographs of Schiaparelli's finished designs and

personal sketches, traces the life and career of this innovative fashion genius.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: May 2012

160 pages

978-1-7809-7131-5

$16.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

150 color & b/w photos

5 X 7

Carton Quantity: 36

Territory: US Only
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STERLING

Showcase 500 Beaded Jewelry

Photographs of Beautiful Contemporary Beadwork

Ray Hemachandra

Today, a large community of highly skilled beaders creates work that's every bit as much art as craft.

This gorgeous book showcases 500 images of the world's best contemporary beaded jewelry,

produced by 275 artists whose work is notable for exceptional technical expertise, innovative

combinations, and sheer beauty. Beaders of all levels will find much to admire--and inspire--in these

pages.

 

The extraordinary international roster of accomplished designers includes:

Diane Fitzgerald  *  Ingeborg Vandamme *  Helena Tang-Lim  *  Felieke van der Leest  * 

Marcia DeCoster  *   Paulette Baron  *  Kira Seiden  *  Sherry Serafini  *  Melanie Potter  * 

Jamie Cloud Eakin  *  Sabine Lippert

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: August 2012

432 pages

978-1-4547-0316-7

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 8

Carton Quantity: 10

Territory: World

A Bounty of Bead & Wire Bracelets

50 Fun, Fast Jewelry Projects

Nathalie Mornu

A Bounty of Bead & Wire Bracelets, the latest in the acclaimed Bounty of Bead & Wire series, features

50 projects from Lark Jewelry & Beading's most popular books. From radiant crystals and ladders of

pearls to dangling bangles and copper jangles, these stunning pieces come from standout jewelers

like Kaari Meng, of French General fame; Candie Cooper, of DIY Network and PBS; renowned

instructor and designer Mary Hettmansperger; and award-winning stained-glass artist Geri

Omohundro. Their beautiful work will appeal to every crafter!

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: August 2012

144 pages

978-1-4547-0407-2

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: World

Making Fabric Jewelry

20+ Projects to Stitch, Fold, & Wear

Marthe Le Van

Use even the smallest scraps in your stash! Making Fabric Jewelry, the paperback edition of Stitched

Jewels, presents 23 exquisite and beautifully photographed designs that incorporate cloth, textiles,

and other common sewing materials. Enjoy inventive projects from top designers, including Ellen

Gerritse's ornate leaf earrings from colorful fabric and mesh, Deborah Boschert's necklace built from

circular swatches, and a sundress-inspired black-and-white gingham bracelet from Bethany Fields.

Even if you're a sewer or quilter who's never made a piece of jewelry before, the easy techniques will

have you creating new pieces in no time!

 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: August 2012

144 pages

978-1-4547-0415-7

$15.95 ($18.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

9 X 9

Territory: World

Tatting Collage

Lindsay Rogers

Tatting--a form of handmade lace--is simple to do, and portable: you can take the equipment

anywhere. That includes this new edition of Tatting Collage, featuring a lay-flat concealed spiral

binding that makes it easy to use as you're working! With 65 patterns ranging from a butterfly and

dandelion to a heart and a snowflake, as well as 60 practical projects such as stationery, cards, gift

tags, and bookmarks, this indispensable guide has everything you need.

  New Edition

Publisher: Guild of Master

Craftsman

Published: August 2012

96 pages

978-1-8610-8905-2

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Hard

b/w illus. throughout

5 7/8 X 8 1/4

Carton Quantity: 30

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Vogue® Knitting Stitchionary® Volume Two:

Cables

The Ultimate Stitch Dictionary from the Editors of Vogue® Knitting Magazine

The Editors of Vogue® Knitting Magazine

Vogue® Knitting's second superlative Stitchionary presents an expansive collection of cable stitches

culled from the magazine's unmatched archives. Featuring more than 200 patterns--including Easy,

Diamonds & Pretzels, Braids, and Combinations--the book arranges the stitches by order of difficulty

and thematically by design. Each pattern is shown in a beautifully photographed swatch, accompanied

by detailed written instructions and charts.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sixth&Spring Books

Published: August 2012

200 pages

978-1-9360-9644-2

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

11 X 8 1/2

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: US/Can

Knit London

10 Iconic London Projects

Emma King

Put London at your fingertips with this charming and witty collection of 10 easy-to-follow knitting

patterns that capture some of London's most beloved historic monuments and attractions. From an

iconic Black Cab to the Changing of the Guard to such famous skyline features as Big Ben and the

London Eye, Knit London is a loving celebration of everything that makes the city unique.

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: August 2012

96 pages

978-1-9084-4908-5

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

5 X 6 1/4

Territory: US/Can

Knitted Finger Puppets

Susie Johns

Full of charm and personality, these 30 knitted finger puppets will appeal to children of all ages.

Russell Ringmaster, Pixie Pete, Doctor Destiny, and other delightful characters are fun and easy to

knit--but the fun doesn't stop there! They inspire kids to play creatively, from acting out swashbuckling

adventures to fulfilling fantasy fairy tales. With five themes--Circus, Farmyard, Fairyland, High Seas and

Science Lab--there's a set of puppets to make every youngster smile. 

 

Publisher: Guild of Master

Craftsman

Published: August 2012

156 pages

978-1-8610-8814-7

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/4 X 8 1/4

Carton Quantity: 30

Territory: US/Can

Tea Cozies 3

Sian Brown, Alison Howard, & Vanessa Mooncie

These are not your grandmother's tea cozies! The latest and greatest installment in this well-loved,

bestselling series offers proof positive that the best place for a tempest is not in a teapot, but on one.

From a froth of colorful butterflies to a cute and clever mermaid motif to a lush grapevine on a trellis

and more, here are 30 gorgeous, creative patterns featuring knitting, felting, and crochet designs

suitable for crafters of all levels.

 

Publisher: Guild of Master

Craftsman

Published: August 2012

156 pages

978-1-8610-8833-8

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/4 X 8 1/4

Carton Quantity: 30

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

First Beading

Simple Projects for Beaders

Jema Hewitt

Want to learn how to bead? We've got you covered, with instructions on every aspect of this popular

and fun craft. First Beading is the perfect introduction to stringing, weaving, and stitching, and includes

over 20 simple things to make, from bracelets and earrings to scarves and bags. Step-by-step

photography and easy-to-follow instructions guide you smoothly through each project, while workshop

sections introduce new techniques. 

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-8434-0613-6

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 3/4

Territory: US/Can

First Knits

Simple Projects for Knitters

Luise Roberts & Kate Haxell

If only every beginner's knitting book was as clear and easy to use as this one! Organized into three

broad chapters, starting with patterns that involve knit only, moving on to knit and purl, and

culminating in simple color knitting, this complete resource guides you through 17 projects, from a

simple scarf to a soft rabbit. Step-by-step sequences integrated into each pattern show exactly what

your knitting needles should be doing, while ready-reference foldout flaps mean you never have to let

go of your knitting for a moment.

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-8434-0611-2

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 3/4

Territory: US/Can

First Crochet

Simple Projects for Crochetters

Lesley Stanfield

From the first loop to the last seam, First Crochet is the ultimate beginner's guide to one of the most

popular needlecrafts. Comprehensive instructions and step-by-step photographs set forth the basics,

from holding the crochet hook to weaving intricate patterns. Over 20 gorgeous projects include stylish

home accessories like cushions and a throw, and beautiful gifts such as scarves, bags, and items for a

baby.

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-8434-0612-9

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 3/4

Territory: US/Can

First Card Making

Simple Projects for Card Makers

Paula Pascual

Whether to mark a special event--a birthday, baby shower, or holiday--or for no occasion at all, First

Card Making is your one-stop shop for that wonderful, one-of-a-kind, homemade card. Step-by-step

illustrated instructions make the process simple, so you can design, emboss, stamp, and create

amazing cards with confidence. Packed with over 20 projects, First Card Making will inspire you to let

your creativity soar.

 

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-8434-0614-3

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 3/4

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Celtic Needlepoint

Original Designs Inspired by the Artistry of the Celts

Alice Starmore

Using her stunning eye for design and her in-depth knowledge of traditional forms, Alice Starmore

presents 18 original needlepoint projects inspired by Celtic culture. She takes readers on a journey

through the history of this ancient art famous for its nature-based motifs and mesmerizing geometric

designs. Crafters will find inspiration and instruction in such gorgeous designs as key, spiral, knotwork,

bird, tree, and animal patterns worked in beautiful yarns on a variety of canvases.

 

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-8558-5263-1

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10 7/8

Territory: US/Can

18th Century Embroidery Techniques

Gail Marsh

Brimming with intricate drawings, color photos, and excerpts from 18th-century writings, this

enthralling book is your passport to a bygone age. Fashion and textiles lecturer Gail Marsh offers

insights into the lives of 18th-century embroiderers; their equipment, stitches, and threads; and

techniques such as working with metal thread and spangles, silk embroidery, tambour, and the

forgotten arts of Hollie Point and knotting. A must-have for historical costume creators, collectors, and

needlework enthusiasts.

 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Guild of Master

Craftsman

Published: August 2012

192 pages

978-1-8610-8808-6

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 1/4 X 10 7/8

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: US/Can

2000 Pattern Combinations

A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Pattern

Jane Callender

This beautifully illustrated, comprehensively detailed book on pattern creation by modern shibori

master Jane Callender provides 2,000 colorful combinations to use as springboards for your own

creative work. Moving from the abstract to the representational and back again, Callender shows how

a single motif can lead to inexhaustible interpretations across a variety of techniques, media, and

materials. This rich visual lexicon is sure to be appreciated by anyone with a love of pattern, from

professional designers to home crafters.

Publisher: Batsford

Published: August 2012

336 pages

978-1-8499-4007-8

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 5/8 X 8 5/8

Territory: US/Can

Pretty in Patchwork: Holidays

30+ Seasonal Patchwork Projects to Piece, Stitch, and Love

John Q. Adams

Happy patchwork holiday! Celebrate the season with the second in our Pretty in Patchwork series. It's

a very merry collection of absolutely adorable projects from the popular “Quilt Dad” blogger and

friends, including pieced polar bear and penguin pillows, a too-cute pillowcase and matching

hedgehog stuffy, stockings, ornaments, tree skirts, and more. Of course, there are assorted quilts of all

sizes, too. With a robust basics section, color step-by-step illustrations, and color variations

throughout, Pretty in Patchwork: Holidays will help you deck your halls in style! 

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-4547-0279-5

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 10

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: World
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STERLING

How to Grow Food

A Wartime Guide

Doreen Wallace

In 1940, Doreen Wallace--novelist, social campaigner, and farmer--wrote How to Grow Food as part of

Batsford's iconic Home Front Handbook series. With its chatty style and beautiful Brian Cook cover, the

book became a wartime classic. Now, a new generation of home gardeners can reap the fruits of

Wallace's experience. Full of practical advice and whimsical musings, this charming facsimile edition

dispenses wisdom on everything from growing fruits and vegetables to keeping hens and pigs.

Publisher: Batsford

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-8499-4049-8

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

b/w photos & illus. throughout

4 5/8 X 7 1/2

Territory: US/Can

Green Roofs and Rooftop Gardens

Beth Hanson
The Brooklyn Botanic Garden has long been a leading advocate of urban greening and sustainable

design--and a green roof is an exciting expression of these ideals. Vegetated roof systems prevent

water pollution, cool and purify the surrounding air, extend roof life, and improve energy efficiency.

Here are 13 of New York City's most remarkable examples--including the elevated lawn at Lincoln

Center--along with a detailed historical overview, essays by industry experts, and practical advice

readers can use to turn their own roofs green.

Publisher: Brooklyn Botanic Garden

Published: August 2012

120 pages

978-1-8895-3881-5

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

6 X 9

Carton Quantity: 64

Territory: US/Can

The Bedside Baccalaureate: The First

Semester

A Handy Daily Cerebral Primer to Fill in the Gaps, Refresh Your Knowledge &

Impress Yourself & Other Intellectuals

Edited by David Rubel

In the dark about black holes? Need to brush up on your Impressionists? Skip the line at the registrar

and curl up with The Bedside Baccalaureate. Each volume contains classes that rotate in groups of

five, just as a typical college semester's schedule would. There are four rotations, or 20 courses, and

every course consists of 18 single-page, entertaining entries--easy-to-digest short bites of core

information that help you build a solid intellectual base in history, philosophy, economics, English and

comparative literature, classics, art history, environmental science, mathematics and engineering,

physical sciences, and social science.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: August 2012

400 pages

978-1-4027-8834-5

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

6 X 9

Carton Quantity: 16

Territory: World

The Bedside Baccalaureate: The Second

Semester

A Handy Daily Cerebral Primer to Fill in the Gaps, Refresh Your Knowledge &

Impress Yourself & Other Intellectuals

Edited by David Rubel

Feed your brain a daily dose of knowledge! The Bedside Baccalaureate speaks directly to people's

desire for a better education and a fun, no-pressure “college-like” experience. This collection builds on

the knowledge imparted in the first volume, with a curriculum ranging from Shakespeare's Tragedies

and Italian Renaissance Art to Schools of Buddhist Thought and Game Theory. Filled with color

illustrations, The Bedside Baccalaureate: The Second Semester offers scholars of all ages plenty of

food for thought.

 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: August 2012

400 pages

978-1-4549-0193-8

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

6 X 9

Carton Quantity: 16

Territory: World
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STERLING

Julius Caesar, CEO

6 Principles to Guide & Inspire Modern Leaders

Alan Axelrod, author of Gandhi, CEO and Napoleon, CEO

Thanks to Caesar, “crossing the Rubicon” has become a synonym for bold, decisive decision-making

where the risks are great--but the rewards can be greater. In his popular CEO series, bestselling writer

Alan Axelrod analyzes Caesar as a business leader, using an engaging, conversational style to explore

six inspirational principles that constitute Julius Caesar's guiding tenets. From this, Axelrod draws 92

lessons that modern business leaders should learn from this first, great, and iconic CEO.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: August 2012

248 pages

978-1-4027-8484-2

$22.95 ($27.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

6 X 9

Territory: World

eBook

978-1-4027-9220-5

$7.99 ($9.99 Canadian)

On Liberty

bold-faced thoughts on free will, free speech, and the importance of

individuality

John Stuart Mill, edited by Laura Ross

On Liberty, John Stuart Mill's classic critique of the ethical limits of governmental authority, remains

one of the most influential philosophical treatises ever written. This interactive edition in our popular 

Bold-Faced series prompts readers to reflect on the importance of free will, free speech, and dissent

in a democratic society. It features an informative introduction by series editor Laura Ross along with

highlighted passages, writing exercises, and lined pages for notes. Mills's thoughtful analysis

addresses many of today's most pressing and contentious political issues.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: August 2012

272 pages

978-1-4027-9227-4

$9.95 ($11.95 Canadian)

Flexibound

all in 2-color

4 1/2 X 5 7/8

Carton Quantity: 42

Territory: World

eBook

978-1-4027-9880-1

$2.99 ($3.99 Canadian)

The History of the Modern World

From 1900 to the Present Day

Terry Burrows, Reg Grant, Jane Laing, Mike Flynn

The History of the Modern World is a concise yet comprehensive overview of the years from 1900 to

the present, chronicled in a treasure trove of over 1,000 striking images and authoritative text. From

the death of Queen Victoria and two World Wars to the World Trade Center attack, the election of

Barack Obama, and the pageantry of Britain's recent royal wedding, here are the major events,

technological advances, and people--politicians, scientists, soldiers, artists--that shaped the world.

  New Edition

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

656 pages

978-1-7809-7183-4

$45.00 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

b/w photos throughout

7 3/4 X 9 1/2

Territory: US Only

A History of Ancient Britain

Neil Oliver

Who were the first Britons? Famed archaeologist Neil Oliver answers that question and more,

excavating the past to weave an epic story of half-a-million years, from the mists of prehistory to the

departure of the Roman Empire in the fifth century AD. As gripping as any novel, filled with fascinating

facts and charismatic figures, this is popular history at its finest--a fitting monument to a land that has

been home to an extraordinarily diverse range of cultures and peoples.

Publisher: Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Published: August 2012

400 pages

978-0-2978-6332-8

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

16-pg color insert

6 X 9 1/4

Territory: US Only
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STERLING

Forensics

Crime Scene Investigations from Murder to Global Terrorism

Dr. Zakaria Erzinçlioglu

The development of forensic science has fundamentally changed the way that crimes are solved and

criminals caught. Starting from the principle that “every contact leaves a trace,” Dr. Erzinçlioglu

explains investigative techniques that until now have remained mysteries to the outsider. Chapters on

poisons, alcohol and drugs, blood and body fluids, trace and contact evidence, ballistics, terrorism and

forensic science, and more reveal the workings of a science that would cause even Sherlock Holmes

to marvel.

 

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: August 2012

320 pages

978-0-2330-0353-5

$16.95 ($19.95 Canadian)

Paper

40 color & b/w photos

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Doctor For Friend and Foe

Britain's Frontline Medic in the Fight for the Falklands

Rick Jolly

Rick Jolly was the Senior Medical Officer in the Falklands, setting up and running the field hospital at

Ajax Bay. Rick's diary of the campaign is a fast-paced and gripping account that covers the entire

conflict. Incredible stories abound as Rick, a trained commando, saves lives--and risks his own--on a

daily basis. Revised and fully updated, this book is a unique firsthand narrative of a conflict that

inspired heroism but continues to provoke fierce debate.

Publisher: Conway

Published: August 2012

320 pages

978-1-8448-6154-5

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

60 color photos

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Great Military Blunders

History's Worst Battlefield Decisions from Ancient Times to the Present Day

Geoffrey Regan

From ancient times to the Bay of Pigs and the Falklands War, military history has been marked by

misjudgments and incompetence. Some blunders have ended in tragedy, some in farce, and some in a

mixture of both. The stories in this instructive collection capture those moments of staggering

battlefield ineptitude, human folly, and sheer bad luck, and they will appeal to both military buffs and

general readers. 

 

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: August 2012

288 pages

978-0-2330-0351-1

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Great Naval Blunders

History's Worst Sea Battle Decisions from Ancient Times to the Present Day

Geoffrey Regan

From the Admiral Popov, the circular Russian battleship that wouldn't steer straight, to the HMS 

Trinidad, a British cruiser that managed to torpedo itself, this copiously illustrated collection of

incompetence on the high seas takes a serious if often entertaining look at the misjudgments of

captains, fleet commanders, and ship designers from Roman times to the present day. Full of

jaw-dropping anecdotes, Great Naval Blunders proves the old adage, "Worse things happen at sea."

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: August 2012

288 pages

978-0-2330-0350-4

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

No Empty Chairs

The Short and Heroic Lives of the Young Aviators Who Fought and Died in the

First World War

Ian Mackersey

It was World War I, the time of the Red Baron, Eddie Rickenbacker, and other “knights of the air”

whose high-flying exploits captured the imaginations of millions. But the reality was less romantic. In

spring 1917, British squadrons lost 200 pilots a month, with pilot life expectancy a mere 11 days. No

Empty Chairs tells the story of that first great air war, illustrating its devastating physical and emotional

impact, as well as its extraordinary acts of heroism. Private correspondence, diaries, reports, and

interviews enrich the narrative.

Publisher: Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Published: August 2012

288 pages

978-0-2978-5994-9

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

16 b/w photos

6 X 9 1/4

Territory: US Only

Ode to London

Poems to Celebrate the City

Edited by Jane McMorland Hunter

“Earth hath not anything to show more fair,” enthused William Wordsworth of London, while to Lord

Byron it was “the Devil's drawing-room.” Ode to London collects a selection of paeans to England's

august capital from a veritable “Poet's Corner,” including beloved authors like William Blake, Rudyard

Kipling, Mary Robinson, and more, accompanied by beautiful illustrations of the city. From Big Ben and

the Blitz spirit to red double-decker buses, here is London immortalized in verse by those who have

known and loved her best.

Publisher: Batsford

Published: August 2012

96 pages

978-1-8499-4037-5

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Hard

50 color illus.

5 1/2 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can

The New Astronomy Guide

Stargazing in the Digital Age

Patrick Moore and Pete Lawrence, foreword by Brian May

Bring astronomy down from the mountaintops and into the backyard with this one-stop stargazing

manual from Sir Patrick Moore and Pete Lawrence, stars of the BBC's The Sky at Night. These days,

affordable telescopes, cameras, and software make it easy for anyone to explore the heavens. Here is

all the information amateur astronomers need to proceed, including a month-by-month sky guide, a

large wall poster of all the constellations visible from Earth, and a detailed map of the Moon.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

192 pages

978-1-7809-7064-6

$34.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

250 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only

The Dinosaur Hunters

The Extraordinary Story of the Men and Women Who Discovered Prehistoric

Life

Dr. Lowell Dingus & Consultant Editor Dr. Mark Norell

From the 18th-century fascination with sea dragons, to Barnum Brown's 1902 excavation of the most

complete T. rex skeleton yet found, to today's cutting-edge DNA research, here are the inspiring

stories of the scientists who furthered our knowledge of dinosaurs. Produced with the famed

American Museum of Natural History in New York--the world's foremost authority on dinosaur

research--this beautiful book contains 15 facsimile documents, including letters and sketches from

such famed fossil hunters as Mary Anning and Gideon Mantell, plus rare photographs and maps!

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

64 pages

978-1-7809-7129-2

$39.95 ($47.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Slipcase

200 color & b/w photos

11 X 9 1/2

Carton Quantity: 10

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Plant Hunters

The Adventures of the World's Greatest Botanical Explorers

Carolyn Fry

From our hunter-gatherer ancestors to the first agricultural societies and beyond, the great events of

history have been entwined with the discovery and utilization of plant species for medicinal,

nutritional, and commercial purposes. Now, as we face the challenges of climate change, our

relationship with plants is more important than ever. Featuring many rare images from the archives of

the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, and 12 items of facsimile memorabilia--including extracts from the

notebooks of famed explorers and naturalists--The Plant Hunters casts a fascinating light on the

human past . . . and future.

  New Edition

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: August 2012

64 pages

978-0-2330-0356-6

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Slipcase

200 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only

The Treasures of Vincent Van Gogh

Cornelia Homburg

Vincent Van Gogh is famous as much for his tortured life as for his remarkable paintings. The Treasures

of Vincent Van Gogh offers unique insight into this solitary genius--from his difficult childhood to his

inspiring artistic struggles to his tragic suicide. Ten items of rare facsimile memorabilia--including Van

Gogh's birth record and private letters to his brother, Theo, and to fellow artist Gauguin--make this

beautifully illustrated, meticulously researched book a must-have for admirers of Van Gogh's work.

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: August 2012

64 pages

978-0-2330-0355-9

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Slipcase

120 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only

Breaking the Rules of Watercolour

Shirley Trevena

Rules may be made to be broken, but few break them with the artistry of acclaimed watercolorist and

bestselling author Shirley Trevena. Shirley's compositions, strange perspectives, fascinating textures,

and vibrant color combinations have shattered the boundaries of the medium. Now this gifted artist

guides readers through ten of her own paintings, sharing professional tips and secrets, and explaining

her decisions and techniques. She not only reveals how she achieves her stunning results but inspires

watercolorists of every level to produce their own challenging work.

 

Publisher: Batsford

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-9063-8883-6

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

9 X 10

Territory: US/Can

Light and Movement in Watercolour

Jake Winkle & Robin Capon

Jake Winkle's spontaneous style of watercolor painting is built around a key innovation:  instead of

working in the traditional manner of light to dark, Jake places his darks first. In Light and Movement in

Watercolour, written with the highly respected art journalist Robin Capon, he shares his technique in

step-by-step demonstrations and practical projects that will teach you how to capture the essence of

a scene with freshness and clarity.

 

Publisher: Batsford

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-8499-4027-6

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

9 X 10

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

London 2012 Olympic Games The Official

Book

Foreword by Sebastian Coe KBE

Whether you're watching from a roaring London stadium or from the comfort of your living room, get

the most out of your 2012 Olympic experience with this official illustrated guide to the world's greatest

sporting event. Packed with stunning photography and expert analysis of the star athletes and their

prospects, The Official Book features a guide to each of the sports and venues, a brief history of the

Games, and a timetable of all events so you won't miss a single moment.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

128 pages

978-1-8473-2924-0

$19.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

120 color & b/w photos

7 1/2 X 9 3/4

Territory: US Only

The 100 Greatest Olympians and Paralympians

Nick Callow, foreword by Sebastian Coe KBE

The Olympic Games is the premier sports event on the planet, and for nearly 15 years the Paralympic

Games has shared the same venue. Now one book celebrates the achievements of the greatest

athletes from both worlds. From early Olympic superstars like Al Kraenzlein to headline makers of the

21st century like Usain Bolt, from Paralympic champions like Oscar Pistorius to the extraordinary

Trischa Zorn, The 100 Greatest Olympians and Paralympians is a lavishly illustrated homage to human

potential that every true sports fan will treasure. 

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

224 pages

978-1-8473-2701-7

$34.95 ($41.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

225 color & b/w photos

9 X 11

Territory: US/Can

The Official Treasures: Le Tour de France

Fifth Edition

Serge Laget and Luke Edwardes-Evans, with a foreword by Bernard Hinault

The greatest endurance test in sports, the Tour de France covers more than 2,200 miles in just over

three weeks, climbing high into the Alps and Pyrenees on a circular journey around France and into

neighboring countries before ending on the Champs-Élysées. This official publication of the Tour's

organizers presents an authoritative history of the sport, including 40 items of rare facsimile

memorabilia such as personal letters from champions, logbook entries, regulations from 1910, and

more!

  New Edition

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

64 pages

978-1-7809-7087-5

$45.00 ($54.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Slipcase

275 color & b/w photos

11 3/4 X 10 1/4

Carton Quantity: 8

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Ryder Cup

The Complete History of Golf's Greatest Competition

Nick Callow

Every two years, the Ryder Cup pits teams from Europe and the US against each other in a sport

usually associated with individual play. But with national pride at stake, the best players from both

sides of the Atlantic fight for a place on their respective teams. This beautifully illustrated book tells

the story of golf's most unique tournament, from its humble beginnings in 1927 to the titanic struggles

of the modern day. The Ryder Cup is the definitive history of this prestigious international sporting

event.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

224 pages

978-1-7809-7221-3

$45.00 ($54.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

220 color & b/w photos

9 X 11

Territory: US/Can

The Total Bike Maintenance Book

DIY Repairs Made Easy

Mel Allwood

In these environmentally and economically conscious times, bikes are the smart transportation

alternative. The Total Bike Maintenance Book is a comprehensive guide to keeping all the main types

of bike--road, hybrid, and mountain--in tiptop condition. Written by a leading expert, this

straightforward, easy-to-understand manual provides detailed information on each mechanical area of

the bike, with tips and troubleshooting ideas for every problem that could arise. From simple repairs to

complex maintenance, the solution is here, illustrated with step-by-step photographic instructions.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

304 pages

978-1-8473-2980-6

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US/Can

Winning Baseball for Intermediate to College

Level

Trent Mongero

Part of the Coach's Companion series, veteran coach Trent Mongero's Winning Baseball for

Intermediate to College Level covers everything from advanced mechanics for infield, outfield, pitcher,

and catcher play to hitting mechanics and mental toughness strategies. Complete with insider tips for

college and MLB prospects, over 100 photographs, and a four-hour instructional DVD, this is the

ultimate, one-stop baseball reference.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

256 pages

978-1-4027-5809-6

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper & DVD

all in color

6 X 9

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: World

Great Modern Structures

100 Years of Engineering Genius

David Littlefield and Will Jones, forewords by Sarah Buck and Sunand Prasad

People still speak of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, but today's architectural and

engineering marvels put them to shame. This new edition of Great Modern Structures profiles over 60

spectacular structures built over the last 100 years. From Dubai's Burg Khalifa--the world's tallest

tower--to the Millau Viaduct Bridge in France, supported by concrete columns taller than the Eiffel

Tower, this technically detailed, beautifully illustrated guide celebrates human ingenuity and daring.

 

  New Edition

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

288 pages

978-1-7809-7001-1

$45.00 ($54.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

9 X 11

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Psychic's Handbook

Your Essential Guide to Psycho-Spiritual Energies

Julie Soskin

Once the seer, the priestess, and the sage were revered. They were considered sacred, with access

to wondrous powers. Yet each of us has the ability to draw on these powers directly. Based on years

of research and thousands of consultations by noted psychic Julie Soskin, and illustrated with inspiring

testimonials from students of all levels, The Psychic's Handbook will show you how to exploit your

psycho-spiritual potential, helping you toward a wholeness that will extend beyond yourself to

transform the world.

Publisher: Watkins

Published: August 2012

256 pages

978-1-7802-8376-0

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

6 X 9 1/4

Territory: US/Can

Black Holes in the Dead Sea Scrolls

The Conspiracy*The History*The Meaning*The Truth

Robert Feather, foreword by Dr. J. Harold Ellens, PhD

Ever since the Dead Sea Scrolls were unearthed in 1947, a small group of scholars has exerted a

jealous control over access to the originals. This policy has hindered understanding of these priceless

texts. Now expert Robert Feather exposes a shocking conspiracy at the heart of biblical and

archaeological studies, and shines a bold--and sure to be controversial--light on the Scrolls, linking the

isolated Essene cult at Qumran with Jesus Christ and the Ancient Egyptian pharaoh Akhenaten,

founder of monotheism.

Publisher: Watkins

Published: August 2012

304 pages

978-1-7802-8377-7

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hard

6 X 9 1/4

Territory: US/Can

The Celestial Dragon I Ching

A Unique Version of the Chinese Oracle for Making Decisions and Discovering

Your Destiny

Neyma Jahan

For thousands of years, the I Ching has been a trusted tool for self-discovery and decision-making. Yet

the esoteric nature of the text, and of previous translations, has made this collection of timeless

divinatory wisdom intimidating to some. No longer. This brilliant new version stays faithful to the

character of the original while converting its knowledge into thoroughly modern, understandable

terms. The Celestial Dragon I Ching puts the ancient wisdom of China at your fingertips as never

before.

Publisher: Watkins

Published: August 2012

288 pages

978-1-7802-8375-3

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

4 3/4 X 7 1/4

Territory: US/Can

In the Arms of Angels

Messages from the Angelic Realms to Help You on Your Way

Claire Nahmad & Olwen Ballantyne

One day in 2004, artist Olwen Ballantyne had an incredible experience as she worked on her first

painting of an angel--the air around her became alive with angelic presence. Since then, Olwen has

painted hundreds of angels, each with an inspiring message of hope and love. Now some of her most

beautiful paintings and their messages are reproduced in this magnificent book, co-authored with

angel expert Claire Nahmad. This delightful collection of meditations, blessings, affirmations, and

exercises will bear you up on the wings of loving angel friends.

Publisher: Watkins

Published: November 2012

144 pages

978-1-7802-8379-1

$9.95 ($11.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

6 2/3 X 6 2/3

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Butterfly Experience

How to Transform Your Life from the Inside Out

Karen Whitelaw-Smith

Change is one of life's certainties, but many of us fail to embrace it, held back by fear of the unknown,

procrastination, and negative thinking. Let Karen Whitelaw-Smith help you overcome your fears and become

the person you deserve to be. A wealth of groundbreaking yet practical techniques, including visualizations,

meditations, and affirmations, will teach you to live in the present, trust your intuition, banish negativity, and

harness health, happiness, and abundance. You've been crawling along as a caterpillar long enough--it's time

to transform into a butterfly!

Life coach Karen Whitelaw-Smith has appeared on TV and radio, is a columnist for a leading business

magazine, and has a celebrity clientele that includes singers and songwriters. She coaches clients in over 12

countries, including the UK, the US, South Africa, Spain, Italy, Bulgaria, and France, and has been a guest

speaker at mind, body, and spirit events throughout the country. She is bringing out a new range of Butterfly

Experience CDs on weight loss, meditation, confidence, and giving up smoking, and is also developing a

range of food supplements and an online coaching community.

-A unique approach to bringing positive energy and change into your life using the analogy of a caterpillar

transforming into a butterfly

-Written by a high-profile author with celebrity clients and active seminar programs, the book will feature

celebrity endorsements

-Features case studies throughout based on the proven effectiveness of Karen Whitelaw-Smith's techniques

Publisher: Watkins

Published: August 2012

272 pages

978-1-7802-8378-4

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Your Astrology Guide 2013

Rick Levine & Jeff Jawer, the world's leading astrology team

WHAT DOES 2013 HOLD IN STORE?

America's most accurate astrology team reveals how to apply ancient wisdom to today's world.

Rick Levine and Jeff Jawer--astrology's fastest-rising stars--go beyond mere prediction: they offer a cosmic

weather report that explains planetary events and energies in a way that anyone can understand…and use.

Their big, best-selling guide covers a full 17 months instead of 12, with spreads for each sign from August to

December 2012 featuring a summary and mini-calendar for each month, plus a free personalized horoscope

coupon code from Tarot.com--a $15 value!

 

Highly respected astrologers, sought-after consultants, and frequent lecturers Rick Levine and Jeff Jawer

have each authored countless magazine articles and books, and appeared on radio and TV programs. They

are co-founders of StarIQ.com, one of the Internet's leading astrology websites. Rick writes Tarot.com's daily

horoscopes, which are read by millions of people in five languages and are featured by iGoogle.com,

MySpace.com, AOL.com, and other websites. Jeff writes weekly romance horoscopes for Tarot.com and

AOL.com and was a longtime columnist for CosmoGIRL.com. He is a co-founder of the Association for

Astrological Networking. They both live in Redmond, WA. 

 

Tarot.com is a leading publisher of e-divination readings and reports; in addition, a team of their authors

provides astrology, tarot, numerology and I-Ching content for AOL.com, Match.com, ATT.net, and other large

portals. They are one of world's most successful divination sites.

-Unique, in-depth, month-at-a-glance “calendars” of the major astrological events for each sign--with Key

Dates and high-energy Super Nova Days--make this book easier to navigate than any other astrology

annual…and the design is hip and fresh

-Comes with a free personalized horoscope coupon code from Tarot.com--a $15 value

-Tarot.com will prominently feature the book in their Daily Horoscope e-mail and Weekly Love Horoscope

e-mail year-round. The website sends out nearly 4 million Daily Horoscope e-mails on a daily basis and nearly

2 million Weekly Love Horoscope e-mails every Sunday, totaling about 128 million distributed e-mails on a

monthly basis

Publisher: Sterling Ethos

Published: August 2012

448 pages

978-1-4027-7940-4

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in 2-color

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

Territory: World

eBook

978-1-4027-9180-2

$6.99 ($8.99 Canadian)
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STERLING

Jumbo Hangman

Mike Ward

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: August 2012

224 pages

978-1-4027-9448-3

Ages: 12 upwards

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in 2-color

7 X 5 1/2

Territory: World

Sizzlingly Hard Fireball

Crosswords

45 Themeless Puzzles

Peter Gordon

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: August 2012

64 pages

978-1-4027-9077-5

$6.95 ($8.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

with flaps

8 1/2 X 11

Carton Quantity: 48

Territory: World

Tinseltown Logic

Puzzles

Foggy Brume

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: August 2012

80 pages

978-1-4027-9640-1

$7.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

with flaps

8 X 10

Carton Quantity: 60

Territory: World

Scratch & Play Holiday

Hangman

Mike Ward

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-1-4027-9447-6

Ages: 12 upwards

$8.95 ($10.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in 2-color

5 3/8 X 8 1/4

Territory: World

Sit & Solve® Spiral

Puzzles

Byron Walden

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: January 2013

96 pages

978-1-4027-8639-6

$5.95 ($6.95 Canadian)

Paper

4 1/2 X 6

Territory: World

Sit & Solve® Picture

Word Search Puzzles

Francis Heaney

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: January 2013

96 pages

978-1-4027-9735-4

$5.95 ($6.95 Canadian)

Paper

4 1/2 X 6

Territory: World

Sit & Solve® No-Sweat

Sudoku

Frank Longo

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: January 2013

96 pages

978-1-4027-9993-8

$5.95 ($6.95 Canadian)

Paper

4 1/2 X 6

Territory: World

Sit & Solve® Tight Fit

Sudoku

Wei-Hwa Huang & Thomas

Snyder

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: January 2013

96 pages

978-1-4027-9994-5

$5.95 ($6.95 Canadian)

Paper

4 1/2 X 6

Territory: World
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STERLING

The Bumper Book of Family Games

Activities and Fun, All Year Round

Katie Hewett & Jo Pink

Open The Bumper Book of Family Games and bid boredom goodbye! This action-packed, imaginative

collection will keep the whole family entertained on those long, dreary, bad-weather days or during

interminable road trips and airport delays, when fun is in short supply. From Hide and Seek to Car Poetry to

Blindfold Drawing, here are games familiar and new, suitable for any situation!

 

Katie Hewett is a full-time mother of two children and author of You're it! and Parlour Games (Collins &

Brown). She lives in Croydon, England.

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: August 2012

192 pages

978-1-9084-4933-7

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

5 1/4 X 7 1/2

Territory: US/Can

Make Your Own 3D Illusions

All You Need to Press Out and Assemble More Than 50 Puzzles, Teasers

and Curiosities

Gianni A. Sarcone & Marie-Jo Waeber

Make Your Own 3D Illusions offers deceptive images, visual tricks, and optical puzzles with an exciting extra

dimension: the book is completely interactive! More than 50 three-dimensional images designed by

Archimedes' Laboratory require readers to manipulate press-out cards to fit shapes inside shapes, create

new shapes, and more. The all-important answers--if you need them--are also included, along with

explanations of how the illusions fool the brain. Sure to provide endless hours of fun … and frustration!

Gianni A. Sarcone and Marie-Jo Waeber are co-founders of Archimedes' Laboratory (archimedes-lab.org), an

Italian-based training and consulting network of game designers that specializes in interactive thinking games

and optical illusions.

-Optical illusions and puzzles fascinate people of all ages, captivating the eye and delighting the mind

-An exciting, unique, interactive publication containing 50 puzzling images. Includes press-out pieces to get

readers involved in creating shapes, pictures, and illusions

-Created by archimedes-lab.org, the award-winning website

 

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: August 2012

114 pages

978-1-7809-7005-9

$24.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only
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“ Sensitivity, passion, strength—these are the words to define Gordon 
Ramsay, a man who has helped bring cooking to a point we could only 
dream of a few years ago.”  —Ferran Adria, Chef Patron, EL Bulli 

Also Available

Gordon Ramsay’s Healthy Appetite
978-1-4027-9788-0
$24.95 (Canada $29.95)

Renowned chef Gordon Ramsay has opened a string 
of successful restaurants across the globe, from Italy to 
LA. In 2011, Ramsay launched Laurier Gordon Ramsay in 
Montreal, Canada, and opened Bread Street Kitchen in 
London’s City district. Gordon has become a TV star both 
in the UK and internationally, with two top-rated shows in 
America: Kitchen Nightmares and Hell’s Kitchen are into 
their third and ninth years respectively, while his latest 
show, MasterChef US, is now in its third season and is 
proving to be another massive hit with viewers. Gordon 
has also published a number of books, many of which 
have become bestsellers across the world, notably his 
autobiography, Roasting in Hell’s Kitchen. In 2006, Gordon 
was awarded an OBE for services to the industry. Ramsay 
lives with his wife and four children in South London, 
along with their two bulldogs, Rumpole and Romeo.

Superstar chef Gordon Ramsay knows: there’s nothing 
better than family and friends sharing a big, home-

cooked meal. And he makes it easy to enjoy a weekend 
repast, with 25 full menus ranging from traditional roasts 
and comforting desserts to Indian- and Moroccan-
themed feasts. Along with the recipes, he offers helpful 
culinary hints on every aspect of preparation, plus 
personal photos of his own family at the table. 

1.3 million copies of Ramsay’s books have  
sold worldwide 

Ramsay’s a major TV personality in Britain and 
the US thanks to Hell’s Kitchen (now in its ninth 
season), Kitchen Nightmares (now in its third), 
and MasterChef US

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National publicity

•	Features and reviews in cooking magazines,  
and food columns in newspapers nationwide

•	Holiday gift guide coverage

•	Online recipe excerpts, food blogger outreach

•	Galleys and blads available

Gordon Ramsay’s Sunday Lunch
25 Simple Menus to Pamper Family and Friends
by Gordon Ramsay
978-1-4027-9789-7  |  $24.95  (Canada $29.95)  |  Paper with flaps   
7 ¾ x 10  |  256 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: US/Can  
September 4, 2012  |  Sterling Epicure
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Gordon Ramsay’s World Kitchen
Easy and Delicious New Twists on 10 Cuisines
by Gordon Ramsay
978-1-4027-9790-3  |  $24.95  (Canada $29.95)  |  Paper with flaps   
7 ¾ x 10  |  256 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: US/Can   
September 4, 2012  |  Sterling Epicure

“ Gordon is one of the few chefs in possession of all of God’s gifts.  
He’s driven, hugely talented at his craft, wickedly funny, [and] able  
to command and inspire others. His dirty little secret is that he’s  
not such a bad bastard after all.”  —Anthony Bourdain

Renowned chef Gordon Ramsay has opened a string 
of successful restaurants across the globe, from Italy to 
LA. In 2011, Ramsay launched Laurier Gordon Ramsay in 
Montreal, Canada, and opened Bread Street Kitchen in 
London’s City district. Gordon has become a TV star both 
in the UK and internationally, with two top-rated shows in 
America: Kitchen Nightmares and Hell’s Kitchen are into 
their third and ninth years respectively, while his latest 
show, MasterChef US, is now in its third season and is 
proving to be another massive hit with viewers. Gordon 
has also published a number of books, many of which 
have become bestsellers across the world, notably his 
autobiography, Roasting in Hell’s Kitchen. In 2006, Gordon 
was awarded an OBE for services to the industry. Ramsay 
lives with his wife and four children in South London, 
along with their two bulldogs, Rumpole and Romeo.

Gordon Ramsay has a world of dishes for you to 
enjoy! This internationally minded cookbook features 

recipes from across Europe, the US, Asia, and the Middle 
East. From French haute cuisine (Navarin of Lamb with 
Spring Vegetables) and Spanish Tortilla to fragrant curries 
and luscious Mississippi Mud Pie, this is global cooking  
at its best!

1.3 million copies of Ramsay’s books have  
sold worldwide 

Ramsay’s a major TV personality in Britain  
and the US thanks to Hell’s Kitchen (now in  
its ninth season), Kitchen Nightmares (now  
in its third), and MasterChef US

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National publicity

•	Features and reviews in cooking magazines,  
and food columns in newspapers nationwide

•	Holiday gift guide coverage

•	Online recipe excerpts, food blogger outreach

•	Galleys and blads available

Also Available

Gordon Ramsay’s Fast Food
978-14027-9787-3 
$24.95  (Canada $29.95) 
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Susan Westmoreland has been Good Housekeeping magazine’s 
food director, charged with the management of the renowned test 
kitchens, for 15 years. She regularly represents the magazine on 
television and radio. In 2001, Susan was named The James Beard 
Foundation’s Editor of the Year. 

The Good Housekeeping Test Kitchen  
Cookie Lover’s Cookbook
Gooey, Chewy, Sweet & Luscious Treats
by The Editors of Good Housekeeping
978-1-58816-963-1  |  $29.95  (Canada $35.95)  |  Hard  |  6 ½ x 9 ½ 
444 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World with exclusions* 
Carton Qty: 4  |  September 4, 2012  |  Hearst

Also Available

The Good Housekeeping  
Test Kitchen Cookbook
978-1-58816-905-1
$29.95 (Canada $35.95)

85,000 copies of The Test Kitchen Cookbook, 
Good Housekeeping’s first cooking ringbinder 
shipped in just one month

Good Housekeeping’s cookie books sell: 
Good Housekeeping’s The Great Christmas  
Cookie Swap has sold more than 180,000 copies 

Triple-tested by the Good Housekeeping  
Test Kitchen, which has stood for quality  
for more than a century 

Good Housekeeping reaches 24 million American 
women each month and will support the book 
with editorial coverage and print advertising

Includes 20 how-to video links

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Major national publicity

•	Newspaper coverage in food sections  
and holiday round-ups

•	Online coverage and reviews on food blogs 

•	Coverage in Good Housekeeping magazine  
and on goodhousekeeping.com

•	Print advertising in Good Housekeeping  
magazine

•	Blads available   

What’s tasty and tempting enough to follow 
hot on the heels of Good Housekeeping’s Test 

Kitchen Cookbook? Yummy cookies and brownies! This 
superlative collection straight from the magazine’s 
famed test kitchens features 250 of the most luscious 
recipes ever created, along with irresistible photos,  
a handy ringbinder format, and links to 20 cookie- 
making videos.  

Good Housekeeping magazine is an American icon 
of consumer protection and quality assurance. Each 
issue reaches 24 million readers and, with 15 editions 
published worldwide, it is an internationally recognized 
brand that sets the standard to which all other 
 women’s service magazines aspire. 

Canadian Edition: 978-1-58816-957-0  | Canada $35.95 
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Jenna Weber attended Le Cordon Bleu College of 
Culinary Arts in Orlando, FL, with the goal of landing a 
job at one of the top food magazines. Instead, she ended 
up becoming a hugely popular blogger and writing this, 
her first book. Visit her blog at eatliverun.com to get an 
up-to-the-minute look at Jenna’s world of food. She lives 
in Santa Rosa, CA.

A charming coming-of-age story from one of today’s 
top food bloggers. After finishing college, Jenna 

Weber turned to culinary school—but to become a 
food writer, not a chef. White Jacket Required follows 
Jenna’s ups and downs as she confronts the rigors of 
training, gets her first job, deals with a family crisis,  
and enters into a love affair.

30,000 daily readers (1.3 million hits a month) 
follow Jenna Weber daily on her blog at 
eatliverun.com 

This blog book will appeal to the millions of readers 
who loved Julie & Julia and A Homemade Life 

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Features and reviews in cooking and general- 

interest magazines

•	Newspaper coverage in lifestyle and book-  
review sections

•	Online coverage targeting healthy food blogs  
and websites

•	Promotions on author blog, eatliverun.com

•	Social media campaign through author  
platforms on Facebook and Twitter 

•	Galleys available

White Jacket Required
A Culinary Coming-of-Age Story
by Jenna Weber, the author of the blog Eat, Live, Run
978-1-4027-7777-6  |  $19.95  (Canada $23.95)  |  Hard  |  5 ½ x 8 ¼ 
216 pages  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Qty:  32 |  September 4, 2012 
Sterling Epicure

ebook: 978-1-4027-9378-3  |  $9.99 (Canada $11.99)
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STERLING

Kevin Zraly's Windows on the

World Complete Wine Course

Kevin Zraly

Now the bestselling--and very best--wine guide available is in a new paper

multi-platform edition, enhanced with new video smart phone tags and

more than 1,300 key words and wine terms in audio pronunciation files!

Kevin Zraly's classic volume goes region-by-region, with the wines

organized from simple to complex, and offers sections on Wine Basics,

Tasting Wine, Matching Wine and Food, Frequently Asked Questions, the

“Best of the Best,” and much more.

 

"Kevin Zraly is the finest wine educator I have known.” --Robert Parker

 

 

 Kevin Zraly is the founder and teacher of the Windows on the World Wine

School, now in its 33rd year, which has graduated more than 20,000

students. Zraly was recently honored with a James Beard Lifetime Award;

his other honors include the Lifetime Achievement Award from the

European Wine Council and the James Beard Award for Wine and Spirits

Professional of the Year. He has been featured in the New York Times, 

People, the Wall Street Journal, and Newsweek, and many other

publications. He is also the editor of the highly acclaimed The Ultimate

Wine Companion.

- National publicity

- Features and reviews in wine, food, and general interest magazines

- Newspaper coverage in food, lifestyle, and book review sections

- Online coverage and social media campaign

- Promotions on author's website, kevinzraly.com

- Still the single best selling wine book in the US

- More than 20 Smart Phone tags throughout the book link take you

directly to Kevin Zraly's Wine Club to purchase hard-to-find wines

(fulfillment by Sherry Lehmann), as well as to recommended varieties, plus

there are new tags on the cover that focus on pronunciation 

Praise for Kevin Zraly and Windows on the World Wine Course:

"One of the best start-from-scratch wine books ever written."--Frank Prial, 

The New York Times

“The great Zraly wit and his legendary front-of-the-classroom presence are

integral parts of this fresh approach.” --Wine Spectator

“A visually exciting, intelligently structured reference.” --Anthony Dias

Blue, Bon Appétit

“Brims with enthusiasm…breezy, down-to-earth…Reads like an

interesting conversation.” --Chicago Tribune

 

“The liveliest short course on wine ever wrapped between two covers.”

--Boston Globe

“As entertaining as it is informative.” --New York Daily News

“Are you intimidated by wine stewards? Read Kevin Zraly's new edition of 

Windows on the World Complete Wine Course and order with aplomb.”

--Playboy

 
 
 
 
 

Publisher: Sterling Epicure

Published: September 2012

352 pages

978-1-4549-0018-4

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 9 1/4

Carton Quantity: 10

Territory: World
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STERLING

Pig

A Passion for Pork

Johnnie Mountain

Pork is healthy, inexpensive, and versatile. Yet this succulent meat is tricky to cook--and achieving the

perfect crackling is even harder! In Pig, charismatic chef Johnnie Mountain shares his pork-preparation

secrets in more than 100 delicious recipes like Grilled Garlic & Sage Pork Chops and Pork Loin in a Fennel-Salt

Crust. Practical features explaining the different cuts of meat and how to smoke, preserve, and cure, plus

smart-phone links to instructional videos, make Pig a pork-lover's dream.

Johnnie Mountain is a charismatic and entertaining chef, star of BBC2's Great British Menu. He previously

worked at Café Dell Ugo, Zilli Fish, and The Fat Duck, and then branched out on his own in 2000, opening

Mosaica, then The English Pig, and, most recently, The Atrium, all in London. More information can be found

at johnniemountain.com.

-The fantastic first book from the entertaining chef and owner of The English Pig and The Atrium restaurants,

who represents the northwest of England on BBC's Great British Menu

-An inspiring collection of recipes demonstrating the versatility of tastes, textures, and aromas possible

when cooking with all the cuts of the pig

-A visually sumptuous book with more than 80 beautiful illustrations and QR codes throughout linking to

instructional videos

Publisher: Duncan Baird

Published: September 2012

224 pages

978-1-8489-9039-5

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 1/2

Territory: US/Can

Delish Family Slow Cooker

Easy, Delicious Meals

The Editors of Delish

Want a meal that tastes like perfection? That's quick, easy, and affordable, too? Take it slowly! There's

nothing more mouthwatering, more filled with flavor, than food prepared in the slow cooker--and the culinary

experts at Delish.com are here to show you how it's done. From hearty soups and stews to delectable

roasts, zesty curries, and to-die-for desserts, this appetizingly photographed cookbook presents

fresh-from-the-farm ingredients and marvelously simple cooking techniques. It has all the basic slow-cooker

information you need, from which settings to use to how much liquid to add to what cuts of meat work best.

 

The luscious recipes include:

Balsamic and Port Beef Shanks   *   Chicken with Leeks and Artichokes   *   Ratatouille   *

Best-Ever Bolognese Sauce   *   Fig and Cranberry Bread Pudding

Hearst Magazines and MSN partnered to develop and launch Delish.com. Delish.com's traffic places the site

among the top 10 food-related destinations online. As a leading website for home cooks, Delish is the

must-go-to resource for incredible recipes, the latest in food news, wonderful ideas for entertaining, the best

of the food blogs, and so much more. Delish helps every cook at every level of skill prepare quick, easy, and

healthy meals. 

-Covers a variety of hot topics, including cooking with farm-to-table ingredients, affordability, and the ease

and reliability of a slow cooker 

-The sophisticated photographs give the book a clean, modern, and elegant look that makes it stand out

among other slow-cooker titles

-Previous cookbooks sold in this attractive 6x9 spiral package have included Good Housekeeping's Grill It

(over 50,000 sold) and Bake It! (28,000 sold)

-Delish has great brand recognition: the website offers recipes, cooking advice, and food celebrity news and

is one of the top 10 food-related destinations online

Publisher: Hearst

Published: September 2012

136 pages

978-1-5881-6933-4

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Hard

all in color

6 X 9

Territory: North America Only

eBook

978-1-58816-936-5

$9.99 ($11.99 Canadian)
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STERLING

Change Your Life in 7 Days

The Revolutionary System Used by More Than 6 million People

Paul McKenna

At last, one of the biggest-selling self-help books in history is coming to America

Now you can discover the easy-to-learn strategies of super-achievers to energize and improve your life in just

7 days! Paul McKenna, PhD, made a remarkable study of highly successful and effective people from around

the world, and discovered that success and happiness are not accidents that happen to some people and

not others.  They are created by specific ways of thinking and acting, and can be mastered in just 7 days. He

has distilled these proven techniques into an amazing life makeover that will help you to think and act more

creatively, positively, and confidently.

 
 -Major national publicity
-40-city morning drive radio satellite tour
-Reviews and feature coverage in business, women's, and men's interest publications
-National newspaper reviews and feature coverage
-Author interviews out of New York and Los Angeles
-Major online promotion and blog outreach
-Cross-promotion on mckenna.com
-Search engine marketing campaign
 
 -One of the all time biggest-selling self-help books 
-3 million copies sold worldwide in 25 languages 
-Book includes a CD and a DVD-DVD includes 7 daily coaching sessions to put you in a peak state of mind
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Publisher: Sterling

Published: January 2013

256 pages

978-1-4027-6573-5

$22.95 ($27.95 Canadian)

Hard & CD

all in 2-color

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

 

I Can Make You Sleep

Paul McKenna

-Would you like to sleep really well?

-Would you like to feel calm and stop your mind from racing?

-Would you like to stop the disruption of waking in the middle of the night?

 

THEN THIS BOOK AND CD ARE FOR YOU!

 

Overcome insomnia forever and get the best rest of your life! Paul McKenna's proven, trademarked system

has already helped millions improve the quality of their sleep. In this worldwide bestseller, he shows you how

easy exercises and simple changes in your thinking and behavior can have a significant impact on your sleep.

Plus, this book comes with a hypnosis CD that resets your body's natural sleep mechanism so that you will

automatically find it easier to get deep, restful sleep.

Paul McKenna, PhD, is based in Los Angeles, CA and is an international bestselling self-help author whose

books have sold more than six million copies and been translated into 32 languages. Recognized by The

Times of London as one of "the world's most important modern self-help gurus," he has appeared on Good

Morning America, The Early Show, The Ellen DeGeneres Show, Rachael Ray, and The Dr. Oz Show. He is

regularly watched on TV by hundreds of millions of people in 42 countries around the world.

-Hardcover edition has already sold more than 70,000 copies 

-Author is hiring a PR company to promote I Can Make You series 

-Major self-improvement TV series produced by Ryan Seacrest

 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

192 pages

978-1-4027-8452-1

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paperback Book with CD

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

Carton Quantity: 60

Territory: North America Only

Publisher: Sterling

Published: January 2013
256 pages

978-1-4027-6573-5
$22.95 ($27.95 Canadian)

Hard & CD

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

Territory: North America Only
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ebook: 978-1-4027-9864-1  |  $9.99 (Canada $11.99)

Bereft 
978-1-4027-9813-9  |  $24.95 (Canada $29.95)

The Low Road
A Novel
by Chris Womersley
978-1-4027-9863-4  |  $14.95  (Canada $17.95)  |  Paper 
6 x 9  |  256 pages  |  Territory: US/Can/Philippines 
September 4, 2012  |  SilverOak

Unflinching, relentless, and powerfully written,  
The Low Road paints a searing portrait of two 

desperate men thrown together by chance as they both 
try to flee their troubled pasts. This savage noir surprises 
and grips at every turn. Award-winning and critically 
acclaimed, The Low Road seduces readers with its poetic 
language and unique and indelible protagonists. 

The Low Road, Chris Womersley’s debut novel, won the 
Ned Kelly Award for Best First Book in 2008. His second 
novel, Bereft, won the ABIA for Best Literary Fiction 2011, 
the Indie Award for Best Fiction 2011, and was shortlisted 
for the Miles Franklin Award, Australia’s most prestigious 
literary award. His fiction and reviews have appeared in 
numerous journals and anthologies, including Granta New 
Writing 14, Best Australian Stories 2006, Best Australian 
Stories 2010, The Monthly, and The Age. In 2007, one 
of his short stories won the Josephine Ulrick Literature 
Prize. Womersley lives and writes in Sydney.

Winner of the Ned Kelly Award for Best First  
Crime Novel 

Womersley’s second novel, Bereft, was runner-up 
for the prestigious Miles Franklin Award 

Womersley has been compared to Cormac 
McCarthy and Peter Carey for his poetically  
spare and haunting prose 

Takes place in an unnamed city and its suburbs  
that could be anywhere in the world

Shortlisted for the 2006 Victorian Premier’s Award 
for an unpublished manuscript

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National media outreach

•	National and regional radio campaign, including 
interviews, reviews, and giveaways 

•	Reviews and features in general-interest 
magazines and newspapers nationwide

•	Print and online coverage in mystery/thriller/
fiction roundups

•	Early-reader programs including GoodReads  
and LibraryThing

•	National advertising campaign

•	ARCs available 

“ Womersley’s taut, almost monosyllabic prose creates a relentless momentum 
as it plunges into a black dreamscape with echoes of Edgar Allan Poe, Charles 
Dickens, Samuel Beckett, Horace McCoy, Georges Simenon and Philip K. Dick... 
This is writing you often stop to read aloud.”  —The Australian

 “  The Low Road is richly and powerfully written. It is also an almost  
unbearably intense, tragic, and unrelentingly dark story of addiction, regret, 
despair, and failed dreams that left this reader mightily impressed.”     
                       —Bookseller & Publisher

Also Available
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Ed O’Loughlin was born in Toronto and raised in Ireland. 
He reported from Africa for the Irish Times and other 
newspapers, and was a correspondent in the Middle East 
for the Sydney Morning Herald and the Age of Melbourne. 
His first novel, Not Untrue and Not Unkind, was long-listed 
for the Man Booker Prize in 2009 and short-listed for the 
Kerry Irish Fiction Award in 2010. 

If Joseph Heller and Carl Hiaasen had a literary love child 
in occupied Gaza or Iraq’s Green Zone, it would be this 
insightful and darkly comic anti-war masterpiece.

Spying inside the Embargoed Zone (aka the “Easy”)  
is expensive and hazardous, and the “terrorist” double 
agent known as Cobra needs his wages in cash. But 
his down-at-the-heels spymaster from the occupying 
forces can only pay with an American-made, top-loading 
washing machine. When it turns out that this piece  
of clothes-washing technology is critical to the 
occupation, a frantic scramble to retrieve the sensitive 
hardware ensues. 

Packed with unforgettable characters—including 
a resourceful local teenage girl, an intrepid reporter 
navigating the Easy, an egotistical blogger with delusions 
of relevance, a hapless drone pilot, and at least one very 
unfortunate donkey—Toploader is a savage and hilarious 
indictment of occupation diplomacy.

Author Ed O’Loughlin is an acclaimed writer and 
journalist whose first novel was long-listed  
for the Man Booker Prize

Tackles the delicate, controversial, and timely 
subject of foreign intervention in the Middle  
East and how it is reported in the media 

A razor-sharp satire about the fatal absurdity of 
war and the depersonalization of death that 
technology has introduced to modern warfare

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National media outreach

•	National and regional radio campaign

•	Reviews and features in general-interest 
magazines and newspapers nationwide

•	Print and online coverage in mystery/thriller/
fiction roundups

•	Early-reader programs including GoodReads  
and LibraryThing

•	ARCs available 

ebook: 978-1-4549-0124-2  |  $9.99 (Canada $11.99)

Toploader
A Novel
by Ed O’Loughlin
978-1-4549-0123-5  |  $14.95  (Canada $17.95)  |  Paper   
6 x 9  |  304 pages  |  Territory: US/Can  |  September 4, 2012  
SilverOak
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David Thomas is a journalist and writer with an 
established thriller franchise under the pseudonym  
Tom Cain, published in the United Kingdom by 
Transworld. Blood Relative is the first book published 
under his real name.

How well do we know our loved ones? In the wake of 
a brutal murder, architect Peter Crookham is forced 

to confront this question, launching him on a dangerous 
quest to uncover the truth. When Peter arrives home 
late for a dinner engagement with his beautiful wife, 
Mariana, and his journalist brother, Andy, he encounters 
a bloodbath: Andy has been brutally stabbed to death, 
and a nearly catatonic Mariana is bathed in his blood. 
Convinced Mariana is incapable of murder, Peter vows 
to clear her name. But when he discovers that Andy had 
been secretly investigating Mariana’s past, Peter can 
no longer trust his instincts. Desperate for answers, he 
travels to Mariana’s childhood home in East Berlin—and 
finds himself caught in a web of intrigue involving the 
notorious Stasi…and a terrible secret that someone will 
kill for in order to keep hidden.

David Thomas is the veteran author of a thriller 
franchise under the name Tom Cain

The dark, domestic murder mystery combined 
with riveting historical detail about life in Stasi-
controlled East Berlin makes for a story that is 
part The Fugitive, part The Lives of Others

Blood Relative does for the Stasi and socialist  
Berlin what Philip Kerr did for Nazi Berlin

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National media outreach

•	Reviews and features in general-interest 
magazines and newspapers nationwide

•	Print and online coverage in mystery/thriller/
fiction roundups

•	Early-reader programs including GoodReads  
and LibraryThing

•	ARCs available

Blood Relative
A Novel
by David Thomas
978-1-4549-0125-9  |  $14.95  (Canada $17.95)  |  Paper  |  6 x 9   
384 pages  |  Territory: US/Can  |  Carton Qty: 24 
September 4, 2012  |  SilverOak

ebook: 978-1-4549-0126-6  |  $9.99 (Canada $11.99)
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Betrayal

New York Times Bestselling author Gregg Olsen

In this action-packed thriller sequel to Envy, foreign exchange student Olivia Grant is stabbed to death

after a party--and the prime suspect is her best friend. As twins Hayley and Taylor Ryan get pulled into

the aftermath of this Amanda Knox-like crime, they realize nothing is what it seems. Could it be

betrayal of the ultimate kind?

 

Betrayal features real-life crime-solving techniques, heart-stopping suspense, plenty of red herrings,

hard-hitting ethical questions, and information about the Amanda Knox case that inspired the novel.

As the crime unravels, so does the twins' past…and they must face off against a family member who

may unexpectedly have carried out the worst betrayal of all.

 

Publisher: Splinter

Published: September 2012

352 pages

978-1-4027-8958-8

Ages: 12 upwards

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

6 1/4 X 9

Territory: World

Author Hometown:

Olalla, WA

Envy

New York Times Bestselling author Gregg Olsen

Murder is such a dirty word…

New York Times bestselling adult true crime author Gregg Olsen makes his YA debut with Empty

Coffin, a a gripping new fiction series based on ripped-from-the-headlines stories…with a 
paranormal touch. Evil lurks in deceptively picture-perfect Port Gamble (aka “Empty Coffin”), 
Washington--and 15-year-old twins Hayley and Taylor Ryan secretly use their wits and their telepathic 
“twin-sense” to uncover the truth about the town's victims and culprits. Envy involves the mysterious 
death of the twins' old friend, Katelyn. Was it murder? Suicide? An accident? Envy will take you to 
the edge--and push you right over. 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Splinter

Published: June 2012

312 pages

978-1-4549-0180-8

Ages: 12 upwards

$9.95 ($11.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 7/8 X 8 13/16

Territory: World

Emma

Jane Austen

"I am going to take a heroine whom no one but myself will much like," declared Jane Austen when she

wrote Emma. But it turns out that readers loved Emma Woodhouse, a ”handsome, clever, and rich”

young lady who enjoys meddling in others' lives--until she nearly makes a mess of her own. Austen's

pointed look at romantic mishaps and matchmaking, social status in the Georgian age, and the

importance of simple human kindness remains a joy to read. 

Publisher: Splinter

Published: September 2012

512 pages

978-1-4549-0133-4

Ages: 12 upwards

$8.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

5 3/8 X 8 1/4

Territory: WENG

Illustrator Hometown:

New York, NY

Great Expectations

Charles Dickens

When Philip Pirrip--nicknamed Pip--is forced by an escaped convict to steal food and supplies from his

meager home, he doesn't know that this event will transform his life. One of Dickens's most popular

novels, Great Expectations follows the orphaned Pip as he grows from poverty into a gentleman,

becoming entangled with the strange Miss Havisham and her beautiful but coldhearted ward, Estella,

and coming into a fortune from an unknown benefactor. This engrossing work, which recently

celebrated its 150th birthday, remains one of Dickens's best.

Publisher: Splinter

Published: September 2012

576 pages

978-1-4549-0135-8

Ages: 12 upwards

$8.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

5 3/8 X 8 1/4

Territory: WENG

Illustrator Hometown:

New York, NY
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STERLING

Asterix Omnibus 5

Includes Asterix and the Cauldron #13, Asterix in Spain #14, and Asterix and

the Roman Agent #15

Rene Goscinny & Albert Uderzo

Fans of Asterix, rejoice: here are three fabulous Asterix stories in one book! In Asterix and the

Cauldron, Asterix and Obelix will try anything--even robbery--to replace some mysteriously missing

money. Asterix in Spain features the daring rescue of Chief Huevos y Bacon's son--but returning him to

Spain is more than the Gauls have bargained for! And in Asterix and the Roman Agent, a sneaky spy

named Tortuous Convolvulus tries to turn our heroes against each other!

Publisher: Orion

Published: September 2012

152 pages

978-1-4440-0488-5

$27.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

all in color

8 1/2 X 11 1/4

Territory: US Only

Asterix Omnibus 6

Includes Asterix in Switzerland #16, The Mansion of the Gods #17, and Asterix

and the Laurel Wreath #18

Rene Goscinny & Albert Uderzo

What's better than an Asterix story? Three in one volume! Asterix and Obelix travel to Helvetia for a

rare flower in Asterix in Switzerland. In The Mansions of the Gods, our heroes' humble village is

endangered  . . .  by a trendy Roman architect. Then it's off to Rome, where Asterix and Obelix must

steal one of Caesar's most prized possessions in Asterix and the Laurel Wreath!

Publisher: Orion

Published: October 2012

152 pages

978-1-4440-0489-2

$27.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

all in color

8 1/2 X 11 1/4

Territory: US Only

Where's Asterix?

Rene Goscinny & Albert Uderzo

Can you find Asterix, Obelix, and their friends? This hilarious volume features everyone's favorite Gauls

in a variety of comic escapades, from fighting to feasting. Searching through these humorous scenes

will sharpen the observational skills of young readers even as it tickles their funny bones!

 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Orion

Published: September 2012

32 pages

978-1-4440-0554-7

$9.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

all in color

9 1/2 X 11 3/4

Territory: US Only
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STERLING

Fleece Hat Friends

25+ Easy-to-Sew Projects

Mary Rasch

Soft, warm, comfy, and durable, fleece has taken the crafting world by storm--and the hottest new

trend is animal hats. Whether you're already a fleece junkie or a first-time fleece sewer, this fun

collection will have you making oh-so-cute hats in no time. Thanks to a few basic templates, the hats

are easy to make. But there's plenty of room for variety! Whether you choose an owl, kitty, dinosaur,

or monster, every hat includes custom templates for unique facial features.

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

132 pages

978-1-4547-0354-9

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

9 X 9

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: World

Crochet Boutique

30 Simple, Stylish Hats, Bags & Accessories

Rachael Oglesby

Sometimes the simplest accessories are the most stylish. That's true of the 30 delightful items in 

Crochet Boutique. Crocheters will love this fashion-forward collection, with such projects as hats,

scarves, shawls, trendy bags, a laptop cover, a granny-square pillow, and a lovely shell afghan. With a

short basics section, irresistible photography, and an informative stitch guide, Crochet Boutique is

simply indispensable!

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-6005-9926-2

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 X 10

Territory: World

Hand-Appliquéd Quilts

Beautiful Designs & Simple Techniques

Tonye Belinda Phillips

Quilter Tonye Belinda Phillips' passion for folk art inspired her to develop a simple method for making

stunning hand-appliquéd quilts. In this beautiful volume, Tonye reveals the techniques she's discovered

on her quilting journey: ideas for choosing fabrics, working with color, and creating the appliqué

shapes, as well as placing, basting, and stitching them up. The 20 bright and cheerful projects include

a basic basket-shaped pattern, an updated floral motif with playful spirals, and a garden-themed

design with watering cans. 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-4547-0414-0

$16.95 ($19.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Territory: World

Nicky Epstein's Essential Edgings Collection

500 of Nicky's Favorite Original Borders

Nicky Epstein

In her inspired collections of knitted and crocheted edgings, acclaimed knitwear designer Nicky

Epstein offered creative solutions for embellishing knits. Now comes Nicky Epstein's Essential Edgings

Collection, a beautifully photographed compilation of 500 designs from her popular books Knitting on

the Edge and Knitting Over the Edge, presenting an amazing variety of unique borders, trims, ribs,

ruffles, cords, twists, appliqués, and other distinctive elements for necklines, cuffs, closures, and

corners. It's a “greatest knits” anthology every crafter will want to own!

 

Publisher: Nicky Epstein Books

Published: September 2012

240 pages

978-1-9360-9647-3

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

11 X 8 1/2

Territory: WENG
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STERLING

Knit Notes

Explore * Design * Create

Nadine Curtis

Most knitters dream of making their own creative knitwear designs. This notebook turns dreams into

reality. Each of the approximately 30 blank journal entries includes space for inspirational materials,

information on yarn, tools, and gauge, project instructions, and a photo of the finished project. Also

included are two types of graph paper--one for sketching a silhouette/schematic, the other for creating

stitch charts--a sample garment pattern, outlines of basic shapes, and information on measurements

and yarn.  There's even a ruler printed on the inside back cover!

 

Publisher: Sixth&Spring Books

Published: September 2012

144 pages

978-1-9360-9651-0

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Hard

all in color

6 1/2 X 8 1/4

Territory: WENG

The Gentle Art of Stitching

40 Projects Inspired by the Beauty of Stitch

Jane Brocket

This beautifully illustrated inspirational guide presents simple yet stylish stitched pieces for your home,

from quilts and samplers to needlepoint pincushions and greeting cards. Each of the 40 projects

reflects Jane Brocket's “gentle” approach, which values the creative process as much as the finished

object. With techniques ranging from Japanese Sashiko to traditional cross-stitch and a reimagined

Victorian “crinoline lady,” plus helpful tips, this collection puts the enjoyment back in hand stitching.

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: September 2012

160 pages

978-1-8434-0665-5

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 X 10 1/4

Territory: US/Can

Home Sewing Techniques

Essential Sewing Skills to Make Inspirational Soft Furnishings

Cheryl Owen

Beautifully styled and exquisitely detailed, this compendium of techniques will teach sewers of every

level the skills they need to create an array of fabulous soft furnishings. From simple pinning, cutting,

and making seams, to hemming, lining, and adding decorative touches, each technique is meticulously

explained, then applied to a range of practical projects, including colorful pillows, pretty tablecloths, a

smart shopping bag, and a handy fabric storage box.

 

Publisher: New Holland

Published: September 2012

144 pages

978-1-8477-3857-8

$22.95 ($27.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Territory: US/Can

Clangers

Make the Clangers and Their Planet with 15 Easy Step-by-Step Projects

Foreword by Peter Firmin

Resembling small pink anteaters, the adorable knitted Clangers--who live in underground caves on a

blue moon far away in space--have transfixed television audiences around the world since 1969. This

fantastic new book explains how to knit your own Clanger, as well as such friendly characters as the

Soup Dragon, Iron Chicken, and the Froglets--even your own Clanger planet!

 

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: September 2012

60 pages

978-1-9084-4905-4

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

7 X 7

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Artful Halloween

31 Frightfully Elegant Projects

Susan Wasinger

These 30+ costume, pumpkin, and home-decorating ideas are not just beautiful--they are scary

beautiful. From unique pumpkin decorations to a “blood”-splashed dinner-party centerpiece to a Yard

Specter made from two poles, a string of lights, and torn, draped fabric, these creepy but stylish

Halloween projects will give your home a spooky, sophisticated look . . . with gothic flair!

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-4547-0247-4

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 32

Territory: World

Zombigami

Paper Folding for the Living Dead

Duy Nguyen

Fold at your own risk: these creatures are dangerous … fun! Create the ultimate “undead” crew of 13

ghoulishly gruesome origami zombies. Eager to crush skulls, eat brains, and drink blood, they range

from Suzie Gravemaker (not your average mom--but she'll ALWAYS invite you to dinner) to

Abominable Deadman (he takes a licking and keeps on ticking). This great package includes 50 sheets

of origami paper plus a tear-out poster of all 13 zombies!

Publisher: Sterling Children's Books

Published: September 2012

122 pages

978-1-4027-8646-4

Ages: 8 upwards

$9.95 ($11.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

all in color; 50 sheets of origami

paper

7 X 9

Carton Quantity: 28

Territory: World

Author Hometown:

Everett, WA

Country Living The Farm Chicks Christmas

Merry Ideas for the Holidays

Serena Thompson

For “Farm Chick” Serena Thompson, Christmas means a house overflowing with ornaments, lights,

cherished treasures, and the welcoming aroma of baking cookies. The Farm Chicks Christmas, now in

paperback, celebrates the magic of the season with ideas for entertaining, decorating, tree trimming,

and crafting, plus 17 recipes for yummy holiday sweets. As in The Farm Chicks in the Kitchen, Serena

shares delightful stories of her family and friends, reminding us of the importance of tradition at this

special time of year. Includes three pages of adorable note cards and stickers!

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Hearst

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-5881-6973-0

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

9 X 9

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: World with exclusions*

Ultimate Papercraft Bible

A Complete Reference with Step-by-Step Techniques

Marie Clayton

Ultimate Papercraft Bible has everything you need to know to create beautiful paper projects, from

tools, materials, and techniques to printing, coloring, and texturing. Learn how to design stunning

cards; personalize gifts with handmade envelopes, giftwrap, and boxes; and put together a beautiful

scrapbook. Instructions on decorative techniques, papier maché, decoupage, quilling, and more make

this an indispensable guide to all things paper.

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: September 2012

304 pages

978-1-8434-0672-3

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

8 1/2 X 10 7/8

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Best of 500 Ceramics

Celebrating a Decade in Clay

Lark Crafts

This definitive collection features a decade's worth of memorable ceramic pieces selected from the

prestigious and bestselling 500 series. Juried by a roster of acclaimed artists, including such talents as

Cynthia Consentino, Beth Cavener Stichter, Richard Notkin, and Sergei Isupov, each piece captures the

power of ceramics at the start of a new century. Ceramicists and art enthusiasts alike will treasure the

wealth of knowledge offered in this lavishly illustrated keepsake volume as the experts describe what

makes a particular vase, teapot, sculpture, or bowl stand out. 

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

420 pages

978-1-4547-0141-5

$30.00 ($36.00 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

8 X 8

Territory: World

A Beginner's Guide to Kiln-Formed Glass

Fused * Slumped * Cast

Brenda Griffith

In paperback at last, this popular guide to kiln-forming glass--melting cut or crushed glass and then

shaping it with molds--features 19 beginner-friendly projects. The beautiful and practical items range

from home décor, including a wall sconce and fountain, to sculpture and jewelry. Award-winning

author Brenda Griffith covers all the fundamentals, along with some intermediate and advanced

techniques such as pot melting, inclusions, and mold-making, and offers advice on adding decorative

surface treatments to the finished piece.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-4547-0122-4

$21.95 ($26.95 Canadian)

Flexibound Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 28

Territory: World

PUSH Jewelry

30 Artists Explore the Boundaries of Jewelry

Marthe Le Van

Forget what you think jewelry should be, and consider instead what it could become. Curated by

popular jewelry maker and blogger Arthur Hash, PUSH Jewelry profiles the cutting-edge work of 30

top jewelry artists from around the world, including such standouts as Lucy Sarneel and Beppe

Kessler. These mavericks are creating a bold new language in technique, materials, and subject

matter, confidently crossing boundaries between craft and art. Each chapter features six to eight

pages of gorgeous photographs and an inspiring Q&A-style interview.

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

176 pages

978-1-4547-0368-6

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

9 X 7

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: World

PUSH Print

30+ Artists Explore the Boundaries of Printmaking

Curated by Cranky Pressman, Jamie & Keith Berger

PUSH Print is a visual feast that will inspire anyone interested in art, intriguing personalities, and

innovative ideas. Survey the work of 30+ contemporary printmakers--from world-renowned names to

exciting up-and-comers--each with their own take on letterpress, screenprinting, woodcutting,

lithography, and etching, as well as multimedia and digital approaches to print. Featuring a vibrant

Q&A section with the Cranky Pressman jurors, plus sumptuous full-color images of the artists' work,

this gorgeous volume is a fascinating survey on printmaking today.

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

176 pages

978-1-4547-0328-0

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

9 X 7

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: World
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STERLING

Necklaceology

How to Make Chokers, Lariats, Ropes & More

Candie Cooper

From collars and chokers to princess-length baubles and ropes to twirl and spin, here is a wardrobe of 40

necklaces to make and proudly show off. Expert crafter Candie Cooper shares her “necklaceology” secrets in

an informative, gorgeously illustrated how-to guide that covers tools and materials, all manner of techniques,

making components like wrapped loops and jump rings, and combining beads with wire, chain, silk cord,

ribbon, and other materials. These accessible, sophisticated projects will inspire and delight.

Candie Cooper graduated from Purdue University with degrees in fine arts and art education. She's a member

of the International Feltmakers Association and the Society of North American Goldsmiths. Her other books

include Felted Jewelry (2007), Designer Needle Felting (2007), and Metalworking 101 for Beaders (2010). 

She lives in Wabash, IN. Learn more about Candie at candiecooper.com.

-Metalworking 101 for Beaders, the author's previous book, has sold more than 18,000 copies

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

144 pages

978-1-4547-0333-4

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: World

Jill Wiseman's Beautiful Beaded Ropes

24 Wearable Jewelry Projects in Multiple Stitches

Jill Wiseman

Join popular teacher and designer Jill Wiseman as she presents 24 beaded rope designs in this wonderful

entry in Lark Jewelry & Beading's popular Beadweaving Master Class series. From dainty to heavy, and from

simple to outrageously textured, these beautiful and wearable necklace, lariat, bangle, and bracelet projects

(plus a few earrings!) utilize such popular stitch techniques as spiral rope, peyote, netting, herringbone, right

angle weave, chevron, polygon weave, and oglala.

 

Beginning and experienced beaders alike will love these high-quality projects from one of the most fun and

innovative beaders on the scene today!

Jill Wiseman lives in Pflugerville, TX. She has taught at the Bead&Button Show, Bead Fest, and at bead

stores and bead societies across the US. She also teaches video classes on Beaducation.com. Jill has a very

active and popular social media presence on Facebook (facebook.com/jill.wiseman) and blogs humorously

and enthusiastically about her beading life on tapestrybeads.blogspot.com. She also runs an e-commerce

site, tapestrybeads.com, which she uses to sell kits, instructions, and beads.

-Ropes are one of the most popular forms in beadweaving

-Part of the highly successful and strongly branded Beadweaving Master Class series

-Very popular author will be widely reviewed and promoted online

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: September 2012

120 pages

978-1-4547-0356-3

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: World
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Pickover has received considerable attention from 
media outlets like CNN, the Discovery Channel, 
the New York Times, and WIRED

The Math Book has been translated into  
10 languages and has shipped over 65,000 
copies in hardcover and paperback

Recently published, The Physics Book has already 
been translated into several languages and has 
shipped over 20,000 copies for North America 
and export

With over 300 beautiful images and short, 
accessible entries on a variety of topics,  
The Medical Book is a perfect gift for anyone 
interested in medical tech nology or history.

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Blads available

Following his hugely successful The Math Book and 
The Physics Book, Clifford Pickover now chronicles 

the advancement of medicine in 250 entertaining, 
illustrated landmark events. Touching on such diverse 
subspecialties as genetics, pharmacology, neurology, 
sexology, and immunology, Pickover intersperses 
“obvious” historical milestones—the Hippocratic Oath, 
general anesthesia, the Human Genome Project—with 
unexpected and intriguing topics like “truth serum,” the  
use of cocaine in eye surgery, and face transplants.

Internationally renowned author Clifford Pickover 
has published more than 40 books, translated into 
over a dozen languages. He is an associate editor for 
several journals and the author of over 200 articles on 
various subjects. Dr. Pickover received his PhD from 
Yale University’s Department of Molecular Biophysics 
and Biochemistry. He holds over 80 US patents for 
inventions dealing with computing technologies and 
interfaces, and his website, pickover.com, has received 
millions of visits.

The Medical Book
From Witch Doctors to Robot Surgeons,  
250 Milestones in the History of Medicine
by Clifford A. Pickover
978-1-4027-8585-6  |  $29.95  (Canada $35.95)  |  Hard   
7 5/16 x 8 7/16  |  528 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World 
Carton Qty: 10  |  September 4, 2012  |  Sterling

ebook: 978-1-4027-9233-5  |  $7.99 (Canada $9.99)

ebook: 978-1-4027-9749-1 
$9.99 (Canada $11.99)

ebook: 978-1-4027-9099-7 
$9.99 (Canada $11.99)

Also Available

The Math Book
978-1-4027-8829-1
$19.95 (Canada $23.95)

The Physics Book
978-1-4027-7861-2
$29.95 (Canada $35.95)
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STERLING

Horses

Breeds, Cultures, Traditions

Text by Luca Paparelli and Susanna Cottica

Certain to inspire unbridled pleasure in horse lovers, this gorgeously photographed volume celebrates

50 breeds and equestrian culture around the globe. From the ancient traditions of the Palio di Siena,

snow polo in St. Moritz, the Riding School of Vienna, and the Olympia Horse Show in London to rodeos

in the US, the Litang Horse Festival in China, and the Dubai World Cup, Horses breaks away from the

pack!

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: September 2012

272 pages

978-8-8544-0701-5

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

230 color photos

10 1/4 X 14 1/4

Territory: US/Can

Wonders of New York

Text by Alessandra Mattanza

Fall in love with New York for the first time or all over again with this breathtaking photographic

celebration of the world's greatest city. Join “adopted” New Yorker Alessandra Mattanza as she

details her passionate love affair with the Big Apple through 350 stunning images of striking

panoramas, cultural icons, glamorous hotspots, Christmas magic, street life, and more. This is New

York captured in the midst of a vital rebirth: colorful, multifaceted, and teeming with life.

 

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: September 2012

504 pages

978-8-8544-0665-0

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Hard

350 color photos

6 1/2 X 6 1/2

Territory: US/Can

Jerusalem

The Illustrated History of the Holy City

Joseph Millis

Jerusalem's rich history stretches back more than two millennia, and three great religions claim the

city as holy ground. This lavishly illustrated book celebrates Jerusalem, from its ancient origins to the

present day, focusing on such key sites as the Western Wall, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and

the Al-Aqsa Mosque, and pivotal moments like the Six Day War. Fifteen removable facsimile

documents, including a sixteenth-century letter written by Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent and a copy

of the 1917 Balfour Declaration, bring the city vividly to life.

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: September 2012

96 pages

978-0-2330-0360-3

$44.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

180 color & b/w photos

9 3/4 X 11

Territory: US Only

Exotic Botanical Illustration

With the Eden Project

Rosie Martin & Meriel Thurstan

Rosie Martin and Meriel Thurstan--who run the popular botanical painting course at the Eden

Project--have created a practical, inspirational guide, with all the how-tos of capturing flowers, fruits,

and vegetables on paper. They cover everything from familiar bananas and pineapples to extraordinary

orchids and carnivorous plants, explaining the drawing process with plenty of exercises, step-by-step

projects, worksheets, color swatches, sketches, and stunning paintings. Exotic Botanical Illustration is

a master class in vivid colors, complex textures, and the pleasing challenges of unusual forms.

Publisher: Batsford

Published: September 2012

144 pages

978-1-8499-4031-3

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 1/2 X 10 7/8

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Treasures of Green Day

Gillian G. Gaar

Love Green Day? Then you'll have the “Time Of Your Life” with this new entry in the popular Treasures series.

It follows the groundbreaking California punk-rock band from their scrappy high-school days to international

stardom to the triumphant Tony® Award-winning Broadway adaptation of their blockbuster concept album 

American Idiot. Accompanied by a wealth of superb photographs and 20 pieces of super-rare facsimile

memorabilia ranging from ticket stubs and set lists to backstage passes and flyers, this collector's item is a

must-have for every Green Day fan.

Music journalist Gillian G. Gaar has written numerous books, including She's A Rebel: The History of Women

in Rock & Roll, The Rough Guide to Nirvana, Treasures of Nirvana, and Green Day: Rebels with a Cause

(Omnibus Press, London, 2007). She has written liner notes for collections by Laurie Anderson, Judy Collins,

Heart, Pat Benatar, Paula Cole, and Mat Kearney, among others. She was also a project consultant/liner-note

writer for Nirvana's box set With the Lights Out. Garr has written for several magazines and newspapers,

including Rolling Stone, Mojo, Goldmine, and the Seattle Times, and was a senior editor at Seattle music

biweekly newspaper the Rocket. She lives in Seattle, WA.

-Green Day is an incredibly popular band. They have sold over 65,000,000 records worldwide, won five

Grammy® Awards, and have their own Rock Band video game

-Contains 20 pieces of amazing, super-rare facsimile memorabilia, including ticket stubs from early shows,

backstage passes, set lists, and more

-A film version of American Idiot has been announced for 2013, while the Broadway production has now

begun touring around the country

-130 photos, an eye-catching layout, and intelligent commentary make this both a complete reference and a

collector's item for Green Day enthusiasts worldwide

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

64 pages

978-1-4027-9854-2

$35.00 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Slipcase

all in color

11 X 9 1/2

Territory: US Only

Classic Album Covers of the 1970s

Aubrey Powell

The dynamic 1970s saw the optimistic ideals of the previous decade achieving mainstream acceptance even

as a conservative backlash took shape. Little wonder this turbulent time was reflected in its diverse

music--and in iconic album covers that came to symbolize an era. Classic Album Covers of the 1970s is a

visual journey through more than 200 of the very best, from psychedelia-influenced artwork to punk

anti-design, from Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, and David Bowie, to Patti Smith, The Ramones, and the Sex

Pistols.

 

Aubrey Powell founded the highly acclaimed design company Hipgnosis with Storm Thorgerson in 1968 after

graduating from the London School of Film Technique. His album-cover design work includes Led Zeppelin,

Paul McCartney, Pink Floyd, Bad Company, Genesis, Yes, Peter Gabriel, and 10cc, to name but a few.

-Indispensable reading for the dedicated follower of album-cover graphics and design

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: September 2012

192 pages

978-1-8434-0677-8

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

8 5/8 X 8 5/8

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Bored Stupid at Work Doodle Book

Escape Your Mind-Numbing Drudgery with This Scribble-In Book

Rose Adders

Tired of counting paperclips? The Bored Stupid at Work Doodle Book is full of fun ideas for relieving

workplace tension and tedium. This answer to the prayers of desperate desk jockeys, cube monkeys,

and wage slaves is packed with great job-related gags and partially completed line drawings for you to

finish, from a fill-in chart for rating your colleagues to your boss's boots to draw and kiss. So get out of

your rut and get into some creative doodling!

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: September 2012

160 pages

978-1-8473-2964-6

$9.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

160 b/w illus.

6 3/4 X 8 5/8

Territory: US Only

Sex Lives of the Hollywood Goddesses

Nigel Cawthorne

Hollywood has always been synonymous with sex. The early tycoons packed their epics with ravishing

dancing girls frequently chosen via the casting couch. But it wasn't just men who let their libidos run

wild. Hollywood screen goddesses could have anybody, and frequently did. Now Nigel Cawthorne lifts

the lid on Hollywood sex--the wild parties, secret lovers, sordid pasts, and tragic endings--focusing on

such legends as Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, Ava Gardner, Lana Turner, Grace Kelly, Marilyn

Monroe, Joan Crawford, and Jean Harlow. 

        

Publisher: Prion

Published: September 2012

256 pages

978-1-8537-5852-2

$9.95 ($11.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Sex Lives of the Kings & Queens of England

Nigel Cawthorne

Sometimes history is made on battlefields, sometimes in bedrooms. The ribald, raunchy, and

sometimes sordid affairs detailed in this humorous but meticulously researched exposé of royal sex

scandals give a whole new meaning to Shakespeare's famous line, “Uneasy lies the head that wears

the crown.” Nigel Cawthorne chronicles an unbroken line of sexual misbehavior--and its political

repercussions--across the centuries, from Hal the Horny (Henry VIII) to Edward the Caresser (Edward

VII) to the present-day antics of the House of Windsor.

Publisher: Prion

Published: September 2012

256 pages

978-1-8537-5853-9

$9.95 ($11.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

A Year in the Life of a Duchess

Kate Middleton's First Year as the Duchess of Cambridge

Ian Lloyd

This gorgeously illustrated book celebrates Kate Middleton's triumphal first year as the Duchess of

Cambridge. It details her public appearances, her honeymoon in the Seychelles, her first official trip to

North America, and much more, showing how the world has embraced her as the “people's duchess.”

There's also coverage of William and Kate's first Christmas as a married couple and other important

milestones, and a photographic selection of the most stunning outfits worn by Kate over the past

year. 

 

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-7809-7067-7

$24.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

150 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only

Upstairs & Downstairs

The Illustrated Guide to the Real World of Downton Abbey

Sarah Warwick

This beautifully illustrated book takes readers on a guided tour of a single day in an upper-crust English

home of the Edwardian era. Starting with the servants hard at work while the family is still abed, and

culminating in a lavish dinner party, Upstairs & Downstairs lifts the curtain on this fascinating period, as

well as its historical bookends, the Victorian and post-World War I eras. Includes accounts from actual

masters and servants, along with feature spreads on famous figures like Winston Churchill and Virginia

Woolf.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: September 2012

192 pages

978-1-8473-2790-1

$24.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

200 color & b/w illus.

9 X 11

Territory: US Only

The World of Agatha Christie

The Facts and Fiction Behind the World's Greatest Crime Writer

Martin Fido

The year 1921 saw the publication of The Mysterious Affair at Styles, a murder mystery with a

protagonist by the name of Hercule Poirot. It was the first of more than 60 crime novels by Agatha

Christie. Christie was a private person, yet her life had its share of mysteries--including a 1926

disappearance that made headlines around the world. Highly illustrated, The World of Agatha Christie

is the perfect companion to the work of the most popular mystery writer who ever lived.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-7809-7181-0

$24.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

150 color & b/w illus.

9 X 11

Territory: US Only
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STERLING

The Great War and Modern Memory

The Illustrated Edition

Paul Fussell

World War I changed a generation, ushered in the modern era, and revolutionized how we see the

world. Drawing from a variety of primary sources--including personal correspondence, newspapers,

and literary works--this award-winning landmark study by Paul Fussell, originally published in 1975,

changed how we look at World War I. Enhanced with a wide selection of rare and fascinating images,

this edition of The Great War and Modern Memory helps us fully grasp the true scope and continuing

impact of this catastrophic war.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

464 pages

978-1-4027-9166-6

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

6 15/16 X 8 15/16

Territory: WENG

The Real History of the Civil War

A New Look at the Past

Alan Axelrod

The Civil War is shrouded in myth--but this entry in The Real History series provides a clear, 
fresh view of the events for curious readers who want an intellectual, but not dryly academic, 
presentation of this inexhaustibly fascinating subject. Covering everything from the roots of the conflict
 to Reconstruction, Axelrod addresses a range of less-discussed subjects, explores the war's 
“turning points,” and rounds out this absorbing study with diary excerpts, letters, sidebars, and 
contemporary photography, art, and maps.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

472 pages

978-1-4027-6390-8

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

6 3/4 X 8 3/4

Carton Quantity: 8

Territory: World

Author Hometown:

Atlanta, GA

The Kennedy Assassination

The Truth Behind the Conspiracy that Killed the President

David Southwell

November 22, 1963, is forever fixed in the world's memory. The Kennedy Assassination tells the

complete story of that day and its aftermath, from the assassination of President Kennedy to the flood

of bizarre conspiracy theories proposed by those eager to find--or perhaps obscure--the truth. With

100 images and 10 items of removable memorabilia, including extracts from Jim Garrison's case files,

papers relating to Oswald's arrest and interrogation, and Kennedy's hospital records, this book turns

readers into investigators.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: September 2012

64 pages

978-1-7809-7220-6

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

100 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only

The Lancaster Pocket Manual

1942

Martin Robson

The Avro Lancaster was the RAF's most successful heavy bomber of the Second World War. “Lancs”

dropped 608,612 tons of bombs in 156,000 sorties in the period 1942-1945. Some of these missions

were incredibly daring--such as the famous “dam busters” raid on the Ruhr valley in May 1943. This

fascinating pocket manual, compiled from a wealth of authentic period sources, including pilot's notes

and other Air Ministry publications, and supplemented with plans and diagrams, provides a unique

guide to this awe-inspiring aircraft.

Publisher: Conway

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-8448-6153-8

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Hard

30 b/w illus.

4 3/4 X 7

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Golf Rules Explained

Effective Through 2015

Steve Newell

Every four years the R&A in St. Andrews and the United States Golf Association come together to amend

and clarify the basic rules of golf. This golf bag-sized, easy-to-follow explanation of golf's regulations,

illustrated with almost 100 color photos, is updated to include all the latest developments for 2012-2015. It

elaborates on every point of etiquette and equipment--and answers a host of practical questions, from What

is or is not permissible on the putting green? to What are the rules concerning a lost ball?

Steve Newell is a former instruction editor for Golf World, Europe's premier golfing magazine. He has

travelled the world in the company of some of the world's greatest golfers. Steve is the author of a number

of books, including 50 Greatest Golf Lessons of the Century, with John Jacobs, and How to Build a Classic

Golf Swing, with Ernie Els. Currently he runs the ernieels.com website.

  New Edition

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: September 2012

128 pages

978-1-9084-4931-3

$9.95 ($11.95 Canadian)

Flexibound

all in color

5 X 7 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Weird Indiana

Your Travel Guide to Indiana's Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets

Mark Marimen, James A. Willis, and Troy Taylor, foreword by Mark Moran

and Mark Sceurman

Enjoy a relaxing picnic in Shades of Death Park. Witness those eerie glowing spots known as Moody's Light. 
Slap another layer of color onto the world's biggest ball of paint, and yes, that really is a pink-spectacled 
elephant drinking a martini on the side of the road! From a town called Santa Claus to Indiana's most
upright citizen--buried that way for almost 200 years--Weird Indiana proves that the Crossroads of America is
also the Crossroads of the Weird!  

Mark Marimen was born in Merrillville, IN, and received his master's degree from Duke University. The author

of five other books, including Haunted Indiana I-V and School Spirits, he currently lives in Crown Point, IN,

with his family.

 

James A. Willis founded The Ghosts of Ohio (ghostsofohio.org), a nationally recognized paranormal research

organization that has been featured in numerous publications, television and radio programs, and live

webcasts. James co-authored Weird Ohio (2005) and was also a contributing author to Weird U.S. (2004)

and Weird Hauntings (2006). He currently resides in Columbus, OH.

 

Troy Taylor has written nearly three-dozen books about ghosts and hauntings across the US, including 

Haunted Illinois and Haunted Chicago. He is also co-author of Weird Virginia, and editor of Ghosts of the

Prairie magazine, which focuses on our country's many unsolved mysteries. 

-The series has sold nearly 1.5 million copies…and counting

-The small, square trim and cheap retail price of this new paperback edition makes it a great gift item and

impulse buy for curious residents of Indiana

-As with other books in the series, Weird Indiana is filled with eye-catching imagery, wacky fonts and colors,

and fascinating, original stories

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

256 pages

978-1-4549-0100-6

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 8

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: North America Only
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STERLING

Camera

A History of Photography from Daguerreotype to Digital

Todd Gustavson and George Eastman House

This gorgeous cornerstone volume celebrating the camera and the art of the photograph, created in

collaboration with the George Eastman House, spans almost 200 years, from the first faint image ever

caught to today's state-of-the-art digital equipment. The informative narrative by Todd

Gustavson--including insightful essays by Steve Sasson (inventor of the digital camera) and Alexis

Gerard (visionary founder of Future Image Inc.)--traces the camera's development, the lives of its

inventors, and the artists behind the lens. Images of more than 350 cameras from the George

Eastman House Collection, plus historic photos, ads, and drawings, complement the text.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling Signature

Published: September 2012

368 pages

978-1-4549-0002-3

$26.95 ($32.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

9 X 10 1/2

Carton Quantity: 10

Territory: World

Fashion Photography 101

Lara Jade

From award-winning photographer Lara Jade comes this hip how-to guide geared to the aspiring

fashion shooter. Lara shares her experience of fashion photography in the digital age, including

dedicated sections on retouching, genres of fashion photography, and making the best use of social

media. Whether you're taking your first-ever shot, working with a professional model for the first time,

or pitching to new clients, here is everything you need to produce moody, magical images that leap

from the page straight into the viewer's imagination.

 

Publisher: Pixiq

Published: September 2012

160 pages

978-1-4547-0418-8

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

9 1/4 X 10

Territory: US/Can

The New Street Photographer's Manifesto

Tanya Nagar

The venerable traditions of street photography are updated for today's digital technologies--smaller

cameras, specialized apps--in this inspiring hands-on guide to candid shooting. Filled with details on

techniques to improve perspective, composition, and exposure, and illustrated with the author's lively

and evocative images, as well as advice and photos from 11 contemporary masters of street-shooting

style, New Street Photographer's Manifesto has its lens pointed squarely toward the future. 

 

Publisher: Pixiq

Published: September 2012

176 pages

978-1-4547-0417-1

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

8 X 6

Carton Quantity: 44

Territory: US/Can

Modern Vintage Illustration

Martin Dawber, foreword by Stephen Bayley

Past is prologue in this stunning survey of vintage-inspired illustrations that employ classic styles of

artistic expression for up-to-date effects. Organized by historical or cultural period, the book features

hundreds of modern retro images, including pieces that incorporate the geometric beauty of Art Deco,

the bold architectural lines of Soviet constructivist posters, and the graphic design of Blue Note's

record sleeves. There are new perspectives on photorealism, comic art, and punk, as well. Hundreds

of artists have contributed to this witty, exciting, and international collection.

 

Publisher: Batsford

Published: September 2012

224 pages

978-1-8499-4032-0

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

9 3/4 X 9 3/4

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Visual Language of Drawing

Lessons on the Art of Seeing

James Lancel McElhinney & the Instructors of The Art Students League of New

York

Featuring the insights of 15 current and former Art Students League instructors, this stunning volume

reassesses the art of drawing not as a technique, but as the essential grammar of all visual thinking. In

an illuminating introductory essay, James Lancel McElhinney punctures the myth that learning to draw

is something for experts only, and presents methods for making, appreciating, and teaching drawing.

The 15 contributors then offer a broad range of stylistic approaches and methodologies, accompanied

by examples of their own and their students' artwork. A final section of basic exercises, along with

information on materials, techniques, and resources, completes this inspirational study.

 

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

208 pages

978-1-4027-6848-4

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: World

The Faces of God

Rebecca Hind

Faces of God is an inspiring overview of religious art spanning millennia and including all of the world's

key religious traditions--from Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism, and Judaism to Paganism,

Zoroastrianism, and Bahá'i. Whether a religion allows representation of God in human form or permits

only abstract interpretation of the deity, its most sublime artistic expressions have been assembled in

this beautiful collection that ranges from painted altarpieces and intricately embroidered wall hangings

to bronze sculptures and rock carvings.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: September 2012

320 pages

978-1-7809-7180-3

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

1000 color & b/w illus.

5 7/8 X 8 1/4

Territory: US Only

The Book of the Dragon

Ciruelo

In stunning illustrations and spellbinding text, visionary artist Ciruelo reveals the secrets of the

wondrous creatures known as dragons. In paperback at last, The Book of the Dragon describes

draconic types--from Earth Dragons, Water Dragons, and Fire Dragons to the legendary Golden

Dragon--and illuminates a fascinating culture filled with poetry, magic, and art. Complete with tales of

such mythic heroes as Perseus and Hercules, this singular volume brings the power and mystique of

dragons to glowing life.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

144 pages

978-1-4549-0119-8

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 11

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: WENG

The Book of Angels

Ruth Thompson, L.A. Williams, and Renae Taylor

The Book of Angels shines a light on little-known facts of angel lore that have been hidden away for

centuries. Brought to vivid life through Ruth Thompson's stunning full-color artwork, this angel guide,

now in paper, presents otherworldly beings of awe, mystery, and power--from Lucifer, the Bringer of

Light, whose ambition sparked the War in Heaven, to Uriel, the most formidable of angelic warriors, to

Azriel, the fearsome Angel of Death. A special section on Angelic Lore recounts stories from the Bible,

literature, and history.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

144 pages

978-1-4549-0024-5

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 11

Territory: World
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STERLING

Great Expectations: Pregnancy & Childbirth

Sandy Jones & Marcie Jones

The most empowering, informative, and reassuring pregnancy guide for moms-to-be is now thoroughly

revised!

This new edition of Great Expectations: Pregnancy and Childbirth still has everything moms loved about

the first book, including  the quick-reference format and appealing mom-to-mom voice. Prospective

moms will find the most current and comprehensive week-to-week section and Internet resources, as

well up-to-date advice on prenatal testing, c-sections, newborns, weight and nutrition, and pregnancy

for older women. Great Expectations: Pregnancy and Childbirth gives readers the confidence they need

to ask their obstetrician, midwife, or family practitioner the right questions at the right time.

 

  Revised Edition

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

448 pages

978-1-4027-8185-8

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in 2-color

5 1/2 X 8 3/4

Carton Quantity: 44

Territory: World

Author Hometown:

Brevard, NC (Jones, S)Baltimore,

MD (Jones, M)

eBook

978-1-4027-9092-8

$7.99 ($9.99 Canadian)

Outwitting the Devil

The Secret to Freedom and Success

Napoleon Hill; Edited and annotated by Sharon Lechter, co-author of Rich Dad,

Poor Dad; foreword by Mark Victor Hansen; afterword by Michael Bernard

Beckwith

Using his legendary ability to get to the root of human potential, Napoleon Hill digs deep to reveal how

fear, procrastination, anger, and jealousy prevent us from realizing our personal goals. This

long-suppressed parable, once considered too controversial to publish, was written by Hill in 1938

following the publication of his classic bestseller, Think and Grow Rich. Annotated and edited for a

contemporary audience by Rich Dad, Poor Dad and Three Feet from Gold co-author Sharon Lechter,

this book--now available in paper--is profound, powerful, resonant, and rich with insight.

 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

176 pages

978-1-4549-0067-2

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

Territory: WENG

Puzzlewright Guide to Solving Sudoku

Hundreds of Puzzles Plus Techniques to Help You Crack Them All

Peter Gordon, Puzzles by Frank Longo

Sudoku designers the world over will weep and gnash their teeth at the revelations in this

comprehensive guide to cracking the addictive puzzles--but solvers will find it absolutely invaluable as

they seek to improve their skills. Even experts don't know all these tricks: hidden pairs, naked pairs,

X-wings, jellyfish, squirmbag, bivalue and bilocation graphs, and chains, plus the exclusive Gordonian

logic methods that turn the toughest puzzles into a breeze. There are hundreds of sudoku to practice

on. A special addition is a reprint of the very first sudoku ever published!

 

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: September 2012

272 pages

978-1-4027-9945-7

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper

7 X 10

Territory: World

Sunday Stroll Crosswords

Edited by Leslie Billig

What better way to savor the last day of your weekend than with an invigorating mental promenade? 

Sunday Stroll Crosswords is packed with themed, Sunday-sized puzzles for long, luxurious, leisurely

solving. When it comes to these crosswords, Sunday is Funday!

 

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: September 2012

96 pages

978-1-4027-9450-6

$8.95 ($10.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

8 1/2 X 11

Carton Quantity: 40

Territory: World
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STERLING

The Law of the Garbage Truck

How to Repond to People Who Dump on You, and How to Stop Dumping on

Others

David J. Pollay

Twenty years ago, while riding in the back of a New York City taxicab, international keynote speaker and
positive psychology leader David Pollay had an awakening--and he converted the lesson he learned that 
day into a life philosophy: By refusing to let others dump their “garbage”--their negativity-and letting it 
simply “pass by” instead, you can become happier and more successful, both personally 
and professionally.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: September 2012

256 pages

978-1-4549-0518-9

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

Territory: World with exclusions*

The Power of Peace in You

A Revolutionary Tool for Hope, Healing and Happiness in the 21st Century

Marlise Karlin, foreword by Wade Davis

Self-development coach Marlise Karlin reveals a revolutionary system for accessing the universal

energy that surrounds us to attain clarity, equanimity, and wisdom. Called “The Simplicity of Stillness,"

it employs a three-stage process that combines meditation, reconnection, and integration to relieve

daily stresses and achieve both inner peace and outer transformation. With illustrative case studies,

empowering exercises, and a CD of guided meditations--plus a foreword by renowned author Wade

Davis--this is a book you will return to again and again in your life's journey.

Publisher: Watkins

Published: September 2012

256 pages

978-1-7802-8382-1

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Hard & CD

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

Territory: US/Can

The Enlightenment of Work

Revealing the Path to Happiness, Contentment and Purpose in Your Job

Steve Nobel

Work can be a source of growth and connection, but all too often it results in anxiety and anger. The

Enlightenment of Work offers a simple but liberating philosophy: on-the-job suffering happens--but you

can transform that suffering into self-worth, passion, and purpose. In these uncertain economic times,

it's more important than ever to be personally and professionally empowered, and this book, with its

groundbreaking fusion of Eastern spirituality and Western business and NLP practices, will help

reinvigorate your approach to work . . . and life.

Publisher: Watkins

Published: September 2012

240 pages

978-1-7802-8381-4

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper

6 X 9 1/4

Territory: US/Can

The Wisdom of Trees Oracle

40 Oracle Cards for Wisdom and Guidance

Jane Struthers

For millennia, cultures around the world have celebrated the importance of trees. Not only do trees

give us shelter, food, fuel, and medicine, they also provide us with a profound spiritual connection to

the natural world. The Wisdom of Trees Oracle accesses these timeless insights through 40 beautifully

illustrated oracle cards, an easy-to-use guidebook, and a gorgeous foldout tree “map” for specialized

readings and layouts.

Publisher: Watkins

Published: September 2012

88 pages

978-1-7802-8380-7

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Kit

full-color book + map + 40 cards

5 1/4 X 7 1/4

Territory: US/Can
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Mike DeSimone and Jeff Jenssen, known as the World 
Wine Guys, are Entertaining and Lifestyle Contributing 
Editors for Wine Enthusiast magazine. Their work has 
also appeared in Wine Spectator, Saveur.com, Interna-
tional Living, and The European. The duo has judged the 
prestigious Concours des Vins wine competition in Chablis, 
France. In 2010 they were inducted into the Confrerie 
des Piliers Chablisiens. 

The southern hemisphere is becoming the hottest 
source of wine—and this is the first book to focus 

entirely on this bourgeoning industry. Created by the 
renowned “World Wine Guys,” Wines of the Southern 
Hemisphere provides the latest information on the best 
wineries in Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile, New 
Zealand, South Africa, and Uruguay. Interviews and 
recipes with top winemakers are included.

The first book to cover this large and growing  
new world of wine, and it is a definitive guide 

Introduction by world-famous winemaker  
Michel Rolland and edited by Australian,  
New Zealand, and South African wine expert 
Campbell Mattinson 

Both authors are recognized wine journalists  
whose work has appeared in Wine Spectator, 
Wine Enthusiast, and Saveur.com 

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National publicity

•	Author events in New York

•	Features and reviews in wine and regional 
publications

•	Newspaper reviews and features in lifestyle  
and food/drink sections

•	Online coverage targeting wine blogs and 
websites

•	Social media campaign through author  
platforms on Facebook and Twitter

•	Search engine marketing campaign

•	Galleys available

Wines of the Southern Hemisphere
The Complete Guide
by Mike DeSimone and Jeff Jenssen
978-1-4027-8625-9  |  $24.95  (Canada $29.95)  |  Hard  |  7 x 9 
576 pages  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 14 
October 2, 2012  |  Sterling Epicure

They are the proud authors of the Port Wine chapter in 
Kevin Zraly’s The Ultimate Wine Companion: The Complete 
Guide to Understanding Wine by the World’s Foremost Wine 
Authorities and have written the upcoming The Fire Island 
Cookbook. Mike and Jeff were the first guests to pair wine 
with food on Martha Stewart’s Hallmark Channel show and 
were featured guests on Martha Stewart Living Radio. Visit 
their website, worldwineguys.com, to see more, as well as 
Wine Enthusiast’s winemag.com. They reside in New York 
City and southern Spain.

ebook: 978-1-4027-9388-2 |  $11.99 (Canada $13.99)
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“ Terry Walters is fighting the good fight! Clean Food is a must-have 
for any advocate of good, clean, and fair.”  —Alice Waters

“ Delicious and simple food has never seemed so healthful and 
beautiful…or is it healthful food has never been so delicious? 
Either way, Clean Food is the most exciting book based on fresh 
produce and simple recipes I have used in years. Yum!”  
                    —Mario Batali

Terry Walters is a well-known holistic health counselor, food 
educator, and motivational speaker. She serves on the Board of 
Directors for Urban Oaks Organic Farm, one of the largest urban 
organic farms in the country, and trained at The Institute of 
Integrative Nutrition. Terry has traveled all over North America, 
speaking to people about her nutritional philosophy and promoting 
her books. She resides in Conneticut with her husband and  
two children.

Clean Food is a feast for the senses that will nourish 
mind, body, and soul—and now this revised edition 

offers lovers of fresh, seasonal vegan fare even more 
than before. In addition to all-new color photographs and 
20 entirely new recipes, acclaimed chef and nutritionist 
Terry Walters has updated the dishes to feature today’s 
most healthful ingredients.

The original edition of Clean Food sold more  
than 62,000 copies

Features all-new color photography 

Contains 20 brand-new recipes, and the entire  
book has been updated 

Author has proven that she can promote her  
titles nationally via television, radio, print,  
and Internet media 

Terry Walters is the author of the popular blog  
Eat Clean Live Well. See terrywalters.net, which 
gets around 6,000 visitors a month  (about 24,000 
page views). She has about 5,300 Facebook fans 
and about 2,300 followers on Twitter

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Major national publicity

•	Author events and cooking demos by request

•	Features and reviews in cooking, health,  
and general interest magazines

•	Newspaper coverage in cooking, health,  
and lifestyle sections

•	Major online coverage and blog outreach

•	Promotions on author website, TerryWalters.net 

•	Online advertising campaign

•	Search engine marketing campaign

•	Holiday gift guide coverage

•	Online recipe excerpts, food blogger outreach

•	Galleys and blads available

ebook: 978-1-4027-8382-1  
$11.99 (Canada $13.99)

Also Available

Clean Start
978-1-4027-7905-3 
$25.00 (Canada $30.00)

Cover not final

Clean Food, Revised Edition
A Seasonal Guide to Eating Close to the Source  
with More Than 200 Recipes for a Healthy and Sustainable You
by Terry Walters
978-1-4549-0010-8  |  $30.00  (Canada $36.00)  |  Hard  |  8 x 9  
368 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 12 
October 2, 2012  |  Sterling Epicure
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STERLING

The One Minute Wine Master

Discover 10 Wines You’ll Like in 60 Seconds or Less

Jennifer Simonetti-Bryan, MW

All it takes is a minute to master wine! In this fun yet sophisticated guide, world wine authority Jennifer

Simonetti shows you how simple it can be to figure out which wines will please your palate. Just take the

quick and easy flavor test, and Simonetti will lead you through the thicket of choices and point you to the

ones you'll like best. No fuss, no memorization, and no fancy language required!

Jennifer Simonetti-Bryan is only the fourth woman in the US to achieve the coveted international title of

Master of Wine--the world's top credential for wine expertise. She serves as a judge in major wine and

spirits competitions worldwide, has won the 2008 Tasting Trophy awarded by the Institute of Masters of

Wine, and has trained thousands in the industry. Jennifer is author of The Everyday Guide to Wine by The

Great Courses (2010), Your Guide to Spirits & Cocktails by The Great Courses (November 2011), and the

just-completed Food & Wine Pairing with the Masters. She has appeared on TV, (Today Show, Fox Business, 

Fox News, Bloomberg, and CBS); in print (Fortune, BusinessWeek, Gotham, Oprah, Wine Enthusiast); and on

radio (Sirius XM, Martha Stewart, Bloomberg).

-National publicity

-Features and reviews in wine and regional magazines

-Newspaper coverage in lifestyle and book review sections

-Online coverage targeting wine blogs and websites

-Social media campaign through author platforms on Facebook and Twitter 

-Author has extensive media experience, having appeared on numerous TV and radio shows, including NBC's 

Today and FOX News

-Wine is becoming more and more popular in the US, and Simonetti's one-minute quiz helps novices and

even more established wine drinkers identify a range of wines that they will like  

Publisher: Sterling Epicure

Published: October 2012

192 pages

978-1-4027-8022-6

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

6 1/4 X 7 3/4

Carton Quantity: 28

Territory: World

eBook

978-1-4027-9384-4

$9.99 ($11.99 Canadian)

Oz Clarke's Pocket Wine Book 2013

Oz Clarke

Maybe you can't hold all the wine information you need in your head, but with this handy guide you can

always have it in your pocket! The 22nd edition of Oz Clarke's classic Pocket Wine Book has more

information, more recommendations, more sheer facts, passion, and opinion than any other comparable

guide. Meticulously updated for 2013, and designed for optimum browsing, it includes a country-by-country

index to over 4,000 of the world's top wine producers, detailed vintage charts, maps, illustrations of labels

and bottles, and more.

 

Oz Clarke is one of the world's best-known wine experts, whose formidable reputation is based on his

extensive wine knowledge and accessible, no-nonsense approach. Known for his phenomenal palate,

irreverent style, accurate predictions, and enthusiasm for life in general, Oz is Britain's most popular wine

writer and the author of a collection of bestselling books about wine. He also broadcasts extensively on BBC

television and radio.

- A recognized classic

- Written by a critically acclaimed and world-renowned author

- More than 1,600 entries, featuring over 7,000 wines

  New Edition

Publisher: Pavilion

Published: October 2012

360 pages

978-1-8620-5968-9

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in 2-color

3 3/4 X 7 1/2

Territory: US/Can
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Salvatore Calabrese is an international award-winning 
expert on cocktails. From his position as bar manager of 
the Library Bar at the prestigious Lanesborough Hotel at 
London’s Hyde Park Corner, Calabrese has been elected 
Vice President of the Bartender’s Guild of the United 
Kingdom. Among his many awards are The Campari 
Bartender of the Year, winner of the Lea & Perrins 
International Healthy Cocktails Competition, and holder 
of the Chevalerie du Verre Galant and the Chevalier 
l’Ordre des Côteaux de Champagne.

This beautifully illustrated edition of the home-
bartending bible by world-renowned bartender 

Salvatore Calabrese includes 50 new recipes along 
with instructions for preparing virtually any cocktail. 
With encyclopedic information about every liquor—gin, 
rum, champagne, wine, punches, and more—here are 
830 of Salvatore’s personal favorites, from classics 
like the Negroni to exotic modern reinventions like the 
Cosmopolitan. Stir in a sparkling blend of insider info and 
gorgeous color photos, garnish with live-action pictorials 
of dozens of techniques, and you’ve got everything 
necessary to become a master of mixology. 

One of the bestselling bartending books of all time

Live-action pictorials of techniques such as shaking, 
floating, layering, muddling, and blending

Easy-to-remember icons symbolizing each type  
of glass to use in every situation

Concealed spiral binding that lies flat so you  
can follow recipes with your hands free

Hardcover edition jam-packed with information-
filled pages at an amazing value price

The Complete Home Bartender’s Guide
Revised and Updated
by Salvatore Calabrese
978-1-4027-8626-6  |  $14.95  (Canada $17.95) 
Concealed Spiral-Bound Hard  |  6 x 9  |  280 pages (all in color) 
Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 22  |  October 2, 2012
Sterling Epicure
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STERLING

The World Atlas of Beer

The Essential Guide to the Beers of the World

Tim Webb and Stephen Beaumont

Got beer? This comprehensive, fully illustrated volume on beer by two of the world's leading authorities is

more than just an in-depth history of this delightful beverage--its origins, brewing methods and technologies,

trends, and more--from ancient times until the present day. It is also a detailed overview of more than 500 of

the greatest beers from around the world, with sections devoted to major beer-producing countries and

regions, including information on craft brewing, emerging markets, extreme beers, future-trend forecasts,

and more.

Steve Beaumont writes weekly beer reviews for maxim.com. Visit him online at worldofbeer.com. He lives in

Toronto.

 

Tim Webb is a renowned beer writer with a particular interest in Belgian beer and has compiled eight

editions of Good Beer Guide Belgium. He co-wrote 100 Belgian Beers to Try Before You Die! and Lamieland.

Tim writes for Beer Advocate Magazine and is managing editor of his own niche publishing company, which

has produced beer guides to London, Brussels, Bruges, and Amsterdam. For six years he was on the board of

the Campaign for Real Ale (CAMRA) and formerly ran their Great British Beer Festival. He lives in Cambridge,

England.

-National publicity

-Features and reviews in men’s interest, pop culture, and food magazines

-Newspaper coverage in lifestyle and book review sections

-Online coverage targeting foodie and brew blogs and websites

-Media and events in Toronto

 

-Steve Beaumont and Tim Webb are two of the world's leading experts on beer

-Fully illustrated with hundreds of photos and labels

-Comprehensive and definitive volume

Publisher: Sterling Epicure

Published: October 2012

256 pages

978-1-4027-8961-8

$30.00 ($35.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color; 450 photos; 28 maps

9 1/5 X 11 23/32

Territory: US/Can

eBook

978-1-4027-9385-1

$14.99 ($17.99 Canadian)

Edible Dallas & Fort Worth: The Cookbook

Edited by Terri Taylor

Whether it's piquant chili con carne or watermelon soup, there's nothing quite like Texas cuisine. Now, Edible

Communities celebrates the Lone Star State's culinary traditions through a close-up look at Dallas and Fort

Worth. Here are recipes and specialties straight from the region's best chefs, growers, and food

purveyors--farm-to-table fare like indigenous herbs and chiles; down-home grits, collard greens, and fried

green tomatoes; mesquite-grilled meats; and fruit cobblers. 

Terri Taylor is a third-generation Texan who has spent the last 30 years in Dallas, working and raising her

family. She studied journalism at the University of Texas and received a master of liberal arts degree from

Southern Methodist University. During a pivotal year abroad in her 20s, she developed an appreciation for

fresh foods while working on farms in Norway and France. She has been writing for Edible Dallas & Fort

Worth since its inaugural issue in 2009.  In 2010, she became its editor. 

- Texas-centric, but with plenty of recipes that can be made anywhere

- Features Dallas and Fort Worth maps on reverse of jacket for those traveling to the area 

- Includes Dallas/Fort Worth's most up-to-date food sources

Publisher: Sterling Epicure

Published: October 2012

184 pages

978-1-4027-8556-6

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 X 9

Territory: North America Only
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STERLING

Good Housekeeping The Little Book of

Baking

55 Homemade Cookies, Cakes, Cupcakes & Pies to Make & Share

The Editors of Good Housekeeping

You don't need to be an experienced baker to turn out sweet sensations with these 55 triple-tested, no-fail

recipes for cakes, cupcakes, cookies, pies, and tarts straight from Good Housekeeping's test kitchens. Tips

from the pros and easy-to-follow directions ensure satisfying success. You'll find the classics plus new

delectable treats, including Oatmeal Chocolate-Cherry Cookies, Chocolate-Almond Meringues, Strawberry

Cheesecake Pie, Mango Tart, and more. Plus: perforated blank recipe cards for gift giving!

Good Housekeeping magazine is an American icon of consumer protection and quality assurance. Each issue

reaches 24 million readers, and, with 15 editions published worldwide, it is an internationally recognized

brand.

-A time-tested and bestselling subject for Good Housekeeping

-This is a great gifty package--like Good Housekeeping The Great Christmas Cookie Swap (180,000 copies

sold)--with decorative perforated recipe cards as a bonus

-Good Housekeeping reaches one out of five American women each month and will support the book with

print advertising and editorial coverage

Publisher: Hearst

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-1-5881-6972-3

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Hard

all in color; 8 recipe cards

5 X 7

Territory: World with exclusions*

eBook

978-1-58816-977-8

$9.99 ($11.99 Canadian)

Good Housekeeping Chicken!

Our Best Recipes from Easy Weeknight Stir-Fries & Grills to Succulent

Roasts & Stews

The Editors of Good Housekeeping

Chicken is always a mealtime favorite because it's versatile, and easy and fast to prepare. Now home cooks

will never run out of ways to serve this popular staple, thanks to this invaluable cookbook. It's filled with 

Good Housekeeping's most successful triple-tested chicken recipes, including Basil Chile Chicken Stir-Fry,

Chicken Tostadas with Avocado Sauce, and Grilled Whole Chicken with Lemon and Garlic. Includes a

step-by-step guide to roasting and carving a chicken, as well as other helpful how-tos.

Good Housekeeping magazine is an American icon of consumer protection and quality assurance. Each issue

reaches 24 million readers, and, with 15 editions published worldwide, it is an internationally recognized

brand.

-The 6x9 format has proven extremely popular, selling more than 550,000 copies 

-Other editions of this book have sold more than 36,000 copies 

-The average American eats chicken ten times a month--or two to three times every week

-Good Housekeeping reaches one out of five American women each month 

  Revised Edition

Publisher: Hearst

Published: October 2012

160 pages

978-1-5881-6548-0

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Hard

all in color

6 X 9

Carton Quantity: 22

Territory: World with exclusions*

eBook

978-1-58816-940-2

$9.99 ($11.99 Canadian)
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STERLING

Pieography

Where Pie Meets Biography

Jo Packham & the Publishers of Somerset Studio

What kind of pie conveys the experience of starting a new job, getting married, becoming a mom?  Over 30

of the country's top foodies are here to tell you. Each one has devised a pie recipe that captures the essence

of her life. Stir in beautiful photography, short essays, and brief bios, and voilá, you've got more than a

cookbook: you've got Pieography. From Espresso Dream Pie to Salmon and Spinach Pie, this collection

nourishes body and soul.

Jo Packham has been President of Chapelle Ltd. for more than 30 years. In partnership with

Stampington & Co., Jo publishes the bestselling magazines Where Women Create, Where Women Cook, and

Where Women Create Business. Jo has also established a new imprint with Sterling: WWC Press, under

which titles will be authored by the leading craft, food, and business experts in the world. She has authored,

compiled, or packaged more than 500 titles in her career. Jo is President and cofounder of The Creative

Connection. She resides in Ogden, UT.

 

-Cupcakes are out, pies are in as the most popular dessert in the country

-Includes new and favorite pie recipes, plus the personal story of over 30 of the most famous and respected

pastry chefs and creators in the world

-Will have full support of Where Women Cook magazine for advertising and features of the women in the

book

-Will be featured on the blogs, websites, Pinterest, Facebook, and Twitter accounts of the 32 chefs included

in the book

Publisher: WWC Press

Published: October 2012

176 pages

978-1-4027-9731-6

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

8 X 8

Territory: World

Decorating Cookies

60+ Designs for Holidays, Celebrations & Everyday

Bridget Edwards

Let cookie guru Bridget Edwards guide you through more than 60 delicious cookie-decorating designs for

every occasion and holiday, from luscious springtime daisies to spooky spider webs to personalized

birthdays. Cookie dough and royal icing recipes are included, and every iced design features easy-to-follow

instructions and step-by-step photos. Five guest-star baker-bloggers each share a special decorating

technique: Amanda Rettke of i am baker, Marian Poirer of Sweetopia, Gail Dosik of One Tough Cookie,

Meaghan Mountford of The Decorated Cookie, and Callye Alvarado of The Sweet Adventures of Sugarbelle.

Bridget Edwards's blog, Bake at 350 (bakeat350.blogspot.com), celebrates cookies, cakes, and the creation

of sweet things. In addition to Bake at 350, Bridget runs a blog called University of Cookie

(universityofcookie.com) that features video tutorials on cookie decorating. She was one of 15 food bloggers

selected to participate in a bake-off fundraiser with TLC's Cake Boss and Kelly Ripa, and is a member of TLC's

20-member “Cake Crew,” which participates in themed blog challenges. Bridget is a featured writer on

FoodBuzz, her photos are featured regularly on FoodGawker, she has worked with Ree Drummond, the

Pioneer Woman, in hosting cookie-decorating workshops, and her cookies have been featured on

marthastewart.com, the hugely popular blog Cake Spy, and more. Bridget lives in The Woodlands, TX (a

suburb of Houston).

-Appeals to a wide audience base: bakers, home cooks, kitchen crafters, foodies, moms

-Features five guest contributors, all with well-established audiences:  Amanda Rettke of i am baker

(iambaker.net), Marian Poirer of Sweetopia (sweetopia.net), Gail Dosik of One Tough Cookie

(onetoughcoookienyc.com), Meaghan Mountford of The Decorated Cookie (thedecoratedcookieblog.com),

and Callye Alvarado of The Sweet Adventures of Sugarbelle (sweetsugarbelle.com)

-Supported by heavy grassroots publicity efforts to online baking and craft communities

-Mediagenic author will be actively engaged in publicity efforts, including online features (videos, giveaways,

interviews)

-Bridget has a readership of 30,000+ unique monthly visitors and 7,200+ Twitter followers

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: October 2012

160 pages

978-1-4547-0321-1

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: World
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STERLING

For Cod and Country

Simple, Delicious, Sustainable Cooking

Barton Seaver

Even though there are hundreds of types of fish for sale, most chefs know only a few varieties. That's where

Barton Seaver--Esquire magazine's 2009 Chef of the Year--comes in. By combining all manner of fish with

loads of fresh produce, he fosters sustainability both in the sea and on the farm. Organized by season, For

Cod and Country features only fish caught in those months (plus “a fifth season” for farmed fish), along with

ideas for preparation, seasonings, and lists of alternate fish to substitute in inventive new dishes.

Barton Seaver has created three highly rated restaurants in Washington, DC. Seaver has been lauded as a

leader in sustainability by Seafood Choices Alliance, was named a Fellow with the Blue Ocean Institute, and

works with the Ocean Now program at the National Geographic Society to influence large corporations and

consumers toward a more responsible and sustainable sourcing ethic. He is currently working on a television

series entitled Turning the Tide for National Geographic. Learn more about him at bartonseaver.org and

forcodandcountry.org. 

- Rising young chef who was named Chef of the Year 2009 by Esquire magazine

- Combines sustainable message with delicious food 

- Seaver has been featured in top media, including NPR, PBS, CNN with Anderson Cooper, in O! magazine, 

Cooking Light, Vanity Fair, and the Washington Post.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling Epicure

Published: October 2012

304 pages

978-1-4027-9878-8

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

9 X 9

Carton Quantity: 12

Territory: World

Delish A Home-Baked Christmas

56 Delicious Cookies, Cakes & Gifts From Your Kitchen

The Editors of Delish

From a magnificent Gingerbread House and Mini Christmas Puddings to beautiful centerpieces and edible

gifts, this luscious collection from Delish.com has recipes for everybody's favorite holiday treats! Christmas

will be especially merry with these thoughtful, beautiful, and tasty treasures, all presented in lavish and

whimsical illustrations. With everything triple-tested for assured success, this will become an indispensable

source of cherished family memories.

Hearst Magazines and MSN partnered to develop and launch Delish.com, also available at delish.msn.com.

Delish.com's traffic places the site among the top 10 food-related destinations online.

 

As a leading website for home cooks, Delish is the must-go-to resource for incredible recipes, the latest in

food news, wonderful ideas for entertaining, the best of the food blogs, and so much more. Delish helps

every cook at every level of skill prepare quick, easy, and healthy meals. Delish.com is accessible through the

MSN home page and in editorial programming across its network, including on the MSN Lifestyle Channel

and other relevant channels.

-Previous cookbooks sold in this attractive 5x7 spiral package have included Good Housekeeping's The Great

Christmas Cookie Swap (37,000 sold) and The Great Bake Sale Cookbook (9,000 sold)

-Attractive photography will inspire everyone to make these fantastic Christmas creations

-Delish.com is a well-recognized brand that provides recipes, cooking advice, and food celebrity news

through MSN.com. Traffic to Delish.com places its website as one of the top 10 food-related destinations

online

-Perfect for in-store Christmas promotions

Publisher: Hearst

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-1-5881-6932-7

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Hard

all in color

5 X 7

Territory: North America Only

eBook

978-1-58816-935-8

$9.99 ($11.99 Canadian)
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STERLING

Italian Cuisine

Signature Recipes

Text and photos by Academia Barilla

When it comes to culinary riches, Italy is in a class by itself. A wealth of geographical conditions and

climates--from high mountain peaks to verdant valleys to a sea-splashed coast--is responsible for the

peninsula's matchless gastronomic variety. From this vast treasure trove, Academia Barilla has chosen 130

easy-to-follow recipes that reflect Italian culinary tradition, from Ascolana-style stuffed olives to Leg of Lamb

al fieno maggengo to decadent gelatos and cakes. Gorgeously illustrated, Italian Cuisine is a feast for the

eyes as well as for the palate.  

 

Academia Barilla is the first international center dedicated to the promotion and development of Italian

gastronomic culture. 

-The authority and experience of Academia Barilla, center of excellence in Italian gastronomy

- 130 recipes that make up the tradition of Italian cuisine, created following the directions of highly qualified

chefs

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: October 2012

304 pages

978-8-8544-0672-8

$45.00 ($54.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

150 color photos

9 1/4 X 13 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Easy Pasta

Edited by Academia Barilla, preface by Sara Jenkins

No country has pushed the possibilities of pasta further than Italy, with its myriad, mellifluous shapes,

distinctive regional cuisines, and sumptuous mixes of ingredients. This encyclopedic, lusciously illustrated

cookbook is the most authentic guide to Italian pasta ever published, presenting a diverse selection of

millennia-old noodle-dish traditions. Compiled by the Academia Barilla, the prestigious culinary institute that

promotes the gastronomic arts of Italy, it serves up 222 mouthwatering recipes drawn from the nation's 20

regions, from Val d'Aosta to Sicily. Buon appetito!

Academia Barilla is the first international center dedicated to the promotion and development of Italian

gastronomic culture. 

-Compiled by the prestigious Academia Barilla, proprietors of the world-famous cooking school in Parma,

which preserves and promotes the Italian gastronomic tradition (see academiabarilla.it) 

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: October 2012

520 pages

978-8-8544-0704-6

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Flexibound

360 color photos

8 3/4 X 8 3/4

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Eggs

50 Easy Recipes

Text and photos by Academia Barilla

This richly illustrated book not only bears the title of its subject, the humble yet extraordinary egg: it's

even shaped like one! Academia Barilla has gathered 50 recipes celebrating the range of this culinary

staple, from scrumptious starters like Parmesan Flan to main courses like Poached Eggs with Spinach

to delicious desserts like Crème Brulée, and more.

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-8-8544-0666-7

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Hard

60 color photos

6 7/8 X 8 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Tomatoes

50 Easy Recipes

Text and photos by Academia Barilla

The emperor of the garden, the staple of the kitchen: behold the proud tomato! This lavishly illustrated

book--cleverly shaped like a ripe tomato!--features 50 recipes assembled by Academia Barilla

showcasing the wide range of this healthy, versatile fruit. From delicious appetizers like Fried Green

Tomatoes to main-course favorites like Pizza alla Napoletana to delightful desserts like Tomato Sorbet,

this cookbook is a kitchen must-have.

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-8-8544-0671-1

$12.95 ($14.95 Canadian)

Hard

60 color photos

7 3/4 X 8

Territory: US/Can

I Love My Slow Cooker

More Than 100 of the Best-Ever Recipes

Beverly LeBlanc

Life is stressful enough without spending hours in the kitchen. Give yourself a well-deserved break and

put your slow cooker to work! I Love My Slow Cooker features more than 100 recipes for hearty soups

and starters, tender meat, delicious poultry and fish courses, inspiring vegetarian dishes, and divine

desserts. Whether you want to make New England Pot Roast, French Roast Lemon & Thyme Chicken,

Cajun Dirty Rice, or an indulgent Almond Crème Caramel, just prepare the ingredients and let this

heaven-sent machine do the cooking!

 

Publisher: Duncan Baird

Published: October 2012

176 pages

978-1-8489-9040-1

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 1/2

Territory: US/Can
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Colin Cowie is a lifestyle guru, interior designer, and 
event planner widely known for throwing the most 
spectacular weddings and events across the globe for 
A-list celebrities and high society. His enterprise is 
comprised of three divisions: Colin Cowie Weddings, 
Colin Cowie Life & Style, and Colin Cowie Hospitality. 
Colin’s new wedding website, ColinCowieWeddings.com, 
launched in December 2011. He regularly appears on the 
Today Show, The Ellen Degeneres Show, and The Nate 
Berkus Show, and was a contributor to the CBS Early 
Show for eight years. Cowie currently hosts the daily 
wedding planning show Get Married on Lifetime TV.  
He has been profiled and quoted extensively in many 
periodicals, including the New York Times, People, 
Architectural Digest, In Style, Town & Country, Us Weekly, 
Reader’s Digest, USA Today, TV Guide, the Los Angeles 
Times, Modern Bride, and the Chicago Daily Herald.  
Colin has written eight books, including five wedding 
books, two entertaining cookbooks, and a book on  
living with style.

Colin Cowie has a roster of A-list celebrity clients—
but now every modern bride can benefit from his 

incomparable style, aesthetic, and experience. 
Designed to work in conjunction with his website, 
ColinCowieWeddings.com, this beautiful, new three-ring 
binder—with illustrations by fashion designer Rebecca 
Moses—will become the prospective bride and groom’s 
go-to planning resource.

Colin Cowie’s franchise is extremely well known 
in the wedding- and event-planning industries

Over 25 years of experience with A-list clients

Track record of success in previous book titles

Journal includes organizational components  
that function as a working binder as well as  
a keepsake for the bride to cherish

Bride can customize journal with her very own 
cover photo

Journal has two sturdy storage envelopes,  
a one-year calendar, a business-card holder, 
seating-chart and guest-list templates, 
and vendor fill-in lists

This gorgeous boxed deluxe set also includes a bonus mood board 
and a groom’s envelope. Plus, the box turns into a frame for your 
favorite wedding photo!

Colin Cowie’s Wedding Planner & Keepsake Organizer
The Essential Guide To Planning The Ultimate Wedding
by Colin Cowie
978-1-4027-8998-4  |  $35.00  (Canada $42.00)  |  Concealed Spiral-
Bound Hard  |  8 1/2 x 11  |  96 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World  
Carton Qty: 6  |  October 2, 2012  |  Sterling Signature

Colin Cowie’s Wedding Planner & Keepsake Organizer:  
The Exclusive Edition
The Essential Guide To Planning The Ultimate Wedding
by Colin Cowie
978-1-4027-9981-5  |  $60.00  (Canada $72.00)  |  Concealed Spiral-
Bound Hard  |  12 x 12  |  96 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World
Carton Qty: 3  |  October 2, 2012  |  Sterling Signature
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Ultimate design hyphenate Jonathan Adler is a TV 
personality, interior decorator, housewares entrepreneur, 
sharp-witted cultural authority, and mad potter. His 
eponymous lifestyle brand debuted 16 years ago and 
now encompasses myriad product lines—from pillows 
and plates to furniture and lighting—sold in 16 retail 
stores and hundreds of wholesale outlets. Recently, 
Adler has branched into fashion, launching a capsule  
collection for denim brand 7 For All Mankind and partner-
ing with the world-renowned Lacoste sportswear brand.

Live happily, live stylishly! Celebrity designer Jonathan 
Adler’s newest book is a vibrant, hilarious mash-up 

of style bible, decorating tome, and self-help guide. In 
gorgeous, full-color spreads, 100 bold ideas for Happy 
Chic dwelling, decorating, and entertaining are revealed. 
As a bonus, five project gatefolds invite readers to 
create their own Happy Chic handicrafts, including a 
macramé owl and custom LOVE note cards. 

An engaging and entertaining public speaker,  
Adler frequently travels for in-store appearances, 
pottery demonstrations, and design school and 
museum lectures

Having contributed to the Huffington Post, 
Hamptons magazine, and numerous other 
publications, Adler most recently wrote the 
foreword to Grace Bonney’s Design* Sponge  
at Home

In 2011 the Jonathan Adler empire opened its  
15th store in London, England. Next year Adler 
plans to open eight more stores, with locations  
including Greenwich, CT, Dallas, TX, Seattle, WA,  
and two more in the UK

Cover not final

Jonathan Adler 100 Ways to Happy Chic Your Life
by Jonathan Adler
978-1-4027-7507-9  |  $24.95  (Canada $29.95)  |  Hard  |  8 x 10 ¼  
160 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 16   
November 6, 2012  |  Sterling Signature

Jonathan Adler on  
Happy Chic  
Accessorizing
978-1-4027-7430-0
$17.95 (Canada $21.95)

Jonathan Adler on  
Happy Chic Colors
978-1-4027-7431-7
$17.95 (Canada $21.95)

Jonathan Adler  
Happy Chic Origami
978-1-4027-8048-6
$14.95 (canada $17.95)

Redesigned & Revised
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STERLING

House Beautiful The Apartment Book

Smart Decorating for Rooms Small and Large

Carol Spier

This updated edition of House Beautiful's classic The Apartment Book features a fully revised interior design

and new photos but retains its focus on making your first apartment a showpiece of style. Arranged

room-by-room, the book surveys a wide array of decorating techniques, showing professionally decorated

rooms and real-life examples of before-and-after projects. Informative sidebars provide the how-to for

storage, lighting, painting, entertaining, hanging art, and more. Available in hardcover for the first time, The

Apartment Book will inspire you to make your living space personal, upscale, functional, and beautiful! 

House Beautiful is the leading authority on home design and decoration and reaches 6.3 million readers every

month--more than any other shelter magazine. House Beautiful helps readers achieve rooms that feel right,

not just stylish; and living rooms, not showrooms. Inspired by the past, living in the present, and looking to

the future, House Beautiful accompanies its readers on their quest to create the house of their dreams.

-A fully revised interior design, including 30% new photos for a total of 250 full-color images of chic

apartment interiors, presents a diverse, inspiring, and beautiful look at contemporary furnishings and color

palettes

  Revised Edition

Publisher: Hearst

Published: October 2012

272 pages

978-1-5881-6986-0

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

6 3/4 X 8 1/2

Carton Quantity: 16

Territory: World with exclusions*

Country Living Simple Sustainable Style

Ways to Make Your House Your Home

Randy Florke with Nancy J. Becker

This highly accessible decorating primer gets a beautiful new cover. Designer Randy Florke--who has been

featured in Country Living, the New York Times, People magazine, and on the Today show--showcases his

warm, homey, and sustainable heartland sensibility. Florke explores his "three muses" of design--comfort,

economy, and color--and presents real-life examples of rooms that radiate charm. Comfort resides in

line-dried quilts and overstuffed sofas. Economy means items chosen from flea markets, thrift stores, or

grandmother's attic. Country color is the faded blue of crockery and the pale shades of damask tablecloths.

Anyone hoping to transform a home from ordinary to extraordinary will find thrifty and stylish ways to design,

plus  numerous "Quick Fix" sections offer cheap, fast solutions to common problems.

For more than 30 years, Country Living has been the definitive guide to the country lifestyle. With a

subscription base of 1.6 million readers and a monthly readership of 11 million, Country Living is the

largest-selling shelter magazine on the newsstand.

Randy Florke has been a contributing editor to Country Living and is also author of Restore. Recycle.

Repurpose. Randy's busy life includes a growing family and homes in New York City, Larrabee, IA, and

Sullivan Counties, NY.

-The first edition of this book--originally called Your House, Your Homes--sold almost 15,000 copies in

hardcover, and Randy Florke's second book, Restore. Recycle. Repurpose, has sold more than 23,000 copies

and ships on average 500 copies a month

-Now with a fantastic new cover, designed to pair perfectly with Restore. Recycle. Repurpose

-Randy Florke is a promotable author who has been featured in the New York Times, appeared on the Today 

show, and has a following of his own via his business, theruralconnection.com. He also appears monthly on

HSN.

Publisher: Hearst

Published: November 2012

192 pages

978-1-6183-7052-5

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Territory: World with exclusions*
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Dr. Kismet Knight and her dark world of vampires  
are back in this sexy sequel to The Vampire Shrink.  

Just as Kismet is adjusting to her new reality—and 
undead clientele—she discovers another frightening 
secret about these powerful immortals. Needing to 
escape, Kismet flees to New York for a conference, 
where she encounters hottie FBI Agent Alan Stevens. 
But it turns out something less tantalizing and more 
terrifying is there, too ….

Lynda Hilburn is a clinical hypnotherapist and licensed 
psychotherapist. Her lifelong fascination with the 
paranormal, and her professional training, shaped her 
bestselling Kismet Knight series. Initially self-published, 
this series has been heralded as “[a] good choice for 
the ever-demanding aficionados of vampire fiction” by 
Library Journal. Lynda lives in Boulder, CO, with her son.

Blood Therapy
by Lynda Hilburn
978-1-4549-0036-8  |  $14.95  (Canada $17.95)  |  Paper  |  6 ¼ x 9 ¼ 
336 pages  |  Territory: US/Can  |  Carton Qty: 24  |  October 2, 2012  
SilverOak

The Vampire Shrink was a bestselling, self-
published title heralded as “A good choice for  
the ever-demanding aficionados of vampire 
fiction” by Library Journal 

Vampire fiction continues to be hot in  
the marketplace 

Blood Therapy is an entirely new book, written 
expressly for this series, and completely 
unavailable in the author’s self-published catalog

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National publicity

•	Book review coverage in newspapers  
nationwide

•	National print advertising to targeted  
mystery publications

•	Outreach to vampire fiction/urban fantasy 
communities online

•	Early-reader programs including GoodReads  
and Library Thing 

•	Search engine marketing campaign 

•	ARC’s available

ebook: 978-1-4549-0037-5  |  $7.99 (Canada $9.99)

Also Available

The Vampire Shrink
978-1-4027-9278-6
$14.95 (Canada $17.95)

ebook: 978-1-4027-9279-3
$7.99 (Canada $9.99)
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STERLING

Natural Histories

Extraordinary Rare Book Selections from the American Museum of Natural

History Library

Edited by Tom Baione

For the first time, Natural Histories allows readers a privileged glimpse of seldom seen, fully illustrated

scientific tomes from the American Museum of Natural History's Rare Book Collection--a collection of over

450,000 volumes. Forty essays from the museum's top experts in a variety of natural science disciplines,

from anthropology to zoology, accompany and discuss each rare tome's unique qualities and scientific

contribution. Packaged with extraordinary prints suitable for framing and facsimile items inside bound-in

envelopes, this deluxe edition will fascinate both natural science and art lovers alike.

Tom Baione, an active member of the Grolier Club, divides his time between Manhattan and Long Island, is

the Harold Boeschenstein Director of Library Services of the Museum of Natural History's Library, and

oversees all aspects of the library's functions. 

-Features 40 rare, exquisite prints from each book, which can easily be custom-framed by the reader

-Scholarly, yet digestible, in-depth text gives a complete history about each rare book and its unique

properties that will attract  both the scientific and trade markets

-The AMNH Exhibitions Department is planning a simultaneous exhibit to accompany the publication of the

book in fall 2012. The materials contained in the book and the exhibit will have a wide-reaching domestic and

international appeal.

Publisher: Sterling Signature

Published: October 2012

176 pages

978-1-4027-9149-9

$45.00 ($54.00 Canadian)

Other

all in color

9 X 12

Carton Quantity: 7

Territory: World

The Elements

The New Guide to the Building Blocks of Our Universe

Jack Challoner

As Carl Sagan memorably put it, “We're made of star stuff.” The Elements: The New Guide to the Building

Blocks of Our Universe takes you on a gorgeously illustrated tour of the Periodic Table. Filled with fascinating

information about the elements, their main compounds, and their principal uses, this authoritative yet

accessible book, written by renowned popular-science writer Jack Challoner, makes “hard” science easy,

interesting, and relevant to our daily lives.

Jack Challoner has written over 30 books on a variety of scientific and technological subjects, including

Carlton's Genius: Great Inventors and their Creations. He has also written for encyclopedias, magazines,

museum exhibitions, and websites, and acts as scientific consultant for books, CD-ROMS, plays, and

television programs. He lives in Bristol, England.

-“Hard science” presented in an easy-to-understand, attractive, and up-to-date way

-All elements, even the rarest and newest, are related back to their usage in our everyday lives

-Written by renowned popular-science writer Jack Challoner, who knows just how to make seemingly

complicated subjects understandable and engaging

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-1-7809-7125-4

$34.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

200 color & b/w photos

9 3/4 X 11 1/8

Territory: US Only
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STERLING

Celestial Geometry

Understanding the Astronomical Meanings of Ancient Sites

Ken Taylor

Since the dawn of civilization, humans have sought inspiration and guidance in the night sky. Celestial

Geometry explores the remarkable achievements of ancient astronomers at over 60 archaeological sites,

from European stone circles like Stonehenge to the pyramids of Egypt and Central America, the medicine

wheels of North America, the carved monoliths of Easter Island, and lesser-known structures like the sun

clock of Goseck. Combining myths and legends with modern science, this beautifully illustrated book is a

profoundly illuminating celebration of human curiosity and creativity.

Ken Taylor has an established reputation for carefully researched and lucid writing exploring ancient

traditions with contemporary applications. He has worked as an archaeologist and has written extensively on

Palaeolithic alignments, celestial events, earth energies, astronomy, and mythology.

-Features original color artworks showing alignments of the planets, the sun, and the stars

-Includes a detailed exploration of the myths, legends, and beliefs underpinning celestial geometry

-Superb photography illustrates both well-known and less familiar ancient sites around the world

Publisher: Watkins

Published: October 2012

240 pages

978-1-7802-8386-9

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 1/2 X 9 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Super Cats!

Photographs by Fabio Petroni, text by Flavia Capra

How do you distinguish a British Shorthair from a Chartreux? A Maine Coon from a Norwegian Forest?

Featuring gorgeous photographs by Fabio Petroni and in-depth descriptions of the standards recognized by

the top international cat associations, Super Cats! will teach you to appreciate the distinguishing

characteristics of 40 different breeds. No true cat lover will want to be without this sumptuously illustrated

book.

 

Fabio Petroni has worked with some of the most famous names in international photography since 1984, as

well as some of the top advertising agencies. He has been involved in campaigns for well-known national

and international brands.  The books Horses: Master Portraits (2010) and Mutt's Life (2011), published by

Edizioni White Star, feature his pictures.  He lives and works in Milan.

 

Flavia Capra works for the Associazione Nazionale Felina Italiana (ANFI) (Italian National Cat Association), the

only association recognized by the Italian Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry, where she is involved in

the registration of cat breeds in the Italian genealogical registers. 

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: October 2012

208 pages

978-8-8544-0694-0

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

130 color photos

10 1/4 X 12 1/4

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Popular Mechanics The Amazing Weapons

That Never Were

Robots, Flying Tanks & Other Machines of War

Gregory Benford

Between 1910 and 1970, scientists and military experts made hundreds of predictions in Popular Mechanics

about the future of warfare. Some of those prophecies were downright nuts, while others veered eerily close

to reality. This collection of vintage articles, with their stunning original art, will spark the imagination of every

military buff, retrophile, and futurist. And the jacket unfolds into an amazing 24” x 19” poster of fantastic

machines, blasters, and flying tanks. Astrophysics professor, science-fiction author, and NASA advisor

Gregory Benford provides an introduction to every chapter.

-The hardcover edition of this book's predecessor, The Wonderful Future That Never Was, has sold more than

14,000 copies since its release in October 2010

-Has strong review and viral marketing potential: Wonderful Future received a starred review from Booklist 

and reviews in Publishers Weekly, Tor.com, Scalzi's Whatever, the BN SciFi and Fantasy Blog, the

LATimes.com, the UK Sun, and others

-A simultaneous release of this book with the new paperback edition of The Wonderful Future will together

make a perfect gift package

-Gregory Benford is well-known and respected among both the science and the science-fiction communities

 
-Popular Mechanics will support the book: “The Time Machine” (a sidebar with sample spreads from

previous years of Popular Mechanics) is a regular feature of the magazine

-Speaks directly to Popular Mechanics' core audience: military history buffs, and science-fiction enthusiasts

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Publisher: Hearst

Published: October 2012

200 pages

978-1-5881-6862-7

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

7 3/8 X 9 1/4

Territory: World with exclusions*

Popular Mechanics The Wonderful Future

that Never Was

Flying Cars, Mail Delivery by Parachute, and Other Predictions from the

Past

Gregory Benford

Between 1903 and 1969, scientists and other experts made hundreds of predictions in Popular Mechanics

about what the future would hold. Here are the very best of them, complete with the original, visually

stunning retro art plus chapter introductions by astrophysics professor, science-fiction author, and former

NASA advisor Gregory Benford.  “Endlessly fascinating.”-- Booklist.  “ A wonderful coffee-table book that you

will also want to read page-by-page.”--Joe Haldeman, Hugo and Nebula award-winning author of The Forever

War. 

 

“All these fantastically fabulous futures, and I get to live in none of them--and no, having an iPod Touch does

not make up for it--but at least I have this book, which almost does.”--John Scalzi, bestselling author of Old

Man's War

Gregory Benford is a two-time winner of the Nebula Award and a professor of physics at the University of

California. He is the author of more than 20 novels, including Jupiter Project, Artifact, Against Infinity, Eater,

and Timescape. Benford has won the John W. Campbell Award, the Australian Ditmar Award, the 1995 Lord

Foundation Award for achievement in the sciences, and the 1990 United Nations Medal in Literature. 

 

Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs, and influences 9 million curious minds that read the magazine every

month. The magazine features breakthroughs in the latest innovations in science and technology.

 
 
 
- The hardcover edition has sold more than 14,000 copies since its release in October 2010

-Simultaneous release of this new paperback edition with Popular Mechanics The Amazing Weapons That

Never Were, by Gregory Benford. The pair makes a perfect gift package

-Gregory Benford is well known and respected among both the science and science-fiction communities

-Popular Mechanics will promote the book with editorial coverage and advertising

 
 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Hearst

Published: October 2012

208 pages

978-1-5881-6975-4

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

7 3/8 X 9 1/4

Territory: World with exclusions*
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Richard Schickel is an award-winning documentary 
filmmaker, movie historian, and film critic who has 
published more than 30 books and produced, written, 
and directed more than 30 films for television. His many 
books about film include Elia Kazan: A Biography; The 
Essential Chaplin, an anthology of critical writings about 
the great comedian; and The Disney Version, a study of 
the life, times, and art of Walt Disney. Schickel was  
a film critic for Life and Time for 43 years. He lives in  
Los Angeles, CA.

From the irresistible fantasy of E.T. to the gritty realism 
of Saving Private Ryan, the films of Steven Spielberg 

capture the imagination. Renowned critic Richard 
Schickel gives us the definitive illustrated monograph 
on this Oscar®-winning Hollywood icon, whose long and 
glittering career few directors have equaled. The book 
culminates with the long-awaited Lincoln and features 
over 250 dynamic images, plus revealing behind-the-
scenes photos. 

Steven Spielberg: A Retrospective
by Richard Schickel, Foreword by Steven Spielberg
978-1-4027-9650-0  |  $35.00  (Canada $42.00)  |  Hard  |  9 ¾ x 11 ½ 
280 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: US/Can  |  October 2, 2012   
Sterling

Includes a foreword from the director himself

Published to coincide with the buildup to the 
release of Lincoln in December 2012

Lavishly illustrated with over 250 images from 
DreamWorks’s archives

ebook: 978-1-4027-9651-7  |  $19.99 (Canada $23.99)

F I L M14 15

and sometimes threatened creativity. He has never been 
a rebel against authority—for the longest time, indeed, 
he has been one of Hollywood’s chief authorities. Finally, 
two things: He developed an unwavering affection for 
Universal—his offices are still on the lot—and whatever 
doubts he had about his career path were settled by the  
time his informal relationship with the studio came to  
an end. He would be a director.

But then, he always had been, whether he admitted it  
or not. For he had long since tasted the power implicit in 
that position.

He saw his first movie when he was five years old—Cecil B. 
DeMille’s The Greatest Show on Earth, which his father took 
him to see in Cincinnati. And it was pretty much love  
at first sight; he became a movie fan almost immediately, 
soon enough slipping the bonds of parental control. By the 
time he was 12 or 13 he had commandeered his father’s 8mm 
Kodak movie camera and was making movies of his own, 
which were by no means modest. One of them, Firelight, 
was two and a half hours long. Shot silent (but with a sound 
track later added), it required a year to complete. Spielberg 
has said that it is one of the four worst movies ever made, 
but, really, considering the age and inexperience of its 
writer-director, it is not all that bad. And he arranged a 
premiere of it at a local theater, complete with limousines. 

The Spielbergs were, in those days, a peripatetic family. 
They lived in a half-dozen American cities as his father, 
Arnold, a computer engineer, sought ever-better jobs  
(his mother, Leah, was a pianist and, latterly, the proprietor 
of a delicatessen on Los Angeles’ Pico Boulevard).

This page and 
opposite: The family 
album and childhood 
experiences which 
were to strongly 
influence the future 
director. 

T h e  B e g I n n e R14

Steven was perpetually the new kid in class and never 
happy in that role. His was also a fractious family; Steven 
loved them all (he had three sisters, all younger than him) 
but, eventually, the parents divorced, which was traumatic 
for Spielberg—he has described learning to live without his 
father’s presence in the house as the most difficult passage  
of his young years.

The issue for him was control—or rather the lack of it. 
As it is for most kids. They have to do what their parents are 
bound to do—change cities, homes, schools, for reasons that 
make sense only in the abstract. He recalls being friendless 
in his several schools, for example, then finally making 
friends, and then being forced abruptly to move on. He 
recalls, too, mild but palpable anti-Semitism. There was only 
one place he was really happy; that was in his filmmaking:

“I was infatuated with the control that movies gave me, in 
creating a sequence of events—a train wreck with two Lionel 
trains that I could then repeat and see over and over again. 
I think it was just a realization that I could change the way 
I perceived life through another medium, to make it come 
out better for me.” And, incidentally, “to see if what I was 
making was having an effect on anybody other than myself.”

What Spielberg was not infatuated with was college. 
While he was “infiltrating” Universal, he enrolled at Long 
Beach’s California State College (it appears that his grades 
were not good enough to gain him admission to one of the 
better film schools—USC, UCLA—which were the obvious 
places for him to be). He was, for want of something better 
to do, an English major, even though he was then not a great 
reader. The college did not, at the time, offer a single film 
course, which did not deter him. He scrounged up funding 

“I kind of rebelled against the piano 
music because it was something that 
I just didn’t understand. My mom 
played classical music and, to a child 
especially, that was horrid—that was 
the sounds of the violins in Psycho 
just striking the fingernails against 
the blackboard—and I used to scream 
bloody murder, my mom could not 
console me.”
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Authors Carol Babbitt (National President of Project 
Linus) and Mary Balagna (Vice President) direct 
and orchestrate the activities of the Project Linus 
organization and individual chapters. Both have been 
involved with the organization since 1998, and maintain 
a very busy Central Illinois chapter. 

When a child is seriously ill, traumatized, or 
otherwise in need, Project Linus comes to the 

rescue with a lovingly handmade blanket or afghan.  
Quilt It with Love tells the story of this organization, 
sharing stories from recipients and donors and 
showcasing over 20 fabulous projects that even 
beginners can make. Quilt It with Love

The Project Linus Story
20+ Quilt Patterns & Stories to Warm Your Heart
by Mary Balagna and Carol Babbitt
978-1-4547-0294-8  |  $19.95  (Canada $23.95)  |  Paper with flaps 
8  ½ x 11  |  128 pages (all in color)  | Territory: World 
Carton Quantity: 26  |  October 2, 2012

Project Linus is a nonprofit organization that brings 
handmade blankets to children in need. Since 1995,  
the organization has grown to 400 chapters nationally 
(in all 50 states), and volunteers have made and donated 
more than four million quilts. Project Linus is well-known 
and much loved among the quilting community and 
beyond, including coverage in Parade, People, Reader’s 
Digest, Family Circle, Ladies Home Journal, Quiltmaker, 
Quilters Newsletter, Guidepost, Parents Magazine, Real 
Simple, Woman’s Day, and on the NBC Nightly News, 
Today Show, and Oprah.

Established organization with 400 chapters  
and 60,000 volunteers

Recognized presence in the quilting community, 
including high visibility at International Quilt 
Market/Festival each year, online (through their 
own site), and in national press outlets

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National publicity

•	Features and book reviews in needlearts/quilting 
magazines and craft columns nationwide

•	Quilt blog outreach

•	Cross-promotion with projectlinus.org

•	Blads available
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STERLING

Return of the Stupid Sock Creatures

Evolutions, Mutations, and Other Creations

John Murphy

They're back! John Murphy is famous for his weird and wacky sock creatures. In this follow-up to 

Stupid Sock Creatures, John shares the spotlight with guest designers in 20 projects that push the

boundaries of stupid with crazy-cute quadrupeds, two-headed beasts, pop-eyed monsters, and more.

The wide range of difficulty--from a simple one-sock monster to a four-sock extravaganza--means this

book will attract all levels and types of crafter. And thanks to John's clear and humorous instructions,

absolutely nothing is intimidating. Well, except for Piethagorus. But don't worry, he only eats pie (we

think)!

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: October 2012

132 pages

978-1-4547-0284-9

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

9 X 9

Carton Quantity: 21

Territory: World

Author Hometown:

Bessemer City, NC

Sock Yarn Studio

Hats, Garments, and Other Projects Designed for Sock Yarn

Carol J. Sulcoski

Knitting socks and knitting with hand-painted yarns are two hot trends. But what are knitters to do

with leftover sock yarn? Or when they burn out on knitting socks? Sock Yarn Studio comes to the

rescue with a delightful mix of projects--from one-skein hats, mittens, and scarves to multi-skein

wraps, sweaters, and more--created with fingering or sport-weight sock yarns. And there's plenty of

helpful advice for selecting yarns and knitting smart with tricky hand-paints and self-patterning yarns.

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: October 2012

144 pages

978-1-4547-0285-6

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 X 10

Carton Quantity: 30

Territory: World

Shrink! Shrank! Shrunk!

Make Stylish Shrink Plastic Jewelry

Kathy Sheldon

Remember Shrinky Dinks--those plastic sheets that magically shrink and harden when heated in the

oven? Millions of fans do. Now they're back … and a hot trend with both mainstream and Etsy

crafters. Shrink! Shrank! Shrunk! introduces crafters to this friendly, fast, and fun way to create

cool--and surprisingly chic--jewelry. It covers everything from the many new kinds of shrink plastic

available (including printable) to the latest techniques. The 35 stylish projects include cute

animal-shaped rings, a Mexican oilcloth necklace, origami airplane earrings, and more!

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-1-4547-0349-5

$21.95 ($26.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 32

Territory: World

Making an Impression

Designing & Creating Artful Stamps

Geninne Zlatkis

Popular illustrator and stamper Geninne Zlatkis has a passion for nature and color that distinguishes

her work. These 20 beautiful projects--including cards, an embellished journal and tote, and decorative

wall pieces--provide the keys to Geninne's creative process and image-making process. In addition to

technique-specific primers with step-by-step photos of the essentials, Making an Impression includes

50 motifs showcasing Geninne's signature designs that crafters can copy and use for image transfers,

stamp designs, and collages.

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: October 2012

136 pages

978-1-4547-0125-5

$21.95 ($26.95 Canadian)

Flexibound Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 26

Territory: World
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Each kit contains everything you need to master that activity

Simple step-by-step instructions make these kits perfect for beginners

Competitively priced and attractively packaged to make a great gift

Sterling’s activity kits have an excellent sales record 

HARMONICA 
FOR 
BEGINNERS 

25+ Tricks to Astound 
Your Friends

978-1-4027-9609-8

YO-YO 
FOR 
BEGINNERS
25+ Tricks to Astound 
Your Friends

Shar Levine & Bob Bowden 

978-1-4027-9620-3

PLAYTIME TO

These kits are full of fun!

Shar Levine & Bob Bowden 

THE KNOTS BOX
Useful Knots for Every Situation, 

Indoors and Out

A. Hyatt Verrill

978-1-4027-9611-1

Kit includes: 

•  72-page one-color hardcover, 

Knots, Splices and Rope Work: 

An Illustrated Handbook

•  Four lengths of durable, high-quality rope 

Whether you’re fi shing, boating, camping, or simply 

need to secure a bundle of magazines, The Knots Box 

teaches you the knot you’ll need to know. The detailed 

guide contains dozens of  easy-to-follow illustrations. 

Kit includes: 

• 56-page paperback

• 2 pens

• 2 spiral templates

• 3 plastic gears to make hundreds of different designs

Pop a pen into a gear, move it around a template, and 

you’ve got a spectacular spiral! The three gears and two 

templates that come with this innovative kit allow you to 

generate hundreds of colorful, eye-catching designs, while 

the accompanying book explains the fascinating concepts 

behind spirals in art and nature.

SPECTACULAR 
SPIRALS
Make Dozens of Beautiful Designs  

Victor Dorff 

978-1-4027-9612-8

Kit includes: 

• 64-page course book 

• 1 high-quality harmonica

Whether you want to blow the blues or jam with your 

band, this comprehensive kit will have you playing the 

harmonica in no time. You’ll learn all the basics needed 

to perform a variety of musical styles.

Kit includes: 

• 64-page paperback 

• 3 juggling balls

The complete and colorful guide in this cool juggling 

kit walks you through the essentials—and you won’t 

believe the incredible moves you can learn using the 

three deluxe balls that are also included! 

JUGGLING 
FOR 
BEGINNERS
25+ Tricks to Astound 
Your Friends

Cassandra Beckerman 

978-1-4549-0349-9

Kit includes: 

•  64-page paperback, 

Yo-Yos for Beginners

• Two (2) yo-yos 

Get ready to do the most dazzling yo-yo tricks ever! 

Just grab one of the two yo-yos inside this kit, check 

out the guide, and soon you’ll have the ins and outs 

(as well as the ups, downs, and all-the-way-arounds) 

of this game perfected. 

All kits are: 
$12.95 (Canada $14.95) | 8 ½ x 9 ¼ | Territory: North America
October 2012 
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All kits are: 
$9.95 (Canada $11.95)  |  8 ½ x 9 ¼   |  
Territory: North America  |  October 2012

Each kit contains a book and 
a variety of origami paper 
to work with

Simple step-by-step 
instructions make these 
the perfect introduction to 
papercrafts for beginners 
of every age

Competitively priced 

Kit includes: 
48-page paperback 
25 sheets of origami paper (5 designs; 5 sheets each)

Learn the art of origami in a snap! This beautiful kit, 
featuring an instructional, step-by-step book, teaches 
beginners how to fold 30 new and traditional origami 
models—including flowers, butterflies, safari animals, 
sea creatures, and geometric shapes.

Easy Origami
Folded Fun for All Ages
Debora Argueta
978-1-4027-9617-3

Kit includes: 
80-page paperback
25 sheets of origami paper (5 designs; 5 sheets each)

Make 25 fantastic fliers! You can create a sky-full of 
fabulous-looking paper planes, from old-time gliders  
to cutting-edge jets, that soar, swoop, sail, and 
dive. The projects include fascinating background 
information on every model.

Easy Paper Airplanes
Fold 25 Zooming Flyers
Norman Schmidt
978-1-4027-9610-4

Kit includes: 
80-page paperback
25 sheets of origami paper (5 designs; 5 sheets each)

Fashion a fantastic paper animal parade featuring 
everything from dinosaurs to a peacock with a  
huge tail to butterflies, a whale, lion, and mama  
and baby kangaroos. This origami zoo offers 33  
enticing projects—all beginning with the same  
basic steps—plus everything needed to make them. 

Origami Zoo
Learn to Make More than 
30 Fun Animal Motifs
Zülal Aytüre-Scheele
978-1-4027-9614-2

Kit includes: 
48-page paperback
25 sheets of wax-coated origami paper in red,  
green, pink, blue, and orange (5 sheets each) 
1 glue stick

Let the stars—and pinwheels and flowers—dazzle 
and shine! These stunning suncatchers, in a colorful 
kaleidoscope of translucent paper, positively shimmer 
in the light. Different color choices yield dramatically 
different results, even for the same pattern. Choose 
from ten lovely ornaments—they’re all a snap to make!

Paper Suncatchers
Make Beautiful Origami Stars 
for Your Windows
Christine Gross-Loh
978-1-4027-9613-5

These kits have everything you need to get creative!

papercrafts
easy, fun
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Country Living Deck the Halls

Christmas Notecards, Labels, Ornaments, and Other Festive & Fun Projects

Katy McColl

'Tis the season, and what better way to celebrate than by inviting a bit of Country Living into your home?

Stuffed with do-it-yourself Christmas gifts, crafts, and decorations, from pullout recipe cards, table toppers,

and creative wrapping solutions to ornaments, gingerbread-house templates, and more, Deck the Halls is

fa-la-la-labulous holiday fun and the perfect all-inclusive package to help plan a no-holds-barred festive

celebration.

Katy McColl is the former Executive Editor of O at Home (Oprah Winfrey's home magazine) and Country

Living. Her work has appeared in the New York Times, Travel & Leisure, CBS Moneywatch.com, Best Life,

Page Six Magazine, Blueprint, InStyle Home, and other publications. She lives in Northampton, MA, with her

husband.

 

Responding to renewed interest in the country lifestyle, Country Living fills a unique niche among shelter

magazines. Country Living is the best-selling shelter magazine on the newsstand and the definitive guide to

the country lifestyle. Its 11 million readers find the inspiration and the confidence they need to pursue their

passions--and ultimately create a comfortable, satisfying life for themselves and their families.

-The Country Living audience loves Christmas. Since 2007, more than 45,000 copies of Merry & Bright have

been sold, and The Farm Chicks Christmas sold 20,000 copies in one season

-Features tons of extras, including 80 pages of card stock and ten pages of stickers, making this the ultimate

Christmas crafting book 

-Country Living will promote the book in the magazine and online 

Publisher: Hearst

Published: October 2012

196 pages

978-1-5881-6923-5

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

7 X 8

Territory: World with exclusions*

Calligraphy for Greeting Cards and

Scrapbooking

Peter E. Taylor

It's not just what you write--it's how you write it. And this inspiring guide shows you how to write it with

style and flair. It outlines a plethora of calligraphy techniques using a range of modern and traditional styles.

Featuring practical information on creating pleasing layouts, adding written inserts to cards, using separate

layers of paper and card, and much more, this is the ultimate calligraphy sourcebook. 

 

Peter Taylor learned papermaking, printmaking, and bookbinding at art colleges, and then the craft of

calligraphy from many of the world's finest practitioners, including “The Queen's Scribe,” Donald Jackson. He

immigrated to Australia in 1982 and is now recognized as one of Australia's best and most creative

calligraphers. With books selling in the UK, Asia, and elsewhere, his reputation as an expert has grown in

other countries, too.

Publisher: Guild of Master

Craftsman

Published: October 2012

176 pages

978-1-8610-8882-6

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 1/4 X 10 7/8

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Short Story

Chic Knits for Layering

Cathy Carron

In the follow-up to her bestselling Hattitude and Cowl Girls, knitwear designer Cathy Carron offers

fashion-forward knitters 35 designs for boleros, shrugs, cropped cardis, and short wraps, including

instructions on how to adapt patterns to your own measurements. From a ruffled bolero in a “painter's

palette” of gorgeous hand-painted yarns to a “short'n sweet” cashmere and silk capelet, these designs are

as pleasing to the fingers as they are to the eyes!

Cathy Carron is one of today's most prolific and popular knitwear designers. Her designs have appeared in 

Vogue Knitting, Knit Simple, Interweave Knits, and other knitting publications. Cathy has also written

numerous knitting books, including the bestselling Hattitude and Cowl Girls, both published by Sixth&Spring

Books. Cathy sells her custom knitwear designs and blogs about knitting at pondedge.net. She lives in New

York City.

-The follow-up to two bestselling titles from Cathy Carron, Hattitude and Cowl Girls

-Winning formula: offers lots of stylish patterns in a beautiful, fashion-forward package, all at a great price

 

Publisher: Sixth&Spring Books

Published: October 2012

160 pages

978-1-9360-9645-9

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Territory: WENG

We Knit You a Merry Christmas

20 Patterns for Festive Handmade Gifts

Debbie Harrold

Christmas is a time for sharing, and there's no better way to share the joy of the season than with

hand-knitted gifts for friends and family! The 20 delightful patterns in We Knit You a Merry Christmas run the

gamut from traditional characters such as angels, Father Christmas, and the Three Kings to knitted animals

like kangaroos (“Hoppy Christmas”) and sheep (“Baa Humbug”), as well as quirkier items like chilies,

mushrooms, and of course the famous Ha Pea.

Debbie Harrold is the designer behind the highly successful Knit & Purl range of greeting cards. Her first book,

All You Knit Is Love, is also available from Collins & Brown.

-The perfect stocking filler for all ages

-Debbie Harrold has a successful line of greeting cards, including the “Ha Pea” birthday card, which is the

number-one bestselling birthday card in Paperchase

Publisher: Collins & Brown

Published: October 2012

48 pages

978-1-9084-4921-4

$7.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

7 X 7

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Leonardo da Vinci and the Secrets of the

Codex Atlanticus

White Star

Nowhere is the genius of Leonardo da Vinci more evident than in the famous Codex Atlanticus, whose pages

preserve his dazzling ideas on subjects ranging from war machines to human anatomy and powered flight.

Now, beautifully reproduced in high-quality photographs--and complete with QR codes to access content

such as 3-D reconstructions of Leonardo's machines--da Vinci's work emerges with all its peerless force.

Easily available apps for iPhone and iPad make this stunning book a multimedia extravaganza worthy of its

great subject. 

-An edition of great value, reproducing the most beautiful pages of the Codex Atlanticus with detail and

definition never before seen

-QR codes for accessing multimedia content and graphic reconstructions

-iPad and iPhone applications available 

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: October 2012

208 pages

978-8-8544-0647-6

$80.00 ($96.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Slipcase

140 color illus.

11 1/3 X 14

Territory: US/Can

Provence

Lasting Impressions

Joel Meyerowitz, Maggie Barrett

Provence, the jewel of southeastern France, has a rich and varied history, and vistas that have inspired

artists for generations. Yet there is more to the “Land of Impressionism” than lavender fields, green rolling

hills, Riviera beaches, and quaint villages. Renowned photographer Joel Meyerowitz and novelist/playwright

Maggie Barrett take us on their journey through four seasons in Provence, capturing the spirit of this

quintessential French landscape and the people who live there as never before.

 

INCLUDES A BEAUTIFUL PRINT BY MASTER PHOTOGRAPHER JOEL MEYEROWITZ SUITABLE FOR FRAMING!

Renowned photographer Joel Meyerowitz is a Guggenheim fellow and an NEA and an NEH award winner.

His photographs have shown in major museums, including the Museum of Modern Art. He was the only

photographer granted access to Ground Zero, where he persistently captured both the devastation at the

World Trade Center site as well as the dedication of the many workers who toiled there. He recently was

commissioned by the NYC Department of Parks & Recreation to document, interpret, and celebrate the city's

29,000 acres of parks in the five boroughs. He is the first photographer to document NYC parks since the

1930s, when they were photographed as part of FDR's WPA program. Meyerowitz's work has been the

subject of 15 books, including Legacy: The Preservation of Wilderness in New York City Parks; Aftermath:

World Trade Center Archive; and Cape Light.

 

Maggie Barrett is the author of three novels and a collection of short stories. Her play, Give it Up, based on

one of her novels, was performed Off Broadway.

-Master photographer Joel Meyerowitz is one of the most important photographers living today

-The ultimate gift book for all Francophiles--includes a beautiful print by Meyerowitz inside, suitable for

framing

-Books about Provence--revitalized in recent years by bestselling travel writer Peter Mayle--are evergreen

Publisher: Sterling Signature

Published: October 2012

208 pages

978-1-4027-9024-9

$40.00 ($48.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

12 1/4 X 9 1/2

Territory: World
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Neil Young has a large fan base that includes 
people of all ages, as he still records and tours

A beautifully produced book by the creators of  
our successful Eagles and Fleetwood Mac titles 

Young will celebrate his 70th birthday in 2015

With a background as a musician on the ‘60s rock 
scene, Mike Evans began writing about popular music 
as a journalist on local radio and for magazines such as 
Sounds, Cream, and Melody Maker. He’s written several 
books, including the bestselling Elvis: A Celebration 
(2002), as well as Sterling’s own Fleetwood Mac: The 
Definitive History (2011) and Woodstock: Three Days 
That Rocked the World (2009). He lives and works in 
London, England.

Neil Young is a unique rock icon, with a career 
unrivaled in its breadth and innovation. This 

celebration of the man and his music tells Young’s 
story through classic and rare images, record artwork, 
contemporary press materials, and more. It traces his 
work with Crazy Horse, Buffalo Springfield, and Crosby, 
Stills, Nash & Young; his solo albums and tours; and  
his activism. 

Neil Young
The Definitive History
by Mike Evans
978-1-4027-9911-2  |  $29.95  (Canada $35.95)  |  Hard  |  9 x 12 
256 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World English  |  Carton Qty: 8 
October 2, 2012  |  Sterling

Neil Young64

Last Time Around
In January 1968, turmoil ensued when Bruce Palmer was 
deported, for a second time, after another drug bust. This 
time he was replaced by Jim Messina, who knew the band 
well, having worked as recording engineer on some of the 
recent album. This time Palmer’s exit was permanent, 
but without him some of the internal dynamic that made 
Buffalo Springfield unique was also gone.

With the departure soon after of longtime aide, 
right-hand man, and road manager Dick Davis, Neil 
Young was increasingly disillusioned. He started 
missing gigs, leaving Stephen Stills to handle all the 
lead vocals, and after the chart failure of “Expecting 
to Fly” when it was released as a single, he again 
considered leaving the band.

Despite the ensuing chaos, through the opening 
months of 1968 the Springfield were booked into 

recording sessions, but neither Young nor Stephen 
Stills was particularly interested in the results. The sessions were supervised by 
Jim Messina, who complained that he found it impossible to get everyone in the 
same place at the same time.

They only lasted a couple 
of years, but in those two 
years I would have sued to 
hear them play.

ahmet ertegun

As if the fates were contriving the band’s destruction—or the members 
planning their own self-destruction—on March 20 another drug bust took 
place, this time involving Young, Messina, Richie Furay, and English guitar 
hero Eric Clapton.

They were holed up in a ranch house that Stills was living in, in rural 
Topanga Canyon. Clapton had showed up, and a party ensued with everyone 
getting high and jamming at full volume. Neighbors complained, and when the 
volume still wasn’t turned down, the police were called.

The raid came swiftly and surely a short while later. Dewey Martin had left 
the party before the cops arrived, and Stephen Stills managed to escape via a 
back window and alert the band’s lawyers. The rest, including various friends 

65West Coast Dreamin’

Previous pages: Neil relaxing 

at home in 1967.

Below: Relaxing with  

Stephen Stills at another 

roadside meal stop.

158 Neil Young 159Maverick

Opposite: Neil in action during 

the Spring 1976 world tour 

with Crazy Horse.

followed by one in Scotland, at Glasgow’s Apollo Theatre. The reception was 
ecstatic, especially in England, where some critics hailed Crazy Horse as the 
“greatest rock band in the world.”

As soon as the trek was over, Neil was back in the studio, anxious to finish 
off the Stills/Young album that was now being followed by a summer tour. At 
one point soon after the recording resumed, the entire exercise looked to be 
turning into a full-blown CSNY project when David Crosby and Graham Nash 
were briefly involved, before the almost inevitable verbal fireworks turned into 
a full-scale conflagration of rival egos and interests. Much to Crosby and Nash’s 
annoyance, Young and Stills opted to discard any joint efforts recorded with 
their two former buddies, and returned to the original Stills/Young concept. 
And just as Crosby and Nash’s participation was aborted seemingly on a whim, 
so was the Stills/Young tour when Neil Young abandoned it halfway through—
jumping ship without warning on their way to Atlanta, Georgia, leaving just 
a telegram message reading, “Dear Stephen, Funny how some things that start 
spontaneously end that way. Eat a peach, Neil.”

‘�“The�greatest�rock�band�in

���the�world”��Critics�on�Crazy�Horse
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Martin Popoff has been described as “the world’s most 
famous heavy metal journalist.” With over 7,900 record 
reviews, he has unofficially written more record reviews 
than anybody in the history of music writing. Popoff 
has written 36 books on hard rock, heavy metal, and 
classic rock. He was the editor-in-chief of the Canadian 
metal magazine Brave Words & Bloody Knuckles, and 
has contributed to many publications, including Guitar 
World, Lollipop, Goldmine, and Record Collector. He has 
also written numerous band bios and liner notes for 
record labels. Popoff (martinpopoff.com) lives in Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada.

Ioannis is the cover artist for more than 170 albums 
by some of the most legendary bands in the music 
industry, including the Allman Brothers, Deep Purple, 
King Crimson, Uriah Heep, Blue Öyster Cult, Styx, Bon 
Jovi, Johnny Winter, Cyndi Lauper, and Lynyrd Skynyrd. 
He also designed the brand identity for Loud & Proud 
Records and moogis.com and collaborated with Bob 
Weir. Additionally, his works have been featured in many 
magazines, books, and exhibitions worldwide. See more 
at dangerousage.com. Ioannis lives in New Haven, CT.

Take an extraordinary journey through the coolest  
hard rock album covers from 1965-90: vinyl’s “ 

golden age.” Renowned rock  journalist Martin Popoff 
joins with celebrated cover artist Ioannis to offer 
insightful critiques of 216 covers as well as trivia and 
behind-the-scenes stories. The showcased musicians 
include the era’s biggest stars, from Black Sabbath and 
Led Zeppelin to Nirvana and Alice in Chains.

Written by one of the top experts in the field,  
with insight from one of the top rock album  
cover artists

Audience includes fans of rock music from the  
four decades covered, as well as fans of album 
cover art—an enduringly popular category

Features 216 covers, from the dark to the 
outrageous to the sexy to the sublime

Fade to Black
Hard Rock Cover Art of the Vinyl Age
by Martin Popoff with Ioannis
978-1-4027-7817-9  |  $29.95  (Canada $35.95)  |  Hard  |  9 x 12   
288 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World  |  October 2, 2012 
Sterling
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Treasures of Bob Dylan

Brian Southall

When the times they were a-changin', Bob Dylan became one of the counterculture's most revered

heroes. He's won countless awards, including a Pulitzer Prize, Grammys® a Golden Globe® and an

Oscar®. This beautifully slipcased Treasures volume tells his story as never before, following Dylan

from Minnesota to New York's Greenwich Village to worldwide fame; stunning photos and unique

removable facsimile memorabilia make this an essential history for all music fans. 

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: October 2012

64 pages

978-1-7809-7104-9

$39.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Slipcase

150 color & b/w photos

11 X 9 3/4

Territory: US Only

Tragedies and Mysteries of Rock 'n' Roll

Text by Michele Primi

Is there a curse on rock 'n' roll? The death of one of the purest musical talents in recent years, Amy

Winehouse, has reopened this and many other questions. The “27 Club” really does exist--but that's

just the beginning. If there's a house band in the afterlife for young adults whose promise was

tragically cut short, it's a pretty fair bet that the artists in this volume are there:  Robert Johnson,

Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Brian Jones, Kurt Cobain, Jeff Buckley, and more.

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: October 2012

272 pages

978-8-8544-0677-3

$34.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

232 color & b/w photos

10 1/4 X 11 4/5

Territory: US Only

Dangerous Book for Idiots

100 Death-Defying Projects for the Reckless Fool

Chaz Nuffington-Twattt

Are you a few cards short of a full deck? Do you sneer at danger? Think Jackass is for wimps? Are you

fond of hospital chow? Then you, my friend, are an idiot, and this is the book for you, a collection of

no-brain misadventures, pranks, sports, jobs, and daredevil hijinks that no sane person would even

contemplate. Just make sure you've got the address of your local ER handy and get ready to roll with

more than 100 hilarious, silly, and plain stupid stunts.   

        

Publisher: Prion

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-1-8537-5791-4

$14.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

100 b/w illus.

5 X 7

Territory: US Only

A Life on the Lines

A Railwayman's Album

R.H.N. Hardy

From about 1944 until the early 1960s, Richard Hardy--author of The Railwayman's

Pocket-Book--photographed life on the English and French railways with his Brownie 620 box camera.

These unique, largely unpublished images constitute a fascinating and hugely evocative portrayal of

the two national railroads and the men who worked on them. Many of the pictures capture the British

railways in wartime, providing a valuable social record of England at war. 

 

Publisher: Conway

Published: October 2012

160 pages

978-1-8448-6173-6

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Hard

120 b/w photos

8 7/8 X 7 1/2

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Art of iPhoneography

A Guide to Mobile Creativity

Stephanie Calabrese Roberts

This fully up-to-date Second Edition will help iPhone owners get the best photos possible from their

equipment. Including the iPhone 4S, this book explains how to choose, load, and use the newest and

most useful apps. It also focuses on the specific techniques and skills iPhotographers need to develop

their creative “i.” This is a must-have for all iPhone users!

 

  New Edition

Publisher: Pixiq

Published: November 2012

160 pages

978-1-4547-0762-2

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

9 1/8 X 5

Territory: US/Can

Digital Photo Art

New Directions

Theresa Airey

This latest addition to the acclaimed Digital Photo Art series will bring photographers and mixed-media

fine artists alike to a new level of creativity. Theresa Airey introduces a variety of hands-on and

software techniques that can transform conventional photos into visually exciting works of art. From

processing color infrared pictures to printing pigment transfers on Washi paper or wooden panels,

Airey shows how to create stunning results from photographic images.

 

Publisher: Pixiq

Published: October 2012

256 pages

978-1-6005-9635-3

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: World

Digital Still Life Photography

Art, Business & Style

Steve Sint

Steve Sint, author of Digital Wedding Photography and Digital Portrait Photography, presents the

newest book in his successful Art, Business & Style series. Sint combines breezy humor with practical

information to create the definitive how-to guide on still life photography. In addition to covering the

legal and business sides, he gives time-tested advice on tools and equipment, shooting techniques,

how to find the right professional-quality studio, and how to build sets.  His invaluable secrets will

give you an edge over the competition.

 

Publisher: Pixiq

Published: January 2013

272 pages

978-1-4547-0327-3

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Carton Quantity: 12

Territory: World

Visible Magic

The Art of Optical Illusions

Robert Ausbourne

Optical illusions, a magical melding of science and art, appeal to all ages. This lavish full-color book

looks at both the science (the peculiarities of human vision that make illusions possible) and the art

(famous deceptive images and their creators). Included are a wide variety of eye-fooling tricks,

including those practiced by Mother Nature herself.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

168 pages

978-1-4027-6698-5

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 10

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: World
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STERLING

Winter Sports Records 2013

Dan Diamond

From the adrenaline-fueled, heart-racing action on the slopes to the graceful ballet of figure skating, winter

sports pack a special rush all their own. This trivia-filled volume captures all the excitement of cold-weather

action, with information on the origins of skiing, snowboarding, ice hockey and more, as well as coverage of

the great athletes who left their marks in the record books. A must-have for every sports fan.

 

 

Dan Diamond wrote Carlton's Treasures of the National Hockey League and Complete Hockey

Records 2012. He is the publisher of the annual National Hockey League Official Guide & Record Book and

editor of the Total Hockey Encyclopedia. In addition, Dan wrote books to celebrate the NHL's 75th

anniversary in 1991 and the Stanley Cup's centenary in 1992, as well as comprehensive media guides in print

and online for the Winter Olympic Games and World Cup of Hockey. He lives and works in Toronto, Ontario.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: October 2012

224 pages

978-1-7809-7166-7

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

400 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: US Only

Complete Hockey Records 2013

Dan Diamond

This must-have reference for hockey fans traces the game from its modern origins in Montreal 125 years ago

to the high-tech ice battles of today. Along with a complete listing of stats for the NHL, Olympics,

International Ice Hockey Federation, minor pro, international youth play, amateur draft, and college and junior

hockey, this comprehensive record book lists awards and all-stars, and tells the exciting stories of the great

teams and great players--all with dozens of photos.

 

Dan Diamond wrote Treasures of the National Hockey League for Carlton. He is the publisher of the National

Hockey League Official Guide & Record Book and edited the Total Hockey Encyclopedia. He produced

category-defining large-format illustrated books to mark the NHL's 75th anniversary in 1991 and the

centennial of the Stanley Cup in 1992 and created comprehensive media guides in print and online for the

Winter Olympics and World Cup of Hockey. He lives in Toronto.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: October 2012

192 pages

978-1-7809-7167-4

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

380 color & b/w photos

8 1/2 X 11 1/4

Territory: US Only
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International bestselling author/editor David Elliot 
Cohen has created numerous large-format illustrated 
books that have collectively sold nearly six million 
copies. Most were in the popular Day in the Life and 
America 24/7 series. Four, including A Day in the Life of 
the Soviet Union and America 24/7, have been New York 
Times bestsellers. Cohen has been profiled in almost 
every major periodical and many TV news programs. 

The newest addition to the acclaimed Story in 
Photographs series illuminates the history of perhaps 

the most dynamic political couple on the planet: Bill and 
Hillary Clinton.

The Clintons takes a fascinating look, through words 
and more than 220 images, at Bill’s and Hillary’s early 
lives, their personal and professional relationship, and 
their tumultuous but ultimately successful marriage. It 
examines Bill’s difficult childhood and Hillary’s evolution 
from Republican to Democrat; the couple’s life in 
Arkansas when Bill was the nation’s youngest governor 
and Hillary a corporate lawyer; the White House years 
when Bill balanced the budget and Hillary redefined the 
role of First Lady, and they weathered an impeachment 
scandal; and, finally, Hillary’s run for president and her 
achievements as Secretary of State. This lavish volume 
features an artful combination of iconic images, rare 
photographs, insightful captions, notable speeches, and 
poignant quotes, as well as a foreword by Hardball host 
and John F. Kennedy biographer Chris Matthews. 

Appropriate during the 2012 presidential race, 
especially as Democrats look to the Clinton era 
as the halcyon era of recent history

In July 2010, the Gallup Poll found that 61% of 
Americans view Bill Clinton favorably

As of September 2011, Hillary Clinton has an 
approval rating of 64%, making her one of the 
most popular political figures today. She is  
also consistently polled as the most-admired 
woman in America

The book will appeal to voters who supported 
Hillary in the 2008 election and voters who 
successfully elected Bill Clinton to two terms  
as president

The Clintons
Their Story in Photographs
Created by New York Times bestselling Author/Editor David Elliot Cohen, 
foreword by Chris Matthews
978-1-4027-8788-1  |  $24.95  (Canada $29.95)  |  Hard  |  9 1/8 x 10 7/8 
224 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 12   
October 2, 2012  |  Sterling

His books have appeared on the covers of Time and Newsweek. 
His recent books include William & Catherine: Their Romance and 
Royal Wedding in Photographs, and Nelson Mandela: A Life in 
Photographs. He lives in Marin County, CA.

Chris Matthews is anchor of MSNBC’s Hardball and The Chris 
Matthews Show. Matthews was a speechwriter for President 
Jimmy Carter and a top aide to longtime Democratic Speaker 
of the House Tip O’Neill. He has authored six books, including 
Kennedy and Nixon, Life’s a Campaign: What Politics Has Taught 
Me About Friendship, Rivalry, Reputation, and Success, and the 
2011 New York Times bestseller Jack Kennedy: Elusive Hero. 
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For Us the Living (Collector’s Edition)

The Civil War in Paintings and Eyewitness Accounts

Mort Künstler, text by James I. Robertson Jr., foreword by Harold Holzer

The Civil War tore the nation apart, pitting brother against brother. Marking the sesquicentennial of

this epic struggle for America's soul, For Us the Living brings the crisis unforgettably to life through

stunning paintings by acclaimed Civil War artist Mort Künstler and stirring text by Pulitzer

Prize-nominated author James I. Robertson Jr., interwoven with eyewitness accounts. This deluxe

edition, with a beautiful cloth cover stamped in gold, includes a ready-to-frame photographic print of a

stunning new Mort Künstler painting inside.  

Publisher: Sterling

Published: October 2012

256 pages

978-1-4549-0157-0

$50.00 ($60.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

10 3/8 X 11 1/4

Carton Quantity: 6

Territory: World

The Civil War in Color

A Photographic Reenactment of the War Between the States

John C. Guntzelman, foreword by Bob Zeller, President of The Center for Civil

War Photography

“These photos are no longer just dusty old pictures, but rather have become very real moments in

time from our collective past, frozen forever in color.”--John C. Guntzelman

 

The Civil War comes alive as never before in this extraordinary collection of colorized photographs

from the era. Not only does it feature portraits of famous leaders and ordinary soldiers but also

vignettes of American life during the conflict: scenes from urban and plantation life; destroyed cities;

contested battlefields. The 200+ photographs, from the Library of Congress's archives, include both

well-known and rarely seen images.  Also inside--a fine art ready-to-frame photographic print of a

stunning colorized Civil War photograph.

 

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

256 pages

978-1-4027-9081-2

$35.00 ($42.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

10 3/8 X 11 1/4

Territory: World

eBook

978-1-4027-9084-3

$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)

Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee: The

Illustrated Edition

An Indian History of the American West

Dee Brown, with a foreword by Hampton Sides

Dee Brown's eloquent, meticulously documented account of the systematic destruction of the

American Indian became a publishing phenomenon when first published in 1970. Now in paperback,

this stunningly illustrated edition showcases more than 300 images, including maps, drawings,

paintings, portraits, and photographs of notable sites and sacred battlefields. Excerpts from such

acclaimed books as Where White Men Fear to Tread, along with essays by notable historians and

Native American leaders like Joseph Marshall III, enhance the original text.

 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling Signature

Published: October 2012

560 pages

978-1-4027-9337-0

$27.95 ($33.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

9 X 10

Carton Quantity: 6

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

Intervention

How Humanity from the Future Has Changed Its Own Past

Alan Butler

As Alan Butler demonstrates in this extraordinary book, many key events in the history of our world--from the

creation of the Moon to the evolution of human beings--came about through the intervention of humans from

the future. Based on rigorous science, Butler's theory reveals the changes made by these time travelers, as

well as the markers they left behind to prepare us for the most spectacular revelation of all: our first contact

with our future selves, an event that will occur within the lifetime of most people alive today.

 

Alan Butler has spent 30 years immersed in world history, writing books that delve into neglected recesses

of the past, including ancient cosmology. Three of his books written with co-author Christopher Knight have

attained cult status: Civilization One, Before the Pyramids, and The Hiram Key Revisited, all published by

Watkins Publishing. His most recent title was City of the Goddess, also published by Watkins.

-This is one of those books, like Erich Von Däniken's publishing sensation Chariots of the Gods, that

completely overturns our understanding of humanity

-The culmination of 30 years' wide-ranging and painstaking research, embracing history, archaeology,

astronomy, anthropology, sociology, and mathematics--following pathways of knowledge neglected by

academics 

 

Publisher: Watkins

Published: October 2012

208 pages

978-1-7802-8388-3

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

6 X 9 1/4

Territory: US/Can

The Pope's War

Why Ratzinger's Secret Crusade Has Imperiled the Church and How It Can

Be Saved

Matthew Fox, foreword by Bruce Chilton

An internationally acclaimed theologian and member of the Dominican Order, Matthew Fox was forbidden to

teach by then-Cardinal Ratzinger in 1988 and was later dismissed from the order. His experiences make him

uniquely qualified to write about Pope Benedict XVI. Fox delivers a blistering indictment of Ratzinger, from his

early career to his years as chief Inquisitor, from his protection of reactionary groups like Opus Dei to his role

in covering up the pedophilia crisis. But Fox also sets forth his vision for a new Catholicism--one that is truly

universal and celebrates critical thinking, diversity, and justice.

After being forbidden to teach theology by then-Cardinal Ratzinger in 1988, Matthew Fox was welcomed into

the Anglican community, where he started the University of Creation Spirituality. He is now a visiting scholar,

and operates a successful program for the education of inner-city teenagers. Matthew Fox lives in Oakland,

CA. 

-Fox's books have sold half a million copies in 42 languages

-Fox's media reach includes but is not limited to the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Rolling Stone,

People magazine, Yoga Journal, San Francisco Chronicle, Capitol Times, Utne Reader, Tikkun, Chicago

Tribune, Toronto Star, the Washington Post, and the Guardian

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling Ethos

Published: October 2012

320 pages

978-1-4549-0001-6

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

6 X 9

Territory: World

Powered by TCPDF (www.tcpdf.org)
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Antonia Neshev was born and educated in Bulgaria, 
where her works are on permanent display by the Guild 
of the Craftsmen of Folk Arts and Crafts. Her beautiful 
paintings have been featured around the world. She 
lives in FL. 

Linda Star Wolf has been teaching and practicing 
shamanic arts for over 35 years. She is the author of 
several books, including Shamanic Breathwork and 
Visionary Shamanism, and is a spiritual granddaughter  
of the Seneca Wolf Clan. She lives at the Isis Cove 
Retreat Center in Asheville, NC.

Three wolves howl at a full moon. This powerful 
image by Antonia Neshev went viral, winning 

a legion of fans across the globe. Spirit of the Wolf 
showcases Neshev’s lyrical evocations of wildlife. It 
features 40 beautiful paintings enhanced by Linda Star 
Wolf’s poetic text elucidating the wolf’s enduring  
appeal as animal and as spirit guardian. 

Will appeal to fans of the cult phenomenon  
and Internet sensation “Three Wolf Moon”

The Amazon product page for this T-shirt, known  
as “Three Wolf Moon,” was inundated with 
comments, which now number over 2,000. 
Scores of Facebook fan pages, College Humor 
videos, and song, verse, and video-game tributes 
later, “Three Wolf Moon” has found an enduring 
place in our cultural lexicon 

The phenomenon has been covered on ABC 
national news and other major media outlets

The T-shirt is now the official T-shirt of the state  
of New Hampshire, and it sells in the hundreds 
every day

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Online coverage and blog outreach  

to enthusiasts

•	Major social media campaign 

•	Search engine marketing campaign

Spirit of the Wolf
Channeling the Transformative Power of Lupine Energy
Art by Antonia Neshev, Words by Linda Star Wolf  
with Casey Piscitelli
978-1-4027-8763-8  |  $19.95  (Canada $23.95)  |  Hard  |  7   3/8 x 9 ¼ 
128 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 40 
October 2, 2012  |  Sterling Ethos 
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Cosmopolitan is the lifestyle brand for millions of fun, 
fearless females who want to be the best they can be 
in every area of their lives. Cosmopolitan inspires with 
information on relationships and romance, the best in 
fashion and beauty, the latest on women’s health and 
well-being, as well as what is happening in pop culture 
and entertainment. A brand with international clout, 
Cosmopolitan has 64 international editions, is published 
in 35 languages, and is distributed in more than 100 
countries, making it one of the most dynamic brands  
on the planet.

Cosmo titles have sold 1.3 million copies

Cosmopolitan magazine is a power brand, with  
18 million readers every month. Cosmo promotes 
its books heavily in its pages, on Cosmo Radio 
(Sirius/XM Channel 111), on cosmopolitan.com 
and through Facebook and Twitter…and its 
readers respond

This makes a great girlfriend gift 

Cosmo’s 500 Secrets About Men
by The Editors of Cosmopolitan
978-1-58816-964-8  |  $12.95  (Canada $14.95)  |  Paper with flaps 
5 3/8 x 6  |  240 pages (all in color) 
Territory: World with exclusions*  |  Carton Qty: 42 
October 2, 2012  |  Hearst

Also Available

Cosmopolitan Satisfy a 
Woman Every Single Time
978-1-58816-921-1
$17.95 (Canada $21.95)

ebook: 978-1-58816-965-5  |  $4.99 (Canada $5.99)

From handling a first date to recognizing a cheater to 
making sex hotter, this compendium of 500 secrets 

that only Cosmo would know gives women an inside 
peek into what makes the male species tick. Want to 
figure out if he’s serious…or just interested in a fling? 
What will turn him on—or off—in a split second? Why 
he still checks out other women when he seems so into 
you? If it’s important for his friends to like you? All of 
these burning questions—and more—are answered in 
this delicious little book, which women everywhere will 
devour and then share with their friends.
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Feng Shui Your Life

Second Edition

Jayme Barrett, photography by Jonn Coolidge, foreword by Mary

Steenburgen

In this new and updated edition of a classic in feng shui and interior design, Jayme Barrett reveals how to

transform your home so that it enriches, nourishes, and changes your life by bringing mind, body, and spirit

into balance. New information includes tips for finding inner peace in today's technology-saturated world,

adding storage solutions, making rented spaces your own, practicing nurturing and evening rituals, and more.

Jayme Barrett is a certified feng shui consultant specializing in energy techniques for personal fulfillment,

prosperity, and integrated health. For over 15 years, she has studied Eastern and Western healing traditions,

life coaching, and spiritual practices from teachers around the world. Her inspiring and transformational work

with individuals, businesses, and corporations has made her a sought-after speaker on feng shui and life

enhancement. Jayme consults on residential and commercial properties and lives in Los Angeles, CA.

-Refreshed and updated with new information

-Original edition has advanced over 73,000 copies since 2003

-Beautiful and easy-to-read design enhanced by photos and illustrations throughout 

 

  New Edition

Publisher: Sterling Ethos

Published: October 2012

304 pages

978-1-4027-9712-5

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 10

Territory: World

Author Hometown:

The author resides in Santa

Monica, CA.

How to Heal Toxic Thoughts

Simple Tools for Personal Transformation

Sandra Ingerman

We may not realize it, but negative feelings can be as toxic to our health as physical poisons, wearing on us

and causing depression, illness, and burnout. In this updated edition of her classic How to Heal Toxic

Thoughts, shaman and psychologist Sandra Ingerman reveals the secrets of the ancient alchemists and

offers strategies for processing harmful thoughts and emotions and turning spiritual lead into gold. Her

methods are simple…but they can change you, others, and the world.

 

Sandra Ingerman is the author of Soul Retrieval: Mending the Fragmented Self (Harper San Francisco 1991), 

Welcome Home: Following Your Soul's Journey Home (Harper San Francisco 1994), A Fall to Grace (Moon

Tree Rising Productions 1997), and Medicine for the Earth (Three Rivers Press 2001). She is also the author

of "The Beginner's Guide to Shamanic Journeying" and "The Soul Retrieval Journey" lecture programs and the

book and CD program Shamanic Journeying: A Beginner's Guide, produced by Sounds True.

-Refreshed and updated with new information

-Original edition has advanced almost 20,000 copies since 2007 

-Author is an established expert on shamanism and psychology, with multiple speaking engagements every

year

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling Ethos

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-1-4027-8608-2

$9.95 ($11.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7

Territory: WENG
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STERLING

3D Mandalas

Everything You Need to Enrich Your Life Through Meditation

Lisa Tenzin-Dolma

For thousands of years, spiritual seekers have enjoyed the beauty and power of mandalas. This revolutionary

new multimedia package takes that enjoyment to a new dimension with 12 astonishing 3D mandalas

viewable, with the special glasses provided, on any computer screen or color digital device. Also included

are a soundtrack of nature sounds, chants, and timed meditation sessions, a color book with step-by-step

meditations, and 12 color-in mandala cards. Anyone who meditates or loves sacred patterns will want this

stunning guide!

Lisa Tenzin-Dolma is an author and journalist who has written widely on natural history, meditation,

herbalism, Eastern philosophy, and a vast range of other mind-body-spirit subjects. Her eight nonfiction

books include Natural Mandalas: 30 New Meditations to Help You Find Peace and Awareness in the Beauty

of Nature.

-The first book and CD package with 3D images of mandalas--and they work on any computer or tablet

Publisher: Watkins

Published: October 2012

64 pages

978-1-7802-8387-6

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Kit

full-color book + components

10 1/2 X 7

Territory: US/Can

Fairies at Bedtime

Tales of Inspiration and Delight for You to Read with Your Child to Enchant,

Comfort and Enlighten

Karen Wallace & Lou Kuenzler

These 20 heartwarming, life-affirming stories feature mischievous leprechauns, mysterious elf kings and

queens, will-o'-the-wisps, mermaids and mermen, and other magical creatures. Designed for parents to read

aloud, or for children to enjoy themselves, these lovely fairy tales will send young imaginations soaring. At

the same time, they'll inspire kids with down-to-earth lessons about respecting the natural world, embracing

the possibilities of change, cultivating patience and faith, and taking pride in one's own unique talents.

Karen Wallace has written or contributed to more than 90 books for children, including Angels at

Bedtime (Watkins).

 

Lou Kuenzler has a background in theatre direction and is now a successful children's writer; her books

include The Ugly Egg and Angels at Bedtime (Watkins).

-More than 70 specially commissioned, full-color artworks to draw readers into the heart of each story

-Lively and informative introduction explains the significance of fairies and nature spirits around the world and

the enduring power and importance of their message

 

Publisher: Watkins

Published: October 2012

144 pages

978-1-7802-8385-2

$16.95 ($19.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 1/2

Territory: US/Can
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Solving puzzles is fun, but the real challenge lies in 
creating them. “Puzzlecraft” has been a popular 

series in Games magazine for years, and now all the 
instructions have been compiled and updated (along 
with brand-new sample puzzles) to teach you everything 
you need to know to construct puzzles of all kinds, from 
crosswords to word searches to sudoku. Guided by Mike 
Selinker and Thomas Snyder, two pros who really know 
their stuff, you’ll be making puzzles and entertaining 
your friends in no time. 

Mike Selinker is a puzzle and game designer from 
Seattle. His puzzles appear in Wired, the Chicago 
Tribune, the New York Times, Games, and on a 10-foot-
tall crossword wall in Seattle’s Eltana restaurant. His 
games include Unspeakable Words, Risk Godstorm, 
AlphaBlitz, Pirates of the Spanish Main, and Lords of 
Vegas. He owns the company Lone Shark Games, which 
makes puzzles, games, and events for people all over 
the world. His “Puzzlecraft” series, of late co-designed 
with Thomas Snyder, has run in Games since 2004.

Thomas Snyder is a scientist developing new medical 
diagnostics for organ transplant management. In the 
world of puzzles, Thomas has won the US Puzzle 
Championship as well as the US and World Sudoku 
Championships. As a puzzle constructor, he specializes 
in handcrafting artistic logic puzzles, particularly sudoku. 
Snyder lives in Palo Alto, CA.

Clear, humorous prose and puzzles from two 
puzzling pros

Constructing everything from crosswords to word 
searches is explained in detail, with examples

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Features reviews in puzzle magazines

•	Newspaper coverage

•	Online coverage targeting game blogs  
and websites

Puzzlecraft
The Ultimate Guide on How to Construct Every Kind of Puzzle
by Mike Selinker & Thomas Snyder
978-1-4027-7924-4  |  $9.95  (Canada $11.95)  
Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper  |  8 x 10  |  144 pages 
Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 31  |  October 2, 2012  |  Puzzlewright
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STERLING

Crazy Str8ts

The Gr8 New Number Logic

Puzzle

Andrew Stuart and Jeff

Widderich

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: October 2012

160 pages

978-1-4027-9451-3

$7.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

6 X 9

Territory: World excl Germany,

Austria, Switzerland

Dire Str8ts

The Gr8 New Number Logic

Puzzle

Andrew Stuart and Jeff

Widderich

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: October 2012

192 pages

978-1-4027-9452-0

$7.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 3/8 X 8 1/4

Territory: World excl Germany,

Austria, Switzerland

1-to-25

Use the Number Clues to Find

the Hidden Path

Andrew Stuart and Jeff

Widderich

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: October 2012

240 pages

978-1-4027-9453-7

$7.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

5 1/4 X 5 1/2

Territory: World excl Germany,

Austria, Switzerland

Beyond Sudoku

Brainfreeze Puzzles, Philip Riley

& Laura Taalman

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: October 2012

240 pages

978-1-4027-9809-2

$7.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

5 1/4 X 5 1/2

Carton Quantity: 48

Territory: World

Los Angeles Times

Crosswords 25

Edited by Rich Norris

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: October 2012

96 pages

978-1-4027-9446-9

$8.95 ($10.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

8 X 10

Territory: World

Hot & Flashy Word

Search Puzzles

Francis Heaney

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: October 2012

160 pages

978-1-4027-7752-3

$6.95 ($8.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7 1/8

Territory: World

It's a Wonderful Word

Search

68 Topnotch Puzzles

Dan Feyer, three-time national

crossword champion

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: November 2012

160 pages

978-1-4027-8611-2

$7.95 ($9.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

6 X 9

Territory: World

Petite Wordplay

Crosswords

Richard Silvestri

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: November 2012

128 pages

978-1-4027-9946-4

$6.95 ($8.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in 2-color

4 1/2 X 6

Territory: World

Petite Hard Sudoku

Frank Longo

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: October 2012

128 pages

978-1-4027-9955-6

$6.95 ($8.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in 2-color

4 1/2 X 6

Territory: World
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Media wunderkind chef Dante Gonzales feeds 
some of the world’s most popular celebrities at 

underground parties and red-carpet events, and brings 
the party to the streets in the Ride or Fry food truck 
and pop-up food stand. Packed with 100 eco-conscious 
recipes, plus contributions from Dante’s musical and 
culinary collaborators, this innovative cookbook is 
the only way to bring home the Dante Fried Chicken 
experience.

Dante is a self-made, internationally recognized 
media sensation with a huge online platform 

Dante has a dynamic PR and marketing team 
focused on bringing the DFC Experience to  
the world

Dante regularly caters to celebrities, including  
Demi Moore, Theophilus London, and Santogold

Features his grandmother’s heirloom recipes

More than 100 innovative recipes, including  
eco-conscious vegetarian and vegan options 

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National publicity

•	Food truck tour

•	Author events out of New York and Los Angeles

•	20-city morning drive radio tour

•	Features and reviews in food magazines  
and food columns in newspapers nationwide

•	Newspaper coverage in food and lifestyle 
sections

•	Online coverage targeting food blogs and 
websites

•	Social media campaign through author platforms 
on Facebook and Twitter

•	National advertising campaign

•	Search engine marketing campaign

•	Galleys and blads available

Cover not final

Ride or Fry
The Dante Fried Chicken Experience
by Dante Gonzales and the DFC Crew
978-1-4027-9429-2  |  $19.95  (Canada $23.95)  |  Paper with flaps 
7 x 9  |  208 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World 
November 6, 2012  |  Sterling Epicure

ebook: 978-1-4027-9431-5  |  $9.99 (Canada $11.99)

Dante Gonzales is a filmmaker, chef, and party promoter 
whose mission is to infuse everything he does with his 
signature fusion approach to cuisine. Dante’s food is always 
the centerpiece of his parties, which combine his unique 
culinary voice with the vibrant music and art scenes of  
New York, Los Angeles, London, and Berlin.

Today, the growing popularity of Dante Fried Chicken’s 
food ventures, video blogs, and parties has translated into 
breakout success. His food truck, Ride or Fry, was featured 
on the Cooking Channel’s hit show Foodography, and received 
notable critical acclaim with features in NY Magazine,  
Eater.com, and NY and LA Grubstreet, among others. In 2011,  
Ride or Fry won the coveted Best Food Truck in LA from 
Thrillist.com. Dante lives, cooks it up, and makes the scene  
in Los Angeles.
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Author will support sales on her site, juliemorris.net 

Author contributes regularly to sites such as 
MindBodyGreen, Organic Authority, and G Living; 
her work has been featured in magazines such  
as VegNews and Yoga Journal and on online 
spots such as FitSugar and Vital Juice

Author is chief recipe developer for bestselling 
author Brendan Brazier’s Whole Foods to Thrive: 
Nutrient-dense, Plant-based Recipes for Peak 
Health (Penguin Books Canada/2011) 

Author is working with a production company  
that has done work with the Food Network to 
develop a show around natural, whole, and  
raw food, currently titled Julie in the Raw

Marketing & PUBLiCitYCaMPaign
•	Major national publicity

•	20-city TV satellite tour

•	20-city radio satellite tour

•	Author events and cooking demos

•	Features and reviews in cooking, health,  
and general interest magazines

•	Newspaper coverage in health, food, and  
book review sections

•	Major online coverage and blog outreach

•	Promotions on author Web site, juliemorris.net

•	Search engine marketing campaign

•	Galleys and blads available

Welcome to the SUPERFOOD culinary revolution!  
In Superfood Kitchen, beautiful dishes are  

composed of plant-based, nutrient-dense, whole 
foods that energize, nourish, and taste delicious.   
Each amazingly healthy recipe artfully combines 
ingredients rich in antioxidants, essential fatty acids, 
minerals, and vitamins—resulting in mouthwatering 
food that makes you feel as good as it tastes. 

Cover not final

Julie Morris has worked in the natural food industry for close to a 
decade as a recipe developer, culinary writer, cooking show host, 
and is a spokesperson and executive chef for Navitas Naturals, a fair 
trade company that specializes in 100% organic superfoods. To learn 
more about Julie and superfoods visit juliemorris.net.

Superfood Kitchen
Cooking with Nature’s Most Amazing Foods
by Julie Morris
978-1-4549-0352-9  |  $24.95  (Canada $29.95)  |  Hard  |  8 x 10 
256 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World  |  November 6, 2012 
Sterling Epicure
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Fabrizia Lanza has produced the definitive resource 
for authentic seasonal Sicilian recipes. Co-authored 

with former Gourmet magazine editor Kate Winslow, it 
tells Fabrizia’s story of returning to the family estate to 
assist her aging mother with Case Vecchie, the cooking 
school she founded in 1989. Fabrizia offers more than 
100 family recipes while Guy Ambrosino’s stunning color 
photographs bring Sicily to life.

Fabrizia Lanza tours internationally and is  
respected by several of America’s premier  
chefs, including Mario Batali and David Tannis 

Alice Waters, personal friend of the author  
who believes in her work, will write the  
foreword to this volume 

Kate Winslow, former Gourmet magazine  
editor and an accomplished food writer and  
food stylist, tested all the recipes in her  
American kitchen 

Fabrizia Lanza resides at Case Vecchie on her family’s 
estate, Regaleali, in central Sicily. For most of her career, 
she was an art historian and curator in northern Italy, but 
six years ago she returned to Sicily to help her mother, 
Anna Tasca Lanza, run and promote her renowned 
cooking school. Now that her mother has passed away, 
Fabrizia continues on with the help of those who have 
been a part of the estate for decades. 

Kate Winslow and her husband Guy Ambrosino recently 
spent nine months living and working at Case Vecchie. 
Guy is a professional photographer with more than 15 
years’ experience. Kate was previously an editor at 
Gourmet magazine. At Case Vecchie, Kate worked with 
Fabrizia at the cooking school, collecting recipes for this 
book, while Guy photographed the harvests and the 
workers who create all the food products made on the 
estate. The couple resides in Lambertville, NJ.

Coming Home to Sicily
Seasonal Harvests and Cooking from Case Vecchie
by Fabrizia Lanza with Kate Winslow
978-1-4027-8783-6  |  $30.00  (Canada $36.00)  |  Hard  |  7  3/8 x 9 ¼ 
336 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World English  |  Carton Qty: 36 
November 6, 2012  |  Sterling Epicure
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Michel is chef-proprietor of Le Gavroche,  
a two-Michelin star restaurant that regularly 
appears on “Best Restaurants in the World” 
annual lists 

His engaging performances as a presenter-judge  
on MasterChef: the Professionals has catapulted 
him to the attention of a wide and adoring public

This is a distillation of his vast knowledge and 
experience, made available to the home cook

Michel Roux Jr. is Chef Patron of Le Gavroche, and a 
regular on the BBC’s MasterChef. He is a keen fisherman 
and avid runner who has run the London Marathon 17 
times in aid of children’s charities.

When Michel Roux, renowned chef and owner  
of the famed restaurant Le Gavroche, appeared 

on the British TV show MasterChef, his authoritative 
performance won him a wide and admiring fan base.  
In this collection Michel brings it all back home, 
making his vast knowledge accessible to everyone 
through simple, delicious recipes. His mouthwatering 
concoctions include rich brioche, Salade Lyonnaise, 
Mushroom Soufflé, Braised Trout in Riesling, Chicken 
and Cashew Nut Curry, and dishes for every meal!

Cooking with the MasterChef
Food for Your Family & Friends
by Michel Roux Jr. 
978-0-7538-2864-9  |  $24.95  (NCR)  |  Paper  |  7 ¼ x 9 ¾   
256 pages (100 color photos)  |  Territory: US Only  
November 6, 2012  |  Phoenix

New in Paper
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Scottish author Peter May has written several stand-
alone novels and two series: the award-winning China 
Thrillers, featuring Beijing detective Li Yan and American 
forensic pathologist Margaret Campbell, and the criti-
cally acclaimed Enzo Files, featuring Scottish forensic 
scientist Enzo MacLeod, set in France. One of Scotland’s 
most prolific television dramatists, May has garnered 
more than 1,000 credits in 15 years as scriptwriter and 
editor on prime-time British television. He is the creator 
of three major TV series and presided over two of the 
highest-rated serials in his homeland before quitting  
TV to concentrate on writing novels. May lives and 
writes in France.

From acclaimed author and dramatist Peter May 
comes the first book in the Lewis Trilogy—a riveting 

mystery series set on the Isle of Lewis in Scotland’s 
Outer Hebrides. When a grisly murder occurs on the Isle, 
Edinburgh detective and native islander Fin Macleod is 
dispatched to investigate. As he unravels the murder,  
Fin is forced to confront the tragic events of the past 
that shaped—and nearly destroyed—his life.

The Blackhouse is the first book in the Lewis  
trilogy by acclaimed author, journalist, and 
television dramatist Peter May 

First published in France, The Blackhouse was 
immediately hailed as a masterpiece and went 
on to win two literary awards, the Prix des 
Lecteurs and the Cezam Prix Littéraire 

A Richard & Judy pick in the UK, the book sold 
more than 130,000 copies there in 2011, 
riding the bestseller lists for months 

May has the page-turning force of Michael Connelly 
and the literary chops of Ian Rankin 

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	National media outreach

•	National and regional radio campaign, including 
interviews, reviews, and giveaways 

•	Reviews and features in general-interest 
magazines and newspapers nationwide

•	Print and online coverage in mystery/thriller/
fiction roundups

•	Author events and media in New York  
and Toronto

•	Early-reader programs including GoodReads  
and LibraryThing

•	National advertising campaign

•	ARCs available 

ebook: 978-1-4549-0128-0  |  $9.99 (Canada $11.99) 

The Blackhouse
A Novel
by Peter May
978-1-4549-0127-3  |  $14.95  (Canada $17.95)  |  Paper  |  6 x 9   
360 pages  |  Territory: US/Can  |  October 2, 2012  |  SilverOak
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STERLING

Hamlet

William Shakespeare, edited by Jeff Dolven, illustrated by Kevin Stanton

To be or not to be? Hamlet is, arguably, Shakespeare's most well-known play, with its compelling lead

character, stunning language, and philosophical underpinnings. This drama of the procrastinating

Danish prince who ponders whether or not to revenge his father's death now appears in a beautifully

illustrated edition with annotations by Princeton professor Jeff Dolven.

Publisher: Sterling Signature

Published: November 2012

448 pages

978-1-4027-9591-6

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

7 X 9 3/4

Territory: World

Much Ado About Nothing

William Shakespeare, edited by Robert S. Miola, illustrated by Kevin Stanton

Shakespeare's sharp comedy about mistaken identities, false suspicions, and a very “merry war”

between the lovers Beatrice and Benedick is presented in a gorgeous volume with paper-cut

illustrations by Kevin Stanton and contextualizing essays and timelines by scholar Robert Miola.

 

Publisher: Sterling Signature

Published: November 2012

368 pages

978-1-4027-9458-2

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

7 X 9 3/4

Territory: World

Where's Dogmatix?

Rene Goscinny & Albert Uderzo

This fabulous sequel to Where's Asterix? features the loveable Dogmatix and his friends in a variety of

fun, action-packed scenes, from “A Banquet Dance” to “A Boarding Party” to “A Wild Boar Hunt” and

more. Younger readers will be absorbed for hours as they search for Dogmatix amid the hustle and

bustle!

 

Publisher: Orion

Published: November 2012

32 pages

978-1-4440-0583-7

$14.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

all in color

9 1/2 X 11 3/4

Territory: US Only

Weird N.J. Volume 2

Your Travel Guide to New Jersey's Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets

Mark Sceurman & Mark Moran

Mark Sceurman and Mark Moran's Weird N.J. launched the successful Weird U.S. series, but the

Marks always knew their home state had more bizarre stories worth telling. So back they went . . .

and what did they find? The pathway of a doctor's office paved with tombstones, a bowling-ball

pyramid, and a church for birds, just for starters. Visit haunted houses, chat with ghosts, and travel

down cursed roads--it's all part of the long, strange trip known as Weird N.J.  

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

304 pages

978-1-4549-0362-8

Ages: 10 upwards

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 8

Territory: North America Only
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STERLING

iPad for Artists

How to Make Great Art with Your Tablet

Dani Jones

The iPad has changed the platform and scope of digital art worldwide. With this versatile tablet,

anyone can create fine art or enhance their photos in the field. And now this indispensable book,

die-cut to resemble an iPad, teaches you how. Through practical illustrated tutorials, artist Dani Jones

guides users of all levels through the leading art apps, giving you everything you need to make the

most of the iPad to develop your unique artistic vision, creativity, and style.

Publisher: Pixiq

Published: January 2013

144 pages

978-1-4547-0760-8

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

7 7/16 X 9 1/2

Territory: US/Can

The Tattoo Sourcebook

Over 500 Images for Body Decoration

Andy Sloss & Zaynab Mirza

The Tattoo Sourcebook is your one-stop shop for all things tattoo. Learn how to design your own or

choose from more than 500 traceable images ranging from traditional tribal, Asian, ta moko, and

knotwork motifs to fantasy icons like dragons, mermaids, and fairies to animals, flowers, and stars.

Along with health and safety tips, you'll find a history of body decoration, technical advice, and

instructions for using body paints and mehndi to try out different looks before deciding on a permanent

image.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: November 2012

256 pages

978-1-8473-2748-2

$14.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

500 color & b/w illus.

5 7/8 X 6 3/4

Territory: US Only

Buddha: His Life in Images

Michael Jordan

A glorious celebration of Buddha in art, Buddha: His Life in Images brings together centuries of

beautiful sculpture and painting from the East. Richly gilded and jeweled bronzes, elaborate and

colorful paintings, intricately embroidered silk hangings, and statuesque rock carvings display the

ingenuity of the artists of the past. Featuring significant works from all across Asia, the book includes

informative regional essays and “feature spreads” that focus on topics such as China's cave

complexes, where over a thousand rock carvings pay homage to Buddha. 

 

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: November 2012

320 pages

978-1-7809-7179-7

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

250 color & b/w photos

5 7/8 X 8 1/4

Territory: US Only
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STERLING

I CAN Right Angle Weave

From Basic Stitch to Advanced Techniques, a Comprehensive Workbook

for Beaders

Mabeline Gidez

Right angle weave (RAW) is one of the two most popular beadweaving stitches, and this entry in the new I

CAN series serves as a comprehensive primer for the novice as well as a refresher for beaders with more

experience. High-profile teacher Mabeline Gidez presents 25 instructional projects covering every aspect of

the technique: flat RAW, increases and decreases, embellishing, making curves, tubular RAW, polygon

stitch, and RAW beaded beads. As the topics become more advanced, so do the projects! 

 

Mabeline Gidez has created her own exclusive line of beaded finery and teaches jewelry-making classes at

several southern California bead shops. She also taught nine classes at the 2011 Bead&Button Show, and

has made several guest appearances on the Carol Duvall Show on HGTV and DIY Network. Mabeline sells

her beading kits on her website, mabelinedesigns.com. She lives in Sylmar, CA.

-The new I CAN series will take advantage of, and expand, Lark's reputation as the leading publisher of

quality beading books

-Almost 500 how-to illustrations show readers--rather than telling them--how to bead, ensuring their

success 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: November 2012

128 pages

978-1-4547-0366-2

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Flexibound Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: World

I CAN Herringbone

From Basic Stitch to Advanced Techniques, a Comprehensive Workbook

for Beaders

Melissa Grakowsky

Oh yes you can!  Whether you're an experienced beader or just starting out, the I CAN series has been

designed especially for you. I CAN Herringbone  teaches herringbone stitch in all its forms, guiding readers

with the aid of hundreds of step-by-step illustrations. These 25 accessible, wearable, and beautiful

projects--including earrings, necklaces, chokers, pendants, and bracelets--feature techniques ranging from

the simplest version of the flat stitch to embellishment, tubular herringbone, and completely

three-dimensional forms. 

 

Melissa Grakowsky has won numerous awards for her beaded jewelry and elaborate beaded masks and has

been featured in numerous leading bead magazines. Melissa teaches workshops nationally and

internationally, including at the Bead&Button Show and Bead Fest, and she sells kits featuring her beadwork

designs. She lives in Mansfield Center, CT. 

-The author is a popular, well-known teacher on the rise in the beading community; she is a budding

superstar

-The new I CAN series will take advantage of, and expand, Lark's reputation as the leading publisher of

quality beading books

-Highly illustrated book--with about 400 beading illustrations--provides exactly what beaders say they're

looking for in beading books

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: November 2012

128 pages

978-1-4547-0362-4

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Flexibound Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Carton Quantity: 24

Territory: World
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STERLING

One + One: Hats

30 Projects from Just Two Skeins

Iris Schreier

Knitters love to make hats--and One + One: Hats, the second book in Iris Schreier's exciting new

series, gives them a stunning array of fashionable, functional, and beautiful projects. Best of all, each

one uses only two skeins of yarn! The hats come in a broad range of colors and textures, and Schreier

explores a variety of knitting techniques, from knit and purl to lace; stranded colorwork and slip stitch;

and double knit. 

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: November 2012

132 pages

978-1-4547-0317-4

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Flexibound Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 8 1/2

Carton Quantity: 40

Territory: World

Vogue® Knitting: The Ultimate Hat Book

History * Technique * Design

The Editors of Vogue® Knitting Magazine

Vogue® Knitting presents a comprehensive overview of an enduring knitters' favorite and essential

fashion accessory: hats. It covers everything from global traditions and classic styles to key

techniques, blocking to achieve the best shape, design advice, and 50 remarkable patterns from some

of today's top knitwear designers.

Publisher: Sixth&Spring Books

Published: November 2012

176 pages

978-1-9360-9650-3

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Territory: US/Can

Classic Elite Shawls, Wraps & Scarves

60 Gorgeous Designs

Classic Elite Yarns

From Classic Elite Yarns, one of the preeminent distributors of yarn in the US, comes an all-new

collection of projects both stylish and practical. Each of the 20 stunning designs comes with three

variations--shawl, wrap, and scarf--for a total of 60 lovely accessories that showcase a variety of

stitches. And every one is created with Classic Elite's luxurious high-quality fibers, including cotton,

wool, bamboo, angora, and cashmere, as well as beautiful blends. 

 

Publisher: Sixth&Spring Books

Published: December 2012

176 pages

978-1-9360-9652-7

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 9

Territory: WENG

Crochet Noro

30 Dazzling Designs

Sixth&Spring Books

For more than 40 years, Noro has been a source of fabulously inventive yarns prized by knitters around

the world for their incomparable colors, patterns, and luxury. Crochet Noro presents 30 vibrant designs

from such top designers as Lily Chin, Yoko Hatta, and Doris Chan, ranging from an adorable swirly hat

and trendy bias miniskirt to a mohair motif blanket. These beautiful items, and the yarns they

showcase--such as Kureyon Silk Garden and Taiyo--are sure to excite crocheters.

 

Publisher: Sixth&Spring Books

Published: November 2012

144 pages

978-1-9360-9648-0

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Territory: WENG
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STERLING

Artistic Impressions

Rubber Stamping Reinvented

Stampington & Company

Stamping isn't just for cards--and stamps aren't made only from rubber! Artistic Impressions

showcases a diversity of inventive rubber-stamp techniques and tools. Covering the basics as well as

the most popular techniques used in the mixed-media community, this creative collection from the

well-respected Somerset Studio brand includes artwork from five of the top stampers working

today--Dina Wakley, Pam Carriker, Colette Copeland, Shona Cole, and Danita--each with an excitingly

different specialty and style.

Publisher: WWC Press

Published: February 2013

144 pages

978-1-4027-9152-9

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hard

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: World

Image Transfer on Clay

Screen, Relief, Decal & Monoprint Techniques

Paul Andrew Wandless

Contemporary ceramists have adapted printmaking techniques to transfer typography, lettering,

drawings, or photographs onto clay surfaces. This comprehensive resource, new in paperback, will

help you take advantage of these techniques--even if you have no printmaking background. No fancy

equipment needed: just use silk-screen decals with light-sensitive emulsions to create a master

image, cover with glazes, and voilá! Try colored slips for unique monoprints or experiment with

stencils, relief blocks, and stamps. Each method is carefully laid out in gorgeous photos, with detailed

firing instructions.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: November 2012

112 pages

978-1-4547-0332-7

$21.95 ($26.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 1/2 X 11

Territory: World

Journal It!

Perspectives in Creative Journaling

Jenny Doh

Book arts, journaling, and collage come together in Journal It!, where 19 mixed-media artists

showcase their signature techniques, tips, and creativity boosters. The featured work ranges from

lettering expert Jill K. Berry's beautifully calligraphied travel journals to Jeannette Sclar's whimsical

gardening books, and the techniques include everything from toner-based transfer to stitching with

fabric and paper. With over 200 inspirational photos to guide them, even beginners can create works

of art right from the start.

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: November 2012

160 pages

978-1-4547-0355-6

$21.95 ($26.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 20

Territory: World
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STERLING

The Encyclopedia of Reggae

The Golden Age of Roots Reggae

Mike Alleyne, Foreword by Sly Dunbar

This heavily illustrated guide to reggae is a colorful, herbally endowed, and sunsplashed history of one

of the world's most popular musical styles. Reggae was born in 1960s Jamaica, a potent mix of such

indigenous genres as ska and rocksteady plus R&B, jazz, and traditional African rhythms. Before long, it

had conquered the globe, influencing musicians from Britain to Brazil. The Encyclopedia of Reggae

focuses on the music's golden age, from the late 1960s to the mid-1980s heyday of dancehall, and

features more than 500 images, including rare album art and ephemera. Written by one of the

foremost experts on the subject, this amazing resource profiles more than 200 key performers,

impresarios, and producers from reggae's history.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

352 pages

978-1-4027-8583-2

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

9 X 9

Territory: World

Get the Led Out

How Led Zeppelin Became the Biggest Band in the World

Denny Somach, foreword by Carol Miller

Get the Led Out is the ultimate book for the ultimate fan of the ultimate band--Led Zeppelin. This lushly

illustrated volume begins with a unique day-by-day timeline based on Carol Miller's radio show of the

same name, and it provides a behind-the-scenes view, revealing quirky details, achievements, and

adventures big and small. Twenty-seven rare, unguarded interviews feature the band members

themselves, as well as other musicians and insiders who witnessed it all, including Jason Bonham,

Chris Squire (Yes), Joe Perry (Aerosmith), Alice Cooper, and music industry legends Danny Goldberg

and Ron Nevinson. The book ends with a comprehensive discography.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

288 pages

978-1-4027-8941-0

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

9 X 12

Carton Quantity: 6

Territory: World

The Encyclopedia of Heavy Metal

Completely Revised and Updated Edition

Daniel Bukszpan

Special 10-Year Anniversary Edition--with lots of new and updated material! 

Since its roots in 60s-era rock, heavy metal has smashed eardrums and shattered musical boundaries,

inspiring millions around the world to grab an electric guitar and crank their amplifiers up to eleven. In

this essential, irreverent, and illustrated guide to all things metal, veteran headbanger Daniel Bukszpan

narrates the history of the music, from trailblazing acts Black Sabbath, Metallica, and AC/DC to

modern standouts like Killswitch Engage, Mastodon, and Girlschool.

  Revised Edition

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

448 pages

978-1-4027-9230-4

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

9 X 9

Territory: World
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STERLING

Beyoncé
Andrew Vaughan

Beyoncé is one of the world's biggest pop stars--and this lavishly illustrated book is the first to

celebrate the talented singer, songwriter, producer, and actress in the glam style she deserves! Since

rising to fame with the R&B group Destiny's Child, Beyoncé Knowles has enjoyed success after

success, starting with her debut solo album, the multiplatinum, Grammy®-award winning 

Dangerously in Love. Beyoncé follows the artist's life (including her marriage to hip-hop mogul Jay-Z

and the birth of their daughter, Blue Ivy) and career, her wildly popular music, videos, and movies, and

her role as a fashion icon.

 

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

160 pages

978-1-4549-0365-9

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

9 X 12

Territory: WENG with French

Canadian

Katy Perry

Noam Friedlander

This lavishly illustrated volume is as colorful and outrageous as its subject: pop sensation Katy Perry. A

former choir girl, Perry rapidly transformed herself into a superstar with her breakthrough single "I

Kissed a Girl." Since then, Katy has smashed records, received multiple Grammy® nominations, and

sold out concerts worldwide. Noam Friedlander examines Perry's phenomenal rise, her music and

videos, her fantastical retro-chic style, and key events in Perry's personal life--including her marriage to

(and divorce from) comedian Russell Brand.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

160 pages

978-1-4549-0364-2

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

9 X 12

Territory: WENG with French

Canadian

Taylor Swift

Andrew Vaughan

A beautiful, in-depth tribute to America's country and pop sweetheart. 

 

With its wealth of photographs, album artwork, and archive memorabilia, Taylor Swift is the ultimate

celebration of the young singer-songwriter whose personal, from-the-heart songs have touched

millions around the world. Andrew Vaughan--author of the bestselling Shania: Feel Like a Woman and 

The Eagles: An American Band--traces Swift's achievements, music, incredible philanthropy (she's

donated millions to charities), family roots, and rumors about her love life.

Her multitudes of fans will snap this up! 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling

Published: October 2012

160 pages

978-1-4027-9713-2

Ages: 12 upwards

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

7 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 28

Territory: WENG
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STERLING

Treasures of AC/DC

Jerry Ewing

No band rocks harder than AC/DC. They have streets named after them, they were inducted to the Rock and

Roll Hall of Fame in 2003, and Back in Black is one of the bestselling albums of all time. Treasures of AC/DC

tells their amazing story and looks at the group's discography, from 1974's groundbreaking High Voltage to

2008's hugely popular Black Ice. With superb photographs and removable facsimile memorabilia--including

rare festival programs, tickets, backstage passes, posters, and more--this is a must-have for every AC/DC

fan!

Jerry Ewing grew up in Sydney, Australia, in the 1970s, where the AC/DC bug bit him at an early age. He has

written for Metal Forces and Metal Hammer magazines, launched both Classic Rock and Classic Rock

Presents Prog magazines, and has worked for Maxim, Vox, Stuff, and Bizarre magazines, as well as appearing

on radio and writing books on music and soccer.

-AC/DC is one the most successful bands of all time

-Back in Black is the second bestselling album by a band, at over 49 million copies, third in overall sales to

Michael Jackson's Thriller and Pink Floyd's The Dark Side of the Moon

-Back in Black recently went double diamond (20 million) in the US, with sales of 22 million

-14 removable items of rare facsimile memorabilia, including rare festival programs, tickets, backstage

passes, posters, and more

 

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

64 pages

978-1-4549-0363-5

$35.00 (No Canadian Rights)

Hard

all in color

11 X 9 1/2

Territory: US Only

Keith Richards

A Rock 'n' Roll Life

Text by Bill Milkowski

For half a century Keith Richards has been the heart and soul of the world's greatest rock 'n' roll band. A riff

master of the highest order, his catchy licks have energized timeless rock anthems from “Satisfaction” to

“Start Me Up.” With Mick Jagger, he formed an indelible songwriting team that secured a spot in the

Songwriters' Hall of Fame. Renowned music critic Bill Milkowski brilliantly captures the music and the

turbulent life of the ultimate rock 'n' roll survivor.

 

Bill Milkowski has contributed to Down Beat, Jazz Times, Jazziz, Bass Player, Guitar Player, Modern

Drummer, Absolute Sound, Jazzthing (Germany), Guitar Club (Italy) and Guitar (Japan). His books include 

JACO: The Extraordinary and Tragic Life of Jaco Pastorius; Swing It! An Annotated History of Jive, Rockers,

Jazzbos & Visionaries; and Legends of Jazz (White Star 2010). The Jazz Journalists Association named

Milkowski Writer of the Year in 2004. He lives in New York City.

-A face-to-face meeting with an iconic rock star, whose autobiography sold millions of copies in one year

-A very accurate illustrated monograph that is the result of years of research and interviews

-Rich in illustrations, including photographs never before published 

-An authoritative work of international standing by one of the most renowned US music critics 

 

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: November 2012

208 pages

978-8-8544-0645-2

$29.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

140 color photos

10 X 11 1/2

Territory: US Only
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This authoritative yet accessible edition is perfect 
for history buffs, as well as those interested in 
Asian and European art 

Supplementary notes, captions, sidebars, and  
brief essays help to put Marco Polo’s work in 
context for the modern reader 

More than 200 images allow armchair travelers to 
immerse themselves in the splendors of China, 
Mongolia, the regions surrounding the ancient 
Silk Roads, and other parts of East Asia 

The newest volume in Sterling Signature’s  
successful Illustrated Edition series takes readers  

on a fascinating journey into a world once unknown. 
Marco Polo almost single-handedly introduced four-
teenth-century Europe to the civilizations of Central 
Asia and China. Now this stunningly illustrated volume, 
edited by renowned historian Morris Rossabi, offers 
the complete text of Polo’s travelogue (in the respected 
Yule-Cordier translation), enhanced with more than 200 
images—including illuminated manuscripts, paint-
ings, photographs, and maps. Sidebars and dozens of 
informative footnotes combine to present Polo and his 
travels in a captivating new light. 

Morris Rossabi is a historian and professor of China  
and Central Asia who teaches courses in Inner Asian 
and East Asian history at the City University of New York 
and Columbia University. He is the author of Herder to 
Statesman; The Mongols and Global History; Modern 
Mongolia: From Khans to Commissars to Capitalists; and 
Khubilai Khan: His Life and Times, which was chosen as 
a main selection by the History Book Club. In 2006, he 
was named chair of the Arts and Culture Program of the 
Open Society Foundations, founded by George Soros.  
He currently resides in New York City.

The Travels of Marco Polo
The Illustrated Edition
by Marco Polo, General Editor Morris Rossabi
978-1-4027-9630-2  |  $40.00  (Canada $48.00)  |  Hard  |  9 x 10  
400 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World  |  Carton Qty: 8   
November 6, 2012  |  Sterling Signature

Great Princes, Emperors, 
and Kings, Dukes and  

Marquises, Counts, 
Knights, and Burgesses! 

and People of all degrees who desire to get knowledge of the various races of mankind and 

of the diversities of the sundry re¬ons of the World, take this Book and cause it to be 

read to you. For ye shall find therein all kinds of wonderful things, and the divers 

hi∏ories of the Great Hermenia, and of Persia, and of the Land of the Tartars, and of 

India, and of many another country of which our Book doth speak, particularly and in 

regular succession, according to the description of Messer Marco Polo, a wise and noble 

citizen of Venice, as he saw them with his own eyes. Some things indeed there be therein 

which he beheld not; but these he heard from men of credit and veracity. And we shall set 

down things seen as seen, and things heard as heard only, so that no jot of falsehood may 

mar the truth of our Book, and that all who shall read it or hear it read may put full faith 

in the truth of all its contents.

For let me tell you that since our Lord God did mould with his hands our fir∏ 

Father Adam, even until this day, never hath there been Chri∏ian, or Pagan, or Tartar, 

or Indian, or any man of any nation, who in his own person hath had so much 

knowledge and experience of the divers parts of the World and its Wonders as hath had 

this Messer Marco! And for that reason he bethought himself that it would be a very 

great pity did he not cause to be put in writing all the great marvels that he had seen, or 

on sure information heard of, so that other people who had not these advantages might, 

by his Book, get such knowledge. And I may tell you that in acquiring this knowledge 

he spent in those various parts of the World good six-and-twenty years. Now, being 

thereafter an inmate of the Prison at Genoa, he caused Messer Ru∏iciano of Pisa, who 

was in the said Prison likewise, to reduce the whole to writing; and this befell in the 

year 1298 from the birth of Jesus.

This illumination from Le livre des 
merveilles du monde portrays Venetian 
ships arriving at an Asian port.  

Marco Polo master.indb   4-5 01-16-12   11:13 AM
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The Art of the Map

An Illustrated History of Map Elements and Embellishments

Dennis Reinhartz

This lavishly illustrated history of the golden age of cartography, from the sixteenth through the

nineteenth centuries, explores not only the embellishments on maps but also what they reveal about

the world in which they were created. Here there be monsters real and imagined; ships actual and

archetypical; newly discovered flora such as corn and tobacco; fauna ranging from buffalo to unicorns;

godlike beings and fantasy-like depictions of native peoples. The stunningly rendered images illuminate

an entire world.

Publisher: Sterling

Published: November 2012

240 pages

978-1-4027-6592-6

$40.00 ($48.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

9 1/8 X 10

Territory: World

Washington: The Indispensable Man

The Illustrated Edition

James Thomas Flexner

Historian James Thomas Flexner's multi-award-winning and magisterial four-volume biography of

George Washington moved beyond what the author termed “the marble image” to reveal the man

behind the icon. This updated illustrated edition--based on the bestselling 1974 one-volume

abridgement--enhances Flexner's graceful prose with an assortment of rare maps, lost letters, and

historical images, giving readers an unmatched perspective on the man whose inspired leadership as

soldier and statesman made him the indispensable rallying point of a daring revolution and the bulwark

of a new nation.

Publisher: Sterling Signature

Published: November 2012

452 pages

978-1-4027-7821-6

$40.00 ($48.00 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

9 X 10

Carton Quantity: 6

Territory: WENG

The History of Organized Crime

The True Story and Secrets of Global Gangland

David Southwell

Organized crime is the world's biggest, most profitable business. No country has escaped its

corrosive, corrupting taint. In this explosive, newly updated book, author David Southwell reveals the

history, rules, and secrets of every major criminal network across the globe, from traditional players

like the Sicilian Mafia and the Chinese Triads to bold new threats such as the Russian Organizatsiya

and the Mexican Cartels, fearlessly exposing their crimes, methods, and key figures in chilling and

compelling detail.

  New Edition

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: November 2012

224 pages

978-1-7809-7013-4

$19.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

200 color & b/w photos

7 X 8 5/8

Territory: US Only

Jack the Ripper

CSI: Whitechapel

John Bennett and Paul Begg

Over 100 years have elapsed since what is believed to have been Jack the Ripper's final murder, yet

hundreds of books, television programs, and films continue to be produced every year on the subject. 

Jack the Ripper: Crime Scene Investigation takes readers back to the London of 1888 through unique

reconstructions of the Ripper's murders. Detailed crime-scene re-creations, plus thoroughly researched

text written by experts, give readers the most complete view to date of the gruesome crimes that

shook Victorian society. 

 

Publisher: Andre Deutsch

Published: November 2012

224 pages

978-0-2330-0362-7

$34.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

180 color & b/w photos

7 1/2 X 9 3/4

Territory: US Only
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Hero Dogs

Secret Missions and Selfless Service

Preface by Ronald L. Aiello, text by Lance Bacon

Today's specially trained war dogs--like the anonymous canine hero that took part in the top-secret

mission against Osama bin Laden--are a breed apart, assisting their human friends in locating

improvised explosive devices, conducting clandestine missions, and more. Many have earned

recognition for heroism. Others struggle with wounds and post-traumatic stress. Dozens died in the

line of duty. Filled with hundreds of dramatic never-before-seen photos, this one-of-a-kind book

features inspiring tales of selfless battlefield service related by the war dogs' handlers and fellow

soldiers.

Publisher: White Star Publishers

Published: November 2012

160 pages

978-8-8544-0657-5

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Hard

150 color & b/w photos

8 1/4 X 11

Territory: US/Can

Popular Mechanics Who's Spying On You?

The Looming Threat to Your Privacy, Identity, and Family in the Digital Age

Erik Sofge, Davin Coburn and the Editors of Popular Mechanics

It's not paranoia; we ARE being watched.  Today, thanks to technology and new media, our every 
activity can be monitored. This groundbreaking investigation shows how privacy is under assault--and 
how we can protect ourselves. Covering everything from the News of the World hacking scandal to 
identity and credit theft, Popular Mechanics Who's Spying On You? features stories of real people
whose privacy has been violated. It looks at the technology powering those intrusions, examines 
advances in security, and thoroughly considers the social and legal ramifications of our increasingly
complex high-tech society. A final chapter offers direct, service-oriented tips to safeguard privacy, 
along with an exploration of how a new, post-private generation willingly surrenders personal information. 

Publisher: Hearst

Published: November 2012

208 pages

978-1-5881-6858-0

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

Territory: World with exclusions*

eBook

978-1-58816-946-4

$9.99 ($11.99 Canadian)

New Revolutions for a Small Planet

How the Global Shift in Humanity and Nature Will Transform Our Minds and

Lives

Kingsley L. Dennis

We live in a time of revolution. Corrupt or inefficient social systems face protests around the globe.

Climatic disruption has led to increased earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, and other natural disasters.

And the modern mind is transitioning from an industrial-globalization model toward a life-sustaining,

ecological-cosmological worldview. This book examines the concept of the Hindu Yugas--or great

cycles--to reveal how humanity is entering a new age in which the very revolutions many mistakenly

fear will reenergize us instead.

 

Publisher: Watkins

Published: November 2012

288 pages

978-1-7802-8392-0

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 1/4 X 8 1/2

Territory: US/Can
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The Cosmo Kama Sutra

99 Mind-Blowing Sex Positions

The Editors of Cosmopolitan

The fun, fearless readers of Cosmopolitan agree on one thing: no one knows sex better.

Now Cosmo's perennial bestseller is available in a great new gift format--and it's hotter than ever, with

22 sizzling new positions. Each of the 99 positions is illustrated and features precise instructions on

mastering the move. It's a torrid tour-de-force that will be as much fun to give as to receive. And now,

the table of contents makes it easy to search by type of position--such as sitting, standing, and

reclining--so you can find the move you want…even in the heat of the moment.

  Revised Edition

Publisher: Hearst

Published: November 2012

224 pages

978-1-5881-6971-6

$19.95 ($23.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Slipcase

all in color

7 X 7

Territory: World with exclusions*

Living A Course in Miracles

An Essential Guide to the Classic Text

Jon Mundy, PhD

In 1976, a mysterious “Inner Voice” spoke to Helen Schucman, dictating what would come to be

known as A Course in Miracles--a spiritual classic that would go on to sell over two million copies and

influence countless people worldwide. Those who study this 1,333-page course can struggle for years

to progress through its resonant but often difficult-to-comprehend truths. Jon Mundy, who knew

ACIM's founders, uses passages from the text to illuminate its teachings on subjects ranging from the

self and forgiveness to health and the afterlife. His lively storytelling and in-depth knowledge will help

readers embrace the wisdom of this timeless text in their daily lives.

 

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Sterling Ethos

Published: September 2012

272 pages

978-1-4549-0000-9

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 1/2 X 8 1/4

Territory: World

Kabbalah

An Introduction to the Esoteric Heart of Jewish Mysticism

Tim Dedopulos

The ancient mysteries of Kabbalah, rooted in Judaic law and lore, are a well of wisdom at which sages

and celebrities alike have come to drink. The unique map of consciousness central to Kabbalah is the

Tree of Life, which aims to integrate all aspects of our selves: mind, body, and spirit. This accessible

introduction to Kabbalah is filled with exercises and techniques to help you achieve that integration,

harnessing its empowering energies in your own life.

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: November 2012

128 pages

978-1-7809-7178-0

$19.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Hardcover with Jacket

100 color & b/w photos

7 3/4 X 10 1/4

Territory: US Only

The Guide to Chinese Horoscopes

The Twelve Animal Signs*Personality and Aptitude*Relationships and

Compatibility*Work, Money and Health*Horoscopes Over Time

Gerry Maguire Thompson, consultant: Shuen-Lian Hsaio

This simple yet comprehensive guide to using the ancient Chinese system of horoscopes has a classic

beauty of design yet is supple enough to embrace the multiplicity of modern human experience. Gerry

Maguire Thompson shows how the animal-year sign cycle is enmeshed with a repeating cycle of the

five elements, and how this in turn is modified by the hour-of-birth cycle. Includes extensive year

charts as well as sections for each animal sign, the relationship potential between signs, and how to

work out astrological influences for years to come.

 

Publisher: Watkins

Published: November 2012

224 pages

978-1-7802-8395-1

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

6 X 9 1/2

Territory: US/Can
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The first crossword puzzle appeared 100 years ago, 
and what better way to celebrate than with 100 

puzzles from the nation’s top constructors? Grouped 
by decade, the puzzles range from the sublime—
Lindbergh’s solo flight across the Atlantic—to the 
ridiculous—2004’s Super Bowl “wardrobe malfunction.” 
Aficionados of crosswords and of history alike will 
delight in this centenary collection of puzzles. 

Peter Gordon is the Editorial Director of Puzzlewright 
Press. His crosswords have appeared in the New York 
Times, the Wall Street Journal, USA Today, the Los 
Angeles Times, the Washington Post, Newsday, and 
numerous puzzle magazines, including Games, where he 
was an editor for seven years. Gordon was a member 
of the winning US teams at the 1990 International 
Crossword Marathon in Bjelovar, Yugoslavia. His titles 
include Hall of Fame Crosswords, Yahtzee Scratch & 
Play, Match Wits With Mensa: Test Your Trivia Smarts, 
and Verbiage for the Verbose; he is also the coauthor of 
Solitaire Battleships, Scrabble-doku, and the Puzzlewright 
Guide to Solving Sudoku. He writes a weekly current-
events crossword for The Week.

100 crosswords is a lot of puzzles for the price, 
making this a great value

High-quality paper ensures that a few erasures 
won’t ruin the page (and the puzzle on the  
other side)

Spiral binding allows the book to sit flat for solving, 
so there won’t be a broken spine with pages 
falling out

100 Years, 100 Crosswords
Celebrating the Crossword’s Centennial
Edited by Peter Gordon
978-1-4027-9639-5  |  $9.95  (Canada $11.95)  |  Concealed Spiral- 
Bound Paper  |  8 x 10  |  128 pages  |  Territory: World 
Carton Qty: 34  |  November 6, 2012  |  Puzzlewright
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mental_floss is a well-known trivia magazine with over 100,000 subscribers in almost  
20 countries, and the company also hosts a popular blog at mentalfloss.com 

The very best puzzles from proven experts in the field, such as Frank Longo (whose books 
have sold over four million copies) and Matt Gaffney (whose work has appeared in the 
Chicago Tribune and New York Times, among many other publications)

High-quality paper ensures the optimal solving experience

mental_floss Crosswords
by Matt Gaffney
978-1-4027-8551-1  |  $8.95  (Canada $10.95) 
Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper  |  8 x 10 
96 pages  |  Territory: WENG 
November 6, 2012  |  Puzzlewright

mental_floss
Top-tier puzzles from the 
popular trivia magazine!

mental _ floss teams up with puzzle 
aficionado Matt Gaffney to bring solvers 
one of the most amazing crossword 
collections ever devised. Each of the 66 
puzzles not only features a fun theme and 
witty clues, there’s also a secret puzzle-
within-the-puzzle waiting to be solved. 
Gaffney has pulled out all the stops to keep 
your mental wheels turning. 

If you love classic logic puzzles, you know 
how hard it is to find good ones. Thankfully, 
the folks at mental _ floss have come to the 
rescue with a topnotch book of 72 puzzles 
that will flex your logical reasoning to the 
max. Each puzzle comes with a grid to mark 
your deductions, so put on your thinking cap 
and start solving! 

Get ready for a new puzzle sensation: Split 
Decision. Each trivia question presents six 
challenges, and it’s up to solvers to decide 
which category each challenge fits. For 
instance, which is a Real Person and which 
is a Marketing Invention: Betty Crocker, Chef 
Boyardee, and Duncan Hines? Answers include 
a fun fact like “Before he was a brand of cake 
mix, Duncan Hines was a restaurant critic.” 
Making decisions has never been so much fun! 

Sudoku super-master Frank Longo 
and mental _ floss bring fans a 
collection of superb puzzles sure to 
stimulate the brain. Longo’s puzzles 
are always top-notch, and because 
these sudoku increase in difficulty as 
the book goes along, they’re perfect 
for helping solvers build their skills. 

mental _ floss magazine rules 
the trivia universe, and now their 
unique brand of laughter-inducing 
brainbusters are finally in a book. 
You’ll snicker, you’ll snort, you’ll 
groan—you may even learn some 
fun new facts! So grab a copy and 
host your own pub trivia night, right 
in the comfort of your own home! 

mental_floss Sudoku
by Frank Longo
978-1-4027-8939-7  |  $7.95  (Canada $9.95) 
Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper  |  6 x 9  |  160 pages 
Territory: WENG  |  November 6, 2012  |  Puzzlewright

mental_floss Trivia
by Sandy Wood and Kara Kovalchik
978-1-4027-8937-3  |  $14.95  (Canada $17.95) 
Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper  |  5 x 7  |  864 pages
Territory: WENG  |  November 6, 2012  |  Puzzlewright

mental_floss Logic Puzzles
by Brian Cimmet
978-1-4027-9106-2  |  $8.95  (Canada $10.95) 
Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper  |  8 x 10
96 pages  |  Territory: World
November 6, 2012  |  Puzzlewright

mental_floss Split Decision
by Jason English and Ethan Trex
978-1-4027-8938-0  |  $9.95  (Canada $11.95) 
Paper  |  5 3/8 x 8 ¼  |  128 pages
Territory: WENG  |  November 6, 2012
Puzzlewright
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Crasswords: The Enhanced Edition

Bigger, Longer, Harder

Francis Heaney

No one under the age of 18 admitted! These topnotch crosswords with below-the-belt sensibilities

will bring a smile to your lips and a blush to your cheek! Adults with a racy sense of humor will love

the irreverent, off-the-bathroom-wall themes and entries in this newly expanded edition of 

Crasswords: Dirty Crosswords for Cunning Linguists. Includes three cryptic crasswords full of devious

wordplay and naughty innuendo.

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: November 2012

96 pages

978-1-4027-7727-1

$8.95 ($10.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

8 X 10

Carton Quantity: 48

Territory: World

Winner's Circle Crosswords

Puzzles From a Five-Time Champion

Tyler Hinman

Crossword champion Tyler Hinman is the youngest person to ever win the American Crossword Puzzle

Tournament, and he's not just a pro at solving them: he's expert at constructing them, too. Here are

82 puzzles to give your brain a real workout, and as a bonus, Hinman has provided some useful tips on

what to do (and what not to do) to make you a champion solver. Learn from a master with Winner's

Circle Crosswords.

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: January 2013

96 pages

978-1-4027-8820-8

$8.95 ($10.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

8 X 10

Territory: WENG

Topsy-Turvy Word Search Puzzles

Dave Tuller

This book will make you flip--literally! That's because the word searches in Topsy-Turvy Word Search

Puzzles were all made with a special font in which letters look like other letters depending on how you

look at them:  an E can also be an M or a W, for example. So you'll have to look sideways and

upside-down to find all the words. To add to the fun, the leftover letters reveal a secret message!

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: November 2012

96 pages

978-1-4027-8821-5

$8.95 ($10.95 Canadian)

Concealed Spiral-Bound Paper

8 X 10

Territory: World

Kick Yourself Puzzles

A Collection of Forehead-Slapping Fun

Paul Sloane and Des MacHale

This book will have you kicking yourself, slapping your forehead, and laughing out loud, not necessarily

in that order. Filled with little teasers that have trick answers, this is one book of puzzles that will

amuse as well as confuse. For instance: What was the name of the president in 2000? No, not Bill

Clinton--the answer is Barack Obama, the current president, who in 2000 had the same name he does

today! [insert facepalm here]

Publisher: Puzzlewright

Published: January 2013

96 pages

978-1-4027-9910-5

$6.95 ($8.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 3/8 X 8 1/4

Territory: World
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Good Housekeeping magazine is an American icon 
of consumer protection and quality assurance. Each 
issue reaches 24 million readers and, with 15 editions 
published worldwide, it is an internationally recognized 
brand that sets the standard to which all other women’s 
service magazines aspire. 

Susan Westmoreland has been Good Housekeeping 
magazine’s food director, entrusted with the manage-
ment of the renowned test kitchens, for 15 years. In 
2001, Susan was named The James Beard Foundation’s 
Editor of the Year.

This elegant bridal edition of Good Housekeeping’s 
trusty cook’s companion will help newlyweds get 

off to a delicious start as they launch their new life 
together. Featuring a 32-page color insert on outfitting, 
organizing, and maintaining the couple’s new shared 
kitchen, it includes 1,275 triple-tested recipes plus 
indispensable cooking and entertaining advice. More 
than just a cookbook, this special gift to the bride and 
groom will be an enduring symbol of best wishes  
in years to come. 

Topics include: 

•  Selecting cookware, bakeware, appliances, and 
utensils from must-haves to aspirational items

•  Kitchen cleanup advice for floors, countertops,  
the refrigerator, and oven

•  Strategic decluttering, presented zone by zone

•  And much more!

The Good Housekeeping Cookbook 
The Bridal Edition
by the Editors of Good Housekeeping magazine
978-1-58816-904-4  |  $35.00  (Canada $42.00)  |  Hard  |  8 x 9  
784 pages (all in color)  |  Territory: World with Exclusions* 
Carton Qty: 22  |  January 1, 2013  |  Hearst

The Good Housekeeping Cookbook has sold  
more than 463,000 copies 

This keepsake edition features a sophisticated  
new cover and a 32-page insert specially  
created for newlyweds that make it a natural 
wedding, shower, or engagement gift

Good Housekeeping reaches 24 million women 
each month and will support the book with 
editorial coverage and print advertising

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
• Major national publicity

• Review coverage in bridal publications

• Reviews and features in food sections in 
newspapers nationwide

• Online coverage and outreach to foodie and 
wedding blogs

• Coverage in Good Housekeeping magazine  
and on goodhousekeeping.com

• Print advertising in Good Housekeeping magazine 

• Blads available

Praise for The Good Housekeeping Cookbook 

” [A]n essential resource for beginning cooks. With recipes  
to wow guests as well as perfect family meals, this is  
highly recommended.” —Library Journal (starred review)
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Patti Moreno, aka Garden Girl, is the creator 
and host of the most popular garden 
channel on YouTube (youtube.com/user/
GardenGirltv). TubeMogul, an independent  
third-party tracking service) says her videos  
have been viewed 10 million times

Patti Moreno is the first season co-host of the 
American Public Television show, Growing a 
Greener World, currently airing on public televi-
sion nationwide (growingagreenerworld.com)

Patti is a gardening expert for HGTV, with 20  
videos available on HGTV.com (gardengirltv.com/ 
hgtv-videos-patti-moreno.html)

Patti is a garden writer for major magazines and 
newspapers, and leads an active workshop, 
lecture, and appearance schedule at major 
botanical gardens, garden centers, and garden 
shows and festivals across the country

Marketing & PUBLiCitY CaMPaign
•	Major national publicity 

•	Features and reviews in gardening, cooking,  
and general interest magazines

•	Newspaper coverage in lifestyle and  
book review sections

•	Online coverage targeting food and gardening 
blogs and websites

•	Promotions on author website, gardengirltv.com 

•	Social media campaign through author  
platforms on Facebook and Twitter  

•	Customized search engine marketing campaign 

•	Galleys available

Even space-deprived urban dwellers can grow their 
own food, thanks to Patti Moreno’s groundbreaking 

gardening guide! Moreno, host of the most popular 
garden videos on the web, has devised a unique plan 
for creating low-maintenance organic “cuisine gardens“ 
that produce the vegetables, fruits, and herbs people 
love. She supplies dozens of easy plans, plus a generous 
collection of simple, delicious recipes and menus to 
make the most of any garden’s bounty.

Gardening by Cuisine
by Patti Moreno
978-1-4027-9642-5  |  $18.95  (Canada $22.95)  |  Paper  |  7 ½ x 9 ½  
256 pages (all in 2-color; illus. throughout)  |  Territory: US/Can 
January 1, 2013  |  Sterling

ebook: 978-1-4027-9643-2  |  $7.99  (Canada $9.99)

Patti Moreno is both the creator and host of GardenGirltv.com,  
one of the top urban gardening websites in the US (TubeMogul gave 
her the rank of Most Watched Garden Host on the web). Patti has 
contributed to Fine Gardening’s Grow Magazine, Organic Gardening 
Magazine, Farmers’ Almanac, The Boston Globe, and The Huffington 
Post, and is the co-host for the first season of the public television 
show, Growing a Greener World. Patti has appeared on NBC’s Today 
Show and speaks at garden centers across the country. Her video 
series is available on HGTV.com. Patti lives in Boston, MA.
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Victoria Beautiful Wedding Flowers

More than 300 Corsages, Bouquets, and Centerpieces

Diane Wagner

The ultimate guide to creating gorgeous corsages, bouquets, and centerpieces for a beautiful wedding

is now in paperback! Brimming with stunning photographs, Beautiful Wedding Flowers shows how to

create a magical wedding filled with lovely floral decorations, handcrafted wreaths and ornaments,

pretty corsages, and of course the bouquet of every bride's dreams. From fast and easy projects that

offer instant gratification to elaborate and glorious designs, here is a veritable garden of floral ideas.

  New In Paperback

Publisher: Hearst

Published: January 2013

224 pages

978-1-5881-6987-7

$17.95 ($21.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

9 X 9 1/4

Territory: World

The Easy Fruit Garden

Clare Matthews

With rising food prices and increasing awareness of food provenance and chemical usage, more

people are interested in growing their own food. But while few gardeners think twice about growing

vegetables, fruits are another matter. Now, expert gardener Clare Matthews demystifies fruit growing,

offering simple shortcuts, unusual low-maintenance strategies, and practical instructions. Shot by

well-respected photographer Clive Nichols, The Easy Fruit Garden will appeal to the complete novice

as well as to more experienced gardeners looking to save time and increase productivity.

 

Publisher: New Holland

Published: January 2013

224 pages

978-1-8477-3858-5

$22.95 ($27.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

all in color

7 1/2 X 9 3/4

Territory: US/Can

Shipwright 2013

The International Annual of Maritime History & Ship Modelmaking

Edited by John Bowen

An essential resource for any dedicated ship modeler or maritime enthusiast, this full-color

annual--lushly illustrated with modelmakers' own photographs, archival plans, prints, and

artworks--celebrates 40 years of Shipwright and Model Shipwright. The 20 articles in Shipwright 2013

focus on “scratch-built” model shipbuilding, as well as restoration, archaeology, historical research,

and marine art, including new research and builds, plus sections on Modeller's Draughts, Book News,

and an image gallery.

  New Edition

Publisher: Conway

Published: January 2013

208 pages

978-1-8448-6160-6

$39.95 ($47.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

70 color photos, 30 b/w illus.

8 X 10 1/2

Territory: US/Can
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STERLING

The Missing Peace

The Scientific-Spiritual Method for Recovering from

Addiction

David Sack, MD, and Earl H.

The Missing Peace blazes a bold new path to an enlightened, expanded

awareness of addiction. Developed by David Sack, M.D., a pioneer in the

field of addiction medicine, and Earl H., the nation's top addiction

intervention specialist, this truly integrative approach combines the

time-honored wisdom of 12-step recovery with cutting-edge

developments in neuroscience. It will empower millions in the throes of

this dreaded disease, offering them hope of achieving a sustainable

recovery and improving the quality of their lives.

One of the world's leading addiction psychiatrists, David Sack, M.D,. has

devoted his professional life to the diagnosis, treatment, and management

of substance abuse. He currently serves as CEO and Medical Director at

Promises Treatment Centers; President/CEO of Elements Behavioral

Health; and psychiatric consultant at Forest Laboratories, Inc. and Cypress

Bioscience, Inc. He lives in Huntington Beach, CA.

Earl H. is one of the addiction industry's most sought-after consultants,

working with top treatment facilities across the United States in the areas

of program design, program outline, referral development, and 12-step

education. He is founder and director of Hightower Intervention Services,

LLC, where he instructs qualified individuals, including high-ranking law

enforcement officers, in the art of intervention. Earl began his own

recovery from alcohol and drugs 30 years ago. He is living proof that there

is a light at the end of the addiction tunnel. He lives in Studio City, CA.

-National publicity

-20-city radio satellite tour

-Reviews and features in health and spiritual publications

-Major online outreach to recovery, self-help, and health sites

-Search engine marketing campaign

-Galleys available

 

-Dr. David Sack is highly regarded for his ability to translate complex

scientific knowledge into accessible and engaging information. Earl H. is

one of a select handful of people in the field who is always listened to.

What he says matters, and everyone--doctors, therapists, bureaucrats,

and 12-steppers--pays attention when he speaks

-It's believed that 66 percent of American families have been directly

touched by addiction. This community includes millions in long-term

recovery from substance abuse, as well as their families, friends, and

colleagues

-Therapists and other mental health professionals who focus on addiction

are voracious consumers of information and would recommend this book

to their patients/clients to help them better understand their addiction and

to think about it differently 

-Prescription drug abuse, especially pain relievers, is on the rise, with

many teenagers assuming these drugs are safe. This book will increase

awareness of the traits that predispose kids to abuse drugs, helping

parents, teachers, counselors and health-care professionals target at-risk

youth long before they begin using, potentially averting the devastation of

addiction before it has a chance to take hold 

Publisher: Sterling

Published: January 2013

288 pages

978-1-4027-9810-8

$26.95 ($32.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

6 X 9
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eBook
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STERLING

Showcase 500 Paper Objects

New Directions in Paper Art

Gene McHugh

Presenting Showcase 500 Paper Objects, the latest addition to our bestselling 500 Series! This

exciting collection of contemporary paper crafts--including origami, kirigami, and papier-mâché

 --features some of the world's most renowned artists. Join esteemed juror Gene McHugh of the

Whitney Museum of American Art in this captivating survey on paper arts, which brings together

dynamic sculpture, installations, jewelry, wall pieces, vessels, lighting, toys, and more. 

 

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: June 2013

420 pages

978-1-4547-0330-3

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps

all in color

8 X 8

Territory: World

Letterpress Now

A DIY Guide to New & Old Printing Methods

Jessica White

At last--a contemporary how-to reference on letterpress, a traditional craft that's experiencing a huge

resurgence! Not only does Letterpress Now explain how to find and use a variety of presses, it also

covers an amazing range of techniques, all with step-by-step photos: setting metal and wood type,

lino/relief block prints, photopolymer plates, die-cuts, engraving, linotype, and more. About twenty

eye-catching projects, from cards and calendars to masks, posters, and business cards--plus features

on over a dozen letterpress artists and community print shops--make this guide indispensable.

Publisher: Lark Crafts

Published: January 2013

176 pages

978-1-4547-0329-7

$24.95 ($29.95 Canadian)

Paper

all in color

8 1/2 X 10

Carton Quantity: 28

Territory: World

Sew Pretty T-Shirt Dresses

More Than 25 Easy, Pattern-Free Designs for Little Girls

Sweet Seams

Start with a basic T-shirt; finish with a fun and fashionable garment that a little girl will love! This

adorable collection of dresses and tops offers sewers more than 25 amazingly easy projects, all using

“sew-simple” techniques and affordable, machine-washable fabrics. The designs--all for girls ages 2 to

8--range from an empire-waist party dress with a tiered skirt to a drop-waist hoodie tunic with ruffle

trim. There are also ideas for using remnants to embellish jeans and sew hats, purses, and other

accessories.

 

Publisher: Sixth&Spring Books

Published: January 2013

112 pages

978-1-9360-9649-7

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper with flaps
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STERLING

London 2012 The Greatest Show on Earth

A Day-by-Day Photographic Celebration of the London 2012 Olympic

Games

Press Association Sport

Relive the amazing London Olympics, from the exhilarating episodes of joy and triumph to the heartbreaking

moments of loss. Each chapter follows a single day in the world-popular sporting event, bringing the great

stories, outstanding achievements, and heroic efforts to vivid life in stunning photographs. The Greatest

Show on Earth is the perfect way to remember--and honor--the London 2012 Olympic Games.

Press Association Sport is part of the Press Association, the UK's leading national news agency.

It has a dedicated team of sports journalists reporting on almost every major sporting event and had

journalists covering the entire London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

-The Olympic Games is the biggest sporting event in the world

-The cumulative global television audience for the London 2012 Olympic Games is expected to exceed eight

billion. The Games will be broadcast in 216 countries worldwide, either live or on tape delay

-Online hits for official Olympic Games web pages will be counted in hundreds of billions during the Games

-PricewaterhouseCoopers predicts that almost one million fans will visit London from overseas exclusively to

attend the Games 

 

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: January 2013

160 pages

978-1-8473-2933-2

$29.95 ($35.95 Canadian)

Hardcover with Jacket

250 color photos

7 1/2 X 10 1/4

Territory: US/Can

Olympic and World Records 2012

Keir Radnedge

The first modern Olympics, held in Athens in 1896, featured 241 athletes from 14 countries. When the event

hits London in 2012, 4,200 athletes from 147 countries will compete before a global television audience of

6.7 billion people. In the intervening years, some of the greatest stories in the history of sports have been

written, and names have been immortalized. This official publication of the London 2012 Games collects the

finest Olympic achievements and celebrates the legendary athletes behind them.

Keir Radnedge has been covering sports worldwide for more than 40 years. He has written over 30 books,

from tournament guides to comprehensive encyclopedias. As a journalist he worked for the Daily Mail, the 

Guardian, and other newspapers and magazines around the world. He is an editor of the Olympic-specializing

Sports Features Communications agency, for which he covered the 2008 Summer and 2010 Winter Olympic

Games. He has been a sports analyst for BBC radio and television and CNN. He lives in London.

-An official product of the London 2012 Games

-The 2012 Olympic Games will be broadcast across 220 territories in the world to an estimated global

television audience of 6.7 billion people 

-Eight million tickets are expected to be sold for the 17 days of competition at London 2012, with an

estimated one million people visiting the Olympic Park during the duration of the Games

-The 2012 Olympic Games will be covered by 21,000 separate media and broadcasting outlets

Publisher: Carlton Books

Published: January 2013

224 pages

978-1-7809-7117-9

$24.95 (No Canadian Rights)

Paper

450 color & b/w photos
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STERLING

Living Low Carb

Controlled-Carbohydrate Eating for Long-Term Weight Loss

Jonny Bowden, PhD, CNS, foreword by Barry Sears, PhD, author of The

Zone

The best low-carb guide just got better. Nationally known nutrition expert Jonny Bowden's bestselling

low-carbohydrate eating plan is now both more flexible and more effective at fighting appetite cravings. This

updated edition of Living Low Carb explores the many scientific discoveries made in the last five years about

brain chemistry, appetite, cravings, carbs, and sugar addiction. With refreshing candor, Bowden evaluates all

the low-carb programs in light of the latest scientific research, including the Dukan Diet, the Low GI Diet, and

the Ultimate New York Diet, showing you how to customize your own healthy plan for long-term weight loss

and optimal well-being.

Jonny Bowden, PhD, CNS is a board-certified nutritionist and a nationally known expert on weight loss,

nutrition, and health. He's the health columnist for Forbes Online, a member of the Editorial Advisory Board of

Men's Health, and he blogs for America Online and the Huffington Post. The author of seven acclaimed

books, including the bestseller The 150 Healthiest Foods on Earth, The Most Effective Natural Cures on Earth,

and The 150 Most Effective Ways To Boost Your Energy, his work has been featured in over 50 magazines

and newspapers, ranging from the New York Times to US Weekly. He's appeared as a nutrition expert on

CNN, Fox News, MSNBC, ABC-TV, NBC-TV, CBS-TV, Martha Stewart Living, and Oprah and Friends. His

latest book is The Most Effective Ways To Live Longer. Visit him at jonnybowden.com.

-Emphasizes up-to-date low-carb eating plans that are healthier and more flexible than earlier versions of the

diet

-Explores discoveries made in the last five years about brain chemistry, appetite, cravings, carbs, and sugar

addiction 

-Shows how to customize your own low-carb diet and enjoy long-term weight loss and well-being

-Previous editions sold 120,000 copies 

  New Edition

Publisher: Sterling

Published: January 2013

440 pages

978-1-4549-0351-2

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

6 b/w illus.

6 X 9

Territory: World

The Zen Diet Revolution

The Mindful Path to Permanent Weight Loss

Martin and Philippa Faulks with Dr. Richard Faulks

Fad diets don't encourage permanent change. In fact, they are extremely unhealthy to maintain over the long

term. The Zen Diet is different: based on Kaizen and other spiritual principles from Japan, its focus is on small

but permanent changes that you make to last your entire life. Each change works synergistically to transform

your physical health, lifestyle, and mental outlook, profoundly altering your view of your self and your

interaction with food.

Martin Faulks trained in Zen Buddhism in Japan, has a black belt in the Korean martial art Kuk Sool Won, and

is proficient in the mystical disciplines of China, including Tai Chi, Meditation, Qi Gong, and the legendary

form of Yi Jin Jing. His previous books include Secrets or Rejuvenation: Zen Warrior Exercises and Becoming

a Ninja Warrior: A Quest to Recover the Secret Legacy of Japan's Most Secret Warriors. 

 

Philippa Faulks is a writer and researcher of alternative history and religion, with a special interest in Ancient

Egypt. Her previous books and forthcoming titles include: The Masonic Magician: The Life and Death of Count

Cagliostro and his Egyptian Rite and The Secrets of Meditation. She lives and works in Suffolk, England.

-The Zen Diet combines ancient spiritual wisdom with the most cutting-edge research into fat loss

-Includes dietary adjustments, supplementation, and advice approved by the Institute of Food Research

clinically proven among other things to actually decrease the number of fat cells in your body--all without any

calorie counting

Publisher: Watkins

Published: January 2013

256 pages

978-1-7802-8396-8

$14.95 ($17.95 Canadian)

Paper

5 X 7 3/4
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STERLING

Magic Lantern Genie Guides®:

Nikon D800 & D800E

Simon Stafford

Introducing the MAGIC LANTERN GENIE GUIDES®! These all-new books

give photographers the high-quality, camera-specific, how-tos they want

and need-faster and easier than ever before. Pared down to the essentials,

and nicely sized to fit right in the camera bag, Genie Guides cover every

vital feature and function required to take great photos NOW!

Four years after the release of Nikon's D700 comes this incredible leap in

the D-SLR food chain--and Nikon has bumped up its initial production to

meet the huge demand. Nikon authority Simon Stafford cuts through the

fluff to help owners master everything from the camera's whopping

36-megapixel resolution to its superb video/audio capabilities.

Simon Stafford is technical editor of Nikon Owner magazine, lifelong Nikon

shooter, contributor to several photo magazines, and author of more than

13 Magic Lantern Guides.

-The Magic Lantern Genie Guides will be the very first guides available on

these new cameras, and will be snatched up by customers trying to make

the most of their equipment

-The Genie Guides are a pared-down, essentials--only Magic Lantern

product that allow photographers to master their camera, start shooting,

and get great photos faster than ever 

-In addition to Magic Lantern's traditional Quick Reference Wallet Card, the

Genie includes a Troubleshooting Quick Ref Wallet Card. 

-All new trim size (6 x 9), same fits-in-your-camera-bag handiness!

  New Edition

Publisher: Pixiq

Published: May 2012

128 pages

978-1-4547-0401-0

$17.95 ($19.95 Canadian)

Paper
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AUTHOR EVENTS

TITLE IMPRINT AUTHOR TOUR INFORMATION AUTHOR RESIDENCE PUB MONTH

Blood Therapy SilverOak Lynda Hilburn Requests considered Boulder, CO September

Civil War in Color, The Sterling John Guntselman Regional requests considered Cincinnati, OH October

Clean Food:  
The Revised Edition

Sterling Epicure Terry Walters Regional: Tri-state New York New Hartford, CT September

Clintons, The Sterling David Elliot Cohen Regional requests considered San Francisco, CA October

Crazy About Pies Sterling Krystina Castella Regional requests considered Los Angeles, CA November

Encyclopedia of Heavy 
Metal, The

Sterling Daniel Bukszpan Regional requests considered Brooklyn, NY October

Encyclopedia of  
Reggae, The

Sterling Michael Alleyne Regional requests considered Nashville, TN November

Fade to Black Sterling Martin Popoff Regional requests considered Toronto, ON October

Feng Shui Your Life Sterling Ethos Jayme Barrett Regional requests considered Los Angeles, CA August

For Us the Living Sterling Mort Kunstler Regional requests considered Long Island, NY October

Get the Led Out Sterling Denny Somach Regional requests considered Philadelphia, PA October

Gordon Ramsay’s  
Sunday Lunch

Sterling Epicure Gordon Ramsay Requests considered: EVENT 
PROPOSAL FORM REQUIRED

London, UK August

Gordon Ramsay’s  
World Kitchen

Sterling Epicure Gordon Ramsay Requests considered: EVENT 
PROPOSAL FORM REQUIRED

London, UK August

Jonathan Adler 100 Ways to 
Happy Chic Your Life

Sterling Signature Jonathan Adler Requests considered: EVENT 
PROPOSAL FORM REQUIRED

New York, NY October

Medical Book, The Sterling Cliff Pickover Regional requests considered Yorktown Heights, NY September

Missing Peace, The Sterling David Sack, MD Regional requests considered Huntington Beach, CA January 
2013

New York Times  
Book of Wine, The

Sterling Epicure Howard Goldberg Regional requests considered New York, NY August

One Minute Wine Master Sterling Epicure Jennifer Simonetti Requests comsidered New York, NY September

Playboy’s Greatest Covers Sterling Damon Brown Regional requests considered San Diego, CA August

Provence Sterling Signature Magie Barrett Regional requests considered New York, NY October

Provence Sterling Signature Joel Meyerowitz Regional requests considered New York, NY October

Ride or Fry Sterling Epicure Dante Gonzales Regional requests considered Los Angeles, CA November

Spirit of the Wolf Sterling Ethos Antonia Neshev Regional requests considered Hudson, FL October

Spirit of the Wolf Sterling Ethos Linda Star Wolf Regional requests considered Asheville, NC October

Steven Spielberg:  
A Retrospective

Sterling Richard Schickel Regional requests considered Los Angeles, CA October

Treasures of Green Day Sterling Gillian Gaar Regional requests considered Seattle, WA September

Wedding Planner Sterling Colin Cowie Requests considered: EVENT 
PROPOSAL FORM REQUIRED

New York, NY October

White Jacket Required Sterling Epicure Jenna Weber Regional requests considered Santa Rosa, CA September

Wines of the Southern 
Hemisphere

Sterling Epicure Mike DeSimone Requests considered New York, NY October

Wines of the Southern 
Hemisphere

Sterling Epicure Jeff Jenssen Requests considered New York, NY October

World Atlas of Beers, The Sterling Epicure Steve Beaumont Regional requests considered Toronto, ON October
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